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OT kick clinches it

]CUfootball makes playoffs for first time this decade
Mark Bolek:.::.Y
,,___ _ __
ASSIStant Sports EditOr

As if the chance to clinch
its first playoff berth since
1989 was not dramatic
enough, the john Carroll University football team added to
the occasion with a 20-17 overtime win Saturday at home
over Baldwin-Wallace.
Sophomore kicker David
Vitatoe booted a 27-yard field
go.d on the Blue Streaks' first
possession in overtime to give
Carroll the victory. With a 9-l
record avera ll and a 8-l mark
in the Ohio Athletic Co nference,jCU will travel to Indi ana to face Hanover College
Saturday at noon in the first
round of the NCAA playoffs.
"T his was such a big win
beca use so much was riding
,"

1

backer London Fletcher. "To
win in overtime, it just fascinates me. This is a game I'll
remember for the rest of my
life."
The Streaks built up a 14-0
lead, and BW scored two
touchdowns w tie up the score
at the start of the fourth quar-

ter. The teams then traded
field goals to set up the
gridlock. Vitatoe's overtime
heroics ended the game.
A number of the seasonhigh 3,275 fans rushed the
field following thegame-winning field goal to share in the
celebration. Student Union
members and numerous
alumni sponsored a "12th
man" contest for various student groups to show their
spirit for the Streaks.
"We definitely want ro
thank those that were there
for supportmg us," said jCU
head coach Tony DeCarlo. "l
think it was important for the
athletes to see the people in
the stands and the sheer enthusiasm ." Unlike the 1994
and 1996 seasons, jCU's one
;

John C a rroll students ch arged W asmer F1e \d after Saturday's v ictory ihc lrn\cml\'{ of Dc\\o

Kappa Psf was among-the student Ollfii!Watlons represen eda

back from the postseason.
The playoff selecnon committee usually a llows only the year. "With our wmmng,
one team from each confer- they couldn 't keep us out ,"
ence w advance to the play- DeCarlo said. "Also. I think
offs. but late losses by other the strength of our conference
ranked teams gave the Streaks was a factor, which is a testaa chance to move up, which ment to our program."
The next opponent will be
they took advantage of late in

Piano Rock

a very new one for the Streaks
Hanover, who sports an un
defeated record of l0-0, has
never played JCU.The only
other time the Streaks made
the playoffs, they lost at Dayton, 35-10.

NCAA FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS
Division Ill

John Carroll University at
Hanover College in lndiana
Sarurday at noon
Broadcasl l1vt on WUJC.· FM 88 7

Riding into uncertainty
Safe Rides for
spring semester
questionable
Ed Kle.in
Denise Glaros
The Carroll News

The sounds of Carl Rosen's musical performance
in the Wolf and Pot Saturday night spread
throughout the OJ. Lombardo Student Center.

~

Safe Rides, which offersst udems
a safe ride back to cam pus Th ursdays through Saturdays, presently
does nm have a van to continue its
services next semester
Last week, the department of
financial aid, which had allowed
Safe Rides to borrow their van for
the program, decided that the Student Union-sponsored Safe Rides
program would not be able to use it
anymore.
Leaving them "high and dry,"
Safe Rides was forced to find alternative sources for transportation,
satdsophomoreSafe Rides co-chair
Mike Kovacevic.
Financia1 atd agreed this past
Tuesday, however, to provide van
privileges to Safe Rides on Saturdays for the rest of the semester,
said sophomore Safe Rtdesco-chair
Courtney Kaezyk.
"They're a 11 for the program,
they're just concerned with the
wear and tear of the van- It has to
last them a long ti me,"Kaezyk said.

The biology department offered committee consisting of students
the use of their van on Fridays for and faculty we1ghed the advanthe rest of the semester and Cam pus tages and disadvantages of Safe
Ministry provtded its van for Thurs- Rides.
Included in the recommendaday Safe Rides runs, with all runs
operating between ll p.m. and 3a m. tions was a redefinmgof the role of
But the van Situation for next se- Safe R1des and its goa Is.
For exam pie, the com m 1ttee recmester does not have as workable a
ommended s tudents usi ng, Safe
solution as these
These van arrang,emems do not Rides show a jCU identification
card to board the van and drivers
carry over to the spn ng.
Accord1ng to john Gladstone, would record the names of all nddean of admissions and financial aid, ers.
A peer advisor or counselor
van arrangements were m place
would
be appomted to receive the
He said that representatives[rom
names of all nders, and those who
Safe Rides approached his depart
ment this past june requesting to use Safe R1des more than twice m
use financial aid's recently acqu1red any semester would be referred to
a peer ad visor or counselor
van.
In addition , the program should
Financiala1d acqUired the van as
part of an increase in federal fund- incorporate training sessions for
all volunteers and provide mformg.
Arrangements for van use were mation about other programs recomplete until the recent announce- garding safety and the use of alcohol and driving.
ment.
Kovacevic sa 1d that Safe Rides
Concerns were ra1sed by financialaid wah regardtomileageplaced has not been able to fully train all
on the van by the average four runs volunteers because of the transper mght, the amount of drivers us- portation problems.
'I don't thmk It 's my or the
mg the van, and whether or not Safe
Rides is community service oriented. universny's responsibilny to projust last May,membersof the Safe vide a van,' said Rev. Richard P
Rides Committee drew up recom- Salmi, SJ., v1ce president of stumendations for Freder1ck Travis, pro- dent affairs at john Carroll.
"Perhaps we need to challenge
vost and academ1c vice president at
the Student Union to find a way to
john Carroll
Over a penod of 18 weeks, the make it happen," Salmi said.

..
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News Briefs
Snow days
lf the weather causes classes to be cancelled at anytime this year,
there are several ways to find out. John Carroll's Public Relations will
notify the local AM and FM radio star ions, as well as the local televiswn stations when classesarecancelled. Up-to-dateclosmg information will be accessible by calling the "Closing Advtsory" line at, 3974666 aher6:30 a.m. for daytime class closmg mformation, and after 2
p.m for evening class closing mformation.

Beato delivers State of the UnJon
Creativ ity, innovation and discovery were the main themes of
Student Union Pres idem Chris Beato's "State of the Union Address,"
on Tuesday.
"What this administration is diligently working towards developing. is a Student Union that is not satisfied with the status quo, bur
1nstead iseagertocreatenew ways of tackling issues important to the
student body," Beato said
In his speecch. Beato focused on several issues, including the
changes the Student Union has undergone. For example, Beato said
that this is the hrst full year a House of Representatives has been part
of the Student Union.
There has also been an addition of several previously dissolved
commitLees and departments in the Student Union including, the
Academics, Information and Rules Committees, as well as the Depanments of Intercollegiate and Community Affairs, Beato said.
A mediation board dealing with the problems of student housing
and parking by involving student, residents and University Heights
was also mentioned as an addition to the Student Union agenda.
"The Student Union will always be called upon to review the
current situation and discover ways In which to solve problems, bring
about changes, and promote improvement," Beato said. "And this
administration welcomes the challenge. We are here, at your service,
tomakeyour~rsatjohnCarroll the most educational and socially
enjoyable."

Harvest for Hunger help needed
Today, Nov. 20, there will be an organizational meeting for the

a

u

March. Those in teres red should meet at the pool desk at 10:3:J a.m.
Those who are interested but cannot attend the meeting can contact
Melanie Shakarian at397·5423.

Cldlolle claallenges

DavidJ. O'Brien, Loyola professor of Roman Catholic Studies at the
College of the HolyCross In Worcester, Mass., will be featured In john
Carroll's Fall 1997 Community Service Public Forum presented by
the Center forComm unity Service at 7:30p.m. on Dec.l in the Jardine
Room . 'Educating Men and Women for Others: Challenges Facing
American Catholic Universities,' including the presentation of several community service awards will round out the event, which is free
and open to the public.

Newsbriefs compiled by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor.
Sc!nd contri butionsto the C<lrrol1 News by Monday nights.

EARNCA$H
WHILE BUILDING
YOUR RESUME!
are currently seeking
motivate-d individuals to join
our 1nside sales team. Responsibilities to include the
deve lo pm~nl and expans1011
of accounls. We will work
around your class schedule,
hours im.lude 8 :00 a.m.8:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

W~

WE OFFER •••

• Compe11tive hourly rat
+ tncentive
• Conven•ent location in
Independence
• Comprehensive training
The ideal candidate must
pos ess a high level of drive,
be customer-oriented, and
have excellent communication sk ills.
Call 216-520-4075, to
learn more about how you
can join our team. Fax resume to:
Premier Farnell Corp.
Fax 216-524-9211

Happy
Thanksgiving!
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Kozol gives failing grades to
America's educational system
Megan Hetman
Staff Reporter
Imagine graduatmg summa
cum laude from Harvard University and being a substitute
public school teacher in a Boston gheuo.
An unlikely scenano, but
this is exactly what nationally
renown author jonathan Kozol
has done.
Th1ny-rhreeyearsand seven
novels later,thisaward-wm ning
author came to john Carroll
University last FridaytogJVe his
insights on the inequities of
America's educational system.
Visibly exhausted from his
flight from North Carolina earlier that morning, Kozol delivered his speech on the fall of
education in Kulas Auditorium .
But instead of showing the

discrepanCieS between d1fferent
school systems in the United
States with regard to howtheyare
funded and supplied , Kozol focused on those who are affected
by the discrepancies - the children
"These children may be equal
in the eyes of God. butt hey are not
equal m the eyes of America ,"
Kozolsaid.
Kozol then ta Iked about some
of the children he has encountered over the years and later
documented in his books, such as

Savage lnequal ities.
He said that even though there
are children who attend schools
far below that standards of what
people would think acceptable,
these chi ldren have a resil iency of
spirit and an optimistic view on
life.

"l think that most of the freshmen were captivaJed by h1m be cause you could tell in his voice
that he was compassionate and
smcere," said john Carroll fresh man Amanda Helman.
Latenhat afternoon, Kozol held
an mformal question and answer
sessiOn. Here, Kozol elaborated on
the children he spoke about during his mam address and then offered some solutions to mending
the educational inequalities, such
as, giving principals and teachers
more autonomy.
"Teachers are too sea red to do
anything that isn't testable," Kozol
sa id.
In retrospect , Kozol had this to
sayabout how we can live our day
to day hves, even in theface of adversity: "Life is short. Live it well"

Welki wins Wasmer Teaching Award
Jill Jasinski
Staff Reporter
Andrew Welki is noted as
one of those professors whoreally cares. He remembers his
students' names and consistently wants to know how his
students are doing.
Perhaps this is par t of the reason Welki,assistant professor of
economics atjCU, was chosen
late last week as the winner of
this year's Wasmer Teaching
Award, mak ing him the first
two-time recipient of the award.

In the fall , a committee consisting of the prev1ous three winners
reviewed the nominees. They held
a one hour interview with each
candidate that focused on ident ifying specific qualities that make
them unique. Among the items
that went into the decision-making process was a review of class
syllabi, assignments, and student
evaluations.
"Dr. Welki is demanding but
fair," sa idJohn Carroll junior Kevin
McAuley. Junior Paul Sabataitis
agreed, saying, "He is approach~ble and.!lvai lable to h~p s dents
The Wasmer Teaching
who nee it.
Awar was estab 1she in
Welkireceived his undergraduin the School of Business ro teaching. His commitment to the
honor a teacher recognized by students and to the world of busi- ate degree in economics from
Wilkes College and his doctorate
students as well as peers. Welki ness is outstanding."
Every spring, students in the in economics from Pennsylvania
won the award in its first year.
After receiving the Wasmer School of Business have the op- State University. He has been
Award in 1992, Dr. Welki served portunity to vote for their favorite teaching atJohn Carroll since 1982.
Although hespendsa lotof time
on the award committee for the teacher of the year. Then the Stunext three years, then was dent Business Advisory Council in the classroom, he can often be
named thewinneragain in only (SBAC), which is made up of the found talking with students while
his second year of re-eligibility. presidents and vice presidents of working out in the RecPiex or at"Dr. Welki has been a consis- all the School of Business associa- tending campus athletic events
tent favorite among the stu- tions, meets to tabulate the votes. and activities with hjs son, Tyler.
"Looki ngattheother nominees,
dents," said Mark Lynn, 1994 The top five vote getters are nomiwinner of the Wasmer Award nated for the Wasmer Award. it was an honor to be selected,"
and current committee mem- Other nominees this year were Welkisaid . "I have a great bunch of
ber. "The committee sees him as , professors Lindsay Calkins, Paul colleagues at John Carroll and in
always ac tively trying to evalu- Murphy,DaveSchirm,and Walter the School of Business. And a great
bunch of kids too."
ate himself and improve his Simmons.

Carroll wellness
conference
Mirna Boumitrl
Staff Reporter
Exploring the legal and ethical issues pertaining to the mental health profess ions will be the
focus of the Fourth Annual
Counseling Symposium and
Well ness Conference to be held
at john Carroll University's DJ.
Lombardo Student Center on
Saturday, Nov. 22
The day begms with registration and a free continental
breakfast at8a.m. At 9a m., the
keynote spe aker, university
counseling services d irector,
John Ropar, will present his address on moral and ethical issues in the mental health field.
There will also be a presen tation by three students to follow, whose rop1cs are "Peer Mediation Proce s Empowers
Youth Communicat ion Sk1lts".
·co.P.E.: An Adventure In
Group Counseling," and "Gang
Affiliation: Identification and

Implications For Treatment."
The second keynote speaker,
Barbara Calfee, will present severallega 1cases for participants to
discuss and to decide on a verdict.
Calfee is both an attorney and a
social worker.
The conference will conclude
with a panel discussion involving
at! the presenters. The conference
is affiliated with the Beta Chi
Chapter of Chi Sigma lota, offers
the integration of the academic
and professionalcounselingcommunities.
The president of this chapter,
Ba rb Szigeti,
said the
organization's purpose "shall be
to promote scholarship, research,
professionalism and excellence in
cou nseling''
For coun eling professionals
and social workers. 35CEU hours
are available. There IS a fee for
Carroll students and Ch i Sigma
Iota members of $30, and $50 for
others at the door

Employee
celebrates 35
years atjCU
Joan A. Garaja marked her
35th year as an employee at
John Ca rroll University on
Thursday. Her first 34 years
were spent working in the
Copy Center, and this past
year, she has been working in
the Mail Room.
"Eve ryone adm1res her for
the time she puts in and how
hard she works," said Tom
Reilley, director of auxiliary
plant services
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Moving to greener pastures
Soccer teams relocate to "Grass"elli front lawn from Wasmer Field
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor
I he john Ca rroll Universny
soccer teams are moving to a new
home.
It's not because of a lack of
luxury boxes. There were nose cret meetings on pnvate _letS or
empty prom 1ses by a greedy
owner Heck, there's noownereven
involved. Angry fans won't ra ll y
10 pro1esu he move. In fact , they'll
probably welcome it.
That's because the Blue Streaks
have officially moved across campus from the artificial turf of
Wasmer Field to the natural grass
of the university's front lawn between the library and science
hui ldi ng.
Ironically, the new home to the
soccer teams is called th e
"G rass"ell i Fron t Lawn Field.
Both the cac hes and players
are equally happy with the decision 10 officially begin scheduling games for the front lawn.
Above all, playing on a grass field
gives the team s the advantage of
being able to schedule more home
games, said Robert St raub, JCU
men's assistant coach.
"We can get more home games
with good teams we respect, teams
that want to play us," he said.
"Whereas before, playing on the
1urf kind of limi ted us because
teams would tell us if you guys

play on the turf we don't want to
play you [unless it's an away
game I."
Women 's coach Tracy Blas1 u
agreed . "Teams are now more
likely ro come here and play us."
Sa1d JCU Athletic Director
Tony DeCarlo:'iThesocceneamsl
need to play on grass fields to
attract the top-notch teams m
the country to come in and play
us at our home field. That's been
a rea I problem They haven't been
able to land some of the topnotch teams because of the fact
1hat th ey're playing on turf."
That trend, however, appears
to be changing 1n the Blue
Streaks' favor. During the recently completed 1997 seaso n,
the women played two and the
men zero non -conference home
games. Straub and Blasius said
the men and women have tenta tively scheduled four and six
non-conference games, respectively, for next season.
Both coaches also said moving to a natural grass field will
help recruiting efforts. "A lot of
kids come for a visit and they
have never played on turf before
and it scares them," Blasius sa1d.
"They don't want to play on turf.
They'd like to be playing on
grass."
DeCarlo, who as head football
coach knows the importance of

Primate e~ toFo--u-ts-re~a-t.-es

Denise Glaros
News Ed 1tor
Humans have always yearned
to t,dk with the anim als on our
eanh . Untilrecently,though,that
yearning seemed to be an impossible dream .
Now, current research shows
t h:u humans are similar in behavior,co mmunication,andlanguage
wi th one Nher animal: the chimpanzee.
Chimpanzees are referred to as
our "sibling species." With a 98.4
percent DNA similarity to chimpanzees and a life spa n that
reaches the 60-year mark, these
primates may be closer in nature
to humans than most think.
In the wild ,chimpscommunicate with hoots, gestures, facial
expressions and body language.
Bu t when internati onal ly renowned scientist and author
Roger Fouts discovered that humans and chimpanzees could
communicate by using American
Sign Language CASU, an insight
into the interspecies relationship
developed like no other before.
Fouts wit! recount some of the
things he has experienced, including "that human is an adjective
that describes our beingness" and
1hat "language can be traced to
am mats," at 7 p.m. tonight at Kulas
Auditorium.
Fouts' language experiment
began in 1967, when he taughtsign
l,1nguage to a chimpanzee named
WJshoe . In the early 1970s,
Washoe bee a me news, as she was
the first chimpanzee to learn ASL,
and use it with other chimpan::re~ :1 nd humans.
Th1rt y years tater, the story of a
life devoted to unlea shmg the
mystenes of the human-ch im panzee connection unfolds in
routs ncwbook,NrxtofKin:What

In t e lioOk,
a
number of his expenences with
not just Washoe, but some of th e
othe r chimpan zees he has
worked with. For example, he
wrote that a particular chimp
refused to eat his dinner one
evening, but when Fouts urged
him to think of the many chimps
starving in Africa, the chimp
began to eat his dinner.
"A lot of people see them as
unthinking, unfeeling machines," Fouts said . "We have to
come to grips with us as a part of
nature" and know that there are
similarities "in what we share
emotionally and cognitively
with chimps."
Some similarities are that
chim ps,like humans, know what
death is and can feel depression
because of it. Chimps also have
the ability to bargain and have
an incest taboo.
"The distinction between
chimps and humans is fuzzy,"
Fouts said. "We are different in
degree, but not in kind."
As a professor of psychology
at Central State University and
co-director of the Chimpanzee
and Human Communication Institute (CHCO, Fouts has been
able to rise tO acclaim as a primate expert with his research on
chimpanzee communication
and behavior. Appearances on
television shows as "20/20," "60
Minutes," and "Nova" have propelled him into the public eye.
His wife and colleague .
Deborah Fouts, also serves as codirector of the CHCI, which is a
place that cares for flvechimpanzees with ASL capabilities in an
environment vastly different
from the traditional caged facilities. CHCI also prov idesstudents
from across the United States a
chance to study the ch1mps.
Cllllllf'O'!Zecs Ha ve Taught Me
John Carroll offers such <J,pro·\li<'Ul \l'lw We Are.

recruiung,said, "They really have
a lot more selling power, I think,
with what we're dmng now."
The opt1on of playing at
Wasmer Field, though , sull remains tf mclement we at her would
cause the grass field to be torn up
during a game
DeCarlo likes the 1dea of being
able to move games back and forth
as specified 111 a cont ract, but
Blasius would prefer to never ee
Wa mer Fie ld where the small
crowds are lost in the large expanse
of stands.
"It's just a much better soccer
atmosphere on thef ront lawn ,'' she
said .
DeCarlo and Blasius wereqUtck
to credit ph ysica I plant fort he fine
job it did on the upkeep of the field.
"The maintenance was great. I
think the grounds guys did a super job of keeping it cut I though
it looked rea11 y good."
Both DeCarlo and Blasius contend that the field is one of the
better ones in the conference.
"I'd venture to say right now
that field's in as good as shape, tf
not better shape, than probably 80
percent of the other teams in our
league," DeCarlo sa 1d.
"As far as our conference goes,
this field ranks as one of the nicer
fields," BlasiUs said. "I mean that's
not saying too much for the other
fields in our conference, but it's a

The JCU soccer teams move from Wasmer Field's artificial turf to
Grasse IIi's front lawn is official for next season
outside concerns.
decent field."
"I need to watch so that we don't
All parties involved would like
disrupt the aesthetic value of our
to see ontinued progress.
DeCarlo said he wants to look front cam pus," De rlo Sl.lld "I
mto getting permanent bleachers. have 10 respect that. Our school
which Blasius and traubsupport, andou radministration would hke
and Blasius and Straub would both to keep the beauty of what we have
like tO see a scoreboard in tall d at thefron tcOJmpus lthmk withm
rea on we can do a lot of these
and possibly even :1 fence.
Both, however, doubt the fence things and snll be withm the
will happen because of the loca- guidelines of what we need !or a
tion of the field. DeCarlo also has prem1er facility"

of his ex:
gram dur ng the summer session
of classes, in whic h any student
can spend a week at CHCI studying chimps, sa id Mark Bodamer,
visiting instructor in the psycho!-

(\'\\

ogy e rti'tle .
"Communication is our mo~t
import ant behavior," Fouts sa id. "lf
you can't communi ate, you'll end
up alone."

I

--------------- ~

Are You a
Too Much for Your
Long Distance??

~ Now Nights and

Weekends are Just
9¢ a Minute!
With JCU Lonq Distance Servicesm
~
you receive:
Low Rates - 9C a minute on all domestic

<f1·

calls when using your student 10 on Nights
and Weekends. •

Bill Sent Home - Let your parents pick up
the tab for your calls home or better yet, for all
your calls! For parental billing options, call customer service.

• Easy Dialing Features

-Just follow the Instructions

on the back of your student 10.

Start Getting Lower
JCU Long Distance Service
Long Distance Rates today!
Questions? Forgotten your pin number?
Call customer service at 1-888-528-6232
• A surcharge of .75 applies to each call. Niqh ts: II:OOpm to 7:59am, Weekend<: 11:00pm Friday to 7:59am Monday.

«> 1997. MC I Tetecommunfcatiom Corporation.

All Riqhts Ruerved.
Lonq 0 stance catllnq is provided by MCI Ttltcommunlcations Corporation

under the progr•m of campusMCI)Oo

-~

campusMCI
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Kozol gives failing grades to
America's educational system

News Briefs

Megan Hetman
start Reporter . ::::..:. :_ _ _ __

Snow days

Imagine graduaung summa
cum laude from Harvard University and bemg a substitute
public schoolteacher in a Boston ghetto
An unlikely scenano, but
this is exactly what nationally
renown author Jonathan Kozol
has done.
Thtrty-rhree years and seven
novels later, this award-winning
author came to john Carroll
University last Friday to give his
insights on the inequities of
America's educational system.
Visibly exhausted from his
flight from North Carolina earlier that morning, Kozol delivered his speech on the fall of
education in Kulas Auditorium.
But instead of showing the

U the weather causes classes w be cancelled at anytime this year,
rhereare several ways to find out. john Carroll's Public Relations will
notify the local AM and fM radio stations. as well as tht> local television stanons when classes are cancelled. Up-to-date closing information will be accessible by calling the "Closing Advisory" line at, 3974666 after 6:30 a m. for daytime class closing information, and after 2
p.m for evenmg class closing information.

Beato delivers State of the Union
Creativity, innovation and discovery were the main themes of
St udent Union President Chris Beato's "State of the Union Address,"
on Tuesday.
"What this administration is diligently working towards developing, is a Student Union that is not satisfied with the status quo, but
instead is eager to create new ways of tackling issues important to the
student body," Beato saidIn his speeech. Beato focused on several issues, including the
changes the Student Union has undergone. For example, Beato said
that this is the first full year a House of Representatives has been part
of rhe Student Union.

Jill Jasinski
Staff Reporter
Andrew Welki is noted as
one of those professors who really cares. He remembers his
students' names and consistently wants to know how his
students are doing.
Perhaps th is is part of the reason Welki,assisrant professor of
economics atJCU, was chosen
late last week as the winner of
this year's Wa smer Teaching
Award, making him the first
two-time recipient of the award.
The Wasmer Teaching
Award was establrshed m 199
in rhe School of Business to reaching. Hiscommirmenttothe
honor a teache r recognized by students and to the world of busistudents as well as peers. Wei ki ness is outstanding."
Every spring, students in the
won the award in its first year.
Af rer receiving the Wasmer School of Business have the opAward in 1992, Dr. Welki served portunity to vote for their favorite
on the award committee for the reacher of the year. Then the Stunext three years, then was dent Business Advisory Council
named thewinneragain inonly (SBAC), which is made up of the
his second year of re-eligibility. presidents and vice presidents of
"Dr. Welki has been a consis- all the School of Business associatent favorite among the stu- tions, meets to tabulate the votes
dents," said Mark Lynn, 1994 The top [i ve vote getters are nomiwinner of the Wasmer Award nated for the Wasmer Award .
and current committee mem - Other nominees this year were
ber. "The committeeseeshimas , professors Lindsay Calkins, Paul
always acri vel y trying to evalu- Murphy, DaveSchirm,a nd Walter
ate him sel f and improve hi s Simmons.

"The Student Union will always be called upon to review the
currentsituationand discover ways in which to solve problems, bring
about changes, and promote improvement," Beato said. "And this
adminisuation welcomes the challenge. We are here, at your service,
to make youryearsatjobn Carroll the most educational and socially
enjoyable.•

Harvest for Hunger help needed

Today, Nov. 20, there will be an organizational meeting for the

n u
March. Those interested should meet at the pool desk at 10:3~ a.m.
Those who are interested but cannot attend the meeting can contact
Melanie Shakarian at 397-5423.

Cadlollc daalleages

Davidj. CYBrien,Loycla professor of Roman Catholic Studies at the
College of the HolyCross tn Worcester, Mass., will be featured lnjohn
Carroll's Falll997 Community Service Public Forum presented by
theCenterforCommunltyServlceat7:30p.m.on Dec. 1in the Jardine
Room 'Educating Men and Women for Others: Challenges Facing
American Catholic Universities,' including the presentation of severa I communi! y service awards will round out the event, which is free
a nJ open to the public.

Newsbriefscnmpiltd by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor.
Sen d contributions to the Carroll News by Monday nights.

We are currently seeking
motivated individuals to join
our rnside sale~ team. Responsibilities to include the
development and expansion
of accounts. We will work
around your cl.tss schedule,
hours 1nLiude 6:00 a.m.6:00p.m. Mon.-Fri.
WE OFFER .••

• Compet1t1ve hourly rate
+incentive
• Convenient location in
Independence
• Comprehensive trainmg
The ideal candidaie must
possess a high level of drive,
be customer-oriented, and
have excellent communica·
tion skdls.
Call 216-520-4075 , to
learn more aboul how you
can jo1n our team. Fax r sume to:
Premier Farnell Corp.
Fax 216-524-9211
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In the fall, a committeeconsisri ng of the previous three winners
reviewed thenomtnees. They held
a one hour interview with each
candidate that focused on identifying specific qualities that make
them unique. Among the items
that went into the decision-making process was a review of class
syllabi, assignments, and student
evaluations.
"Dr. Welki is demanding but
fair," saidjohn Car roll junior Kevin
McAuley. Junior Paul Sabataitis
agreed, saying, "He is approacha,.ble and..available to h~p s dents
w110 nee it."
Welki received his undergraduate degree in economics from
Wilkes College and his doctorate
in economics from Pennsylvania
State University. He has been
teachingatJohn Carroll since 1982.
AIt hough he spends a lotof time
in the classroom, he can often be
found talking with students while
working out in the RecPlex or attending campus athletic events
and activities with his son, Tyler.
"Looking at the other nominees,
it was an honor to be selected,"
Welkisaid. "I have a great bunch of
colleagues at John Carroll and in
the School of Business. And a great
bunch of kids roo."

Carroll wellness
conference

Happy
Thanksgiving!

'1.

"I think that most of the freshmen were capnvated by him because you could tell tn his voice
that he was compassionate and
sincere," satd John Carroll freshman Amanda Helman.
Later thataf ternoon ,Kozol held
an informal question and answer
sesston. Here, Kozol elaborated on
the children he spoke about during his main address and then offered some solut ions to mending
the educational inequalities, such
as, glVIng principals and teachers
more autonomy.
"Teachers are roo scared LO do
anything that tsn't testable," Kozol
said.
In retrospect, Kozol had this 10
say about how we can live our day
today lives,even in the face of ad versity: "Life is short. Live it well."

Welki wins Wasmer Teaching Award

There has also been an addition of several previously dissolved
committees and deparrments m the Student Union including, the
Academics, Information and Rules Committees. as well as the Departments of Intercollegiate and Community Affairs, Beato said.
A mediation board dealing with the problems of student housing
and parking by involving student, residents and University Heights
was also mentioned as an addition to the Student Union agenda.

EARN CASH
WHILE BUILDING
YOUR RESUME!

discrepancies between dtfferenr
school systems in the United
States with regard to howrheyare
funded and supplied, Kozol focused on those who are affected
by rhe discrepancies - the chi 1dren.
"These children may be equal
1n the eyes of God, butt hey are not
equal m the eyes of America ,"
Kozol said.
Kozol then talked about some
of the chtldren he has encountered over the years and later
documented in his books, such as
Savage Inequalities.
He said thareven though there
are children who attend schools
far below that standards of what
people would think acceptable,
these children havearesiliencyof
spirit and an optimistic view on
life.

~
~
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Mirna Boumltrl
Staff Reporter
Exploring the legal and ethical issues pertaining ro the mental health professions will be the
focus of the Fourth Annual
Counseling Symposium and
Well ness Conference to be held
at John Carroll University's OJ.
Lombardo Student Center on
Saturday, Nov. 22.
The day begins with registration and a free continental
breakfastat8am At9a.m., the
keynote speaker, university
counseling services director,
john Ropar, will present his address on moral and ethical issues in the mental health field .
There will also be a presentation by three students to fol low, whose topics are "Peer Mediation Process Empowers
Youth Communication Sktlls",
"C.O P.E · An Adventure In
Group Counseling," and "Gang
Affiliation: Identification and

Implications For Treatment."
The second keynote speaker,
Barbara Calfee, will present several legal cases for participants to
discuss and to decide on a verdict.
Calfee is both an attorney and a
social worker.
The conference will conclude
with a panel discussion involving
all the presenters. The conference
is affiliated with the Beta Chi
Chapter of Chi Sigma Iota, offers
the integration of the academic
and professionalcounselingcommunities.
The president of this chapter,
Barb Sztgeri,
said the
organization's purpo e "shall be
to promote scholarship, research,
professionalism and excellence in
counseling."
For coun eling professional
and social workers. 3.5CEU hours
are avallable. There IS a fee for
Carroll students and Chi Stgma
Iota members of $30, and $50 for
others at the door

Employee
celebrates 35
years atjCU
Joan A. Garaja marked her
35th year as an employee at
John Carroll University on
Thursday. Her first 34 years
were spent working in the
Copy Center, and this past
year, she has been working in
the Mail Room.
"Everyone admires her for
the time she puts in and how
hard she works," sa id Tom
Reilley. director of auxiliary
plant services.
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Moving to greener pastures
Soccer teams relocate to "Grass"elli front lawn from Wasmer Field
Brian Murphy
Sports Ed1tor
The John Carroll Universtty
soccer teams are moving to a new
home.
It's not because of a lack of
luxury boxes. There were no se
cret meetings on pnvate JCIS or
empty promises by a greedy
owner. Heck, there's noowncrcven
involved . Angry fans won't rally
10protesuhemove. In fact, they'll
probably welcome it.
That's because the Blue Streaks
have officia II y moved acros campus from the artificial turf of
Wasmer Field to th e natural grass
of the university's front lawn between the library and science
building.
Iron ica II y,the new home to the
socce r teams is called the
"G rass"e lli Front Lawn Field .
Both the coaches and players
are equally happy with the decision to officially begin scheduling games for the front lawn.
Above all, playing on a grass field
gives the team s the advantage of
bei ngable to schedule more home
games, said Robert Straub, JCU
men's assistant coach.
"We can get more home games
with good teams we respect, teams
that want to play us," he said.
"Whereas before, playing on the
turf kind of limited us because
teams would tell us if you guys

play on the turf we don 'r want to
play you !unless it's an away
game!."
Women'scoach Tracy BlasiUS
agreed. "Teams are now more
likely rocome here and play us"
Satd JCU Athlwc Director
Tony DeCarlo:'iThesoccerteamsl
need ro play on grass fields to
attract the top-notch teams m
the country ro come in and play
us ar our home field. That's been
a rea 1problem. They haven't been
able to land some of the topnotch teams because of the fact
that they're playing on turf."
That trend, however, appears
ro be changmg in t he Blue
Streaks' favor. During the recently completed 1997 seaso n,
the women played two and the
men zero non-conference home
games. Straub and Blasius said
the men and women have tentatively scheduled four and six
non-conference games, respectively, for next season.
Both coaches also said moving to a natural grass field will
help recruiting efforts. "A lot of
kids come for a visit and they
have never played on turf before
and it scares them," Blasius said.
"They don't want ro play on turf.
They'd like to be playing on
grass."
DeCarlo, who as head football
coach knows the importance of

Primate e~bOOk.to

Denise Glaros
News Editor
Humans have always yearned
to 1.dk wi th the animals on our
earth. Until recently, though. rhat
yearn ing seemed to be an impossibledream.
Now current research shows
t h:tr hu:nans are similar in behavior,co mmunication,and language
with one other anima l: the chimpanzee.
Ch1mpanzeesare referred to as
our "sibling species." With a 98.4
percent DNA similarity 10 chimpanzees and a life span that
reaches the 60-year mark, these
primates may be closer in nature
ro humans than most think
In the wild ,chimpscommunica te with hoots, gestures, facial
expressions and body language.
But when int ernationally re nowned scientist and author
Roger Fours discovered that human s and chimpanzees could
comm un icate by using American
Sign La nguage (ASL), an insight
mto the interspecies relationship
developed like no other before.
Fouts will recount some of the
things he has experienced, including "that human is an adjective
that describes our beingness" and
that ''language can be traced to
animals." at 7 p.m.tonight at Kulas
Auditorium.
Fouts' lan guage experiment
began in 1967, when he taught sign
l<~nguage roa chimpanzee named
Washoe. In rhe early 1970s.
Washoe became news, as she was
the first chimpanzee to learn ASL,
and use it with other chimpan:cr~ ~nd humans.
Th1 rt y years later, the story of a
life devoted to unleashmg rhe
mysrenes of the human-chimp~nzce connection un folds in
Four 'ncwbook,NextofKin:What
ChrmpaltZecs Have Taught Me
·\ btmt \\'Ito We Are.

In the
Fo-u-ts- re"'\-ates a
number of his experiences with
noqust Washoe, bur some of the
other chimpanzees he has
worked with For example_. he
wrote that a particular chtmp
refused to eat his dinner one
evening, but when Fours urged
him to think of the many chimps
starving in Africa, the chimp
began to eat h1s dmner.
"A lot of people see them as
unthinking , unfeeling machines," Fouts said. "We have to
come to grips with usasa pan of
nature" and know that there are
similarities "in what we share
emotionally and cognitively
with chimps."
Some similamies are that
chimps,likehumans,knowwhat
death is and can feel depression
because of it. Chimps also have
the ability to bargain and have
an incest taboo.
"The distinction between
chimps and humans is fuzzy,"
Fouts said. "We are different in
degree, but not in kind ."
As a professor of psychology
at Central Stare University and
co-director of the Chimpanzee
and Human Communication Institute (CHCO, Fouts has been
able to rise to acclaim as a primate expert with his research on
chimpanzee communication
and behavior. Appearances on
television shows as "20/20," "60
Minutes." and "Nova" have propelled him into rhe public eye.
His wife and colleague,
Deborah Fours, also serves as codirector of the CHCI, which IS a
place that cares for five c himpanzees with ASL capabtlities in an
environment vastly different
from the traditional caged facih ties. CHCI alsoprovidessrudents
from across the Unaed Stares a
chance to study the chimps.
John Car roll offerssuc h a. pro-

recruitmg, said, "They really have
a lot more selltng power, I thtnk,
wn h what we're domg now."
The option of playing at
Wasmer Field, though, sull rernams tf mclement weather would
cause the grass field to be torn up
during a game
DeCarlo likes the tdea of being
able to move games back and forth
as specified in a contract, but
Blasius would prefer LO never see
Wasmer Field where the small
crowds are lost in the large expanse
of stands.
"It's just a much better soccer
atmosphere on the front lawn," she
said .
DeCarlo and Blasius werequick
to credit physical plant forthefine
job it did on the upkeep of the field .
"The maintenance was great. I
think the grounds guys did a super job of keeping it cut. l though
it looked really good."
Both DeCarlo and Blasius conrend that the field is one of the
better ones in the conference.
"I'd venture to say right now
that field's in as good as shape, tf
nor better shape, than probably 80
percent of the other teams in our
league," DeCarlo sa id.
"As fa r as our conference goes,
this field ranks as one of the nicer
fields," Blasius said "I mean that's
not saying too much for the other
fields in our conference. but it's a

The JCU soccer teams move from Wasmer Field's artificial turf to
Grasselli's front lawn is official for next season.
decent field ."
All parties involved would like
LOsee continued progress.
DeCarlo said he wants to look
tnLO getting permanent bleachers,
which Blasius and Straub support,
and Blasius and traubwould hath
like to see a scoreboa rd installed
and possibly even a len c.
Both, however, doubr the fence
will happen because of the location of the field . DeCarlo also has

out ide concerns.
"I need to watch SOl hat we don't
disrupt the aestheuc value of our
front ampu ," De arlo sa td "I
have to respect that. Our sch I
andouradministrauon would hke
to keep the beaut yof what we have
atthefrontcampus lthtnkwtrhm
reaso n we an do a lor of these
things and sull be wtthin the
gUJdehnes of what we need for a
prem1er facility"

ofhisex
gram during the summer session
of classes, in which any student
can spend a week at CHCl srudying chimps, said Mark Bodamer,
visiting instructor in the psychol-
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Are You a
Too Much for Your
Long Distance??

~ Now Nights and

Weekends are Just
9¢ a Minute!

<®

With JCU Lonq Distance Servicesm
you receive:
Low Rates - 9C a minute on all domestic
calls when using your student ID on Nights
and Weekends. •

Bill Sent Home - Let your parents pick up
the tab for your calls home or better yet, for all
your calls! For parental billing options, call customer service.

• Easy Dialing Features -Just follow the instructions
on the back of your student 10.

Start Getting Lower
JCU Long Distance Service
Long Distance Rates today!
Questions? Forgotten your pin number?
Call customer service at 1-888-528-6232
• A surcharqe of .75 applies to each call. Niqhts: !1:00pm to 7:59am, Weekend.: 11:00pm Friday to 7:59am Monday.

() 1997. MC I Telecommunlc;itlons Corporation. AU Rtqhts Reserv!'d.
Lonq Oi$otan ce calllnq Is provided by MCI TE'IE'commun cation5 Corporcltion

1.1nder the proqram ol campusMCI~

-~

campusMCI
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Nations try to settle standoff
Iraqi weapons potential a serious threat
Mark Boleky
The Carroll News - - - - - -

Air bag shutoff switches tD be permitted
The United States DepartmentofTransportation announced new
guidelines Tuesdaythatwould allow some car owners permission
to install air bag shutoff switches in their cars.. Onlypeoplein high
ri k categories will be able to have the switches installed. A few of
the high risk categories mclude people or children that are roo
sma 11 to sit a safe distance from the front seat and those people that
have a medical problem that could be aggravated by the air bag's
deployment. The Depanmem of Transportation also reponed
that many of the deaths ltnked roair bag deployment could have
been avoided tf people would wear their seat belts.

Unabomber jury selection continues
jury selecuon continues this week for the trial of Theodore
Kaczynski, 55. a former math professor accused off our bombings
thdt killed two peopleand injured rwoothers.Kaczynski's Ia wyers,
facing evidence that points to Kaczynski as rhe Unabom ber, are
prepanng a mental illness defense The trial date is pending,
although it is set to begin after the jury selection process, which
could take another three weeks.

Kidnapped baby found in Puerto Rico
A tiny birthmark and dist1nctive smile allowed police to identify

kidnapping victim Crystal Leann Arzaldi, 8, who had been
abducted from her San Diego home in 1990. Arzaldi was found in
Puerto Rico, after Puerto Rican federal investigators compared a
recent pictureof her with more than 500photoson the Internet site
of the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children. The
woman that claimed to be her mother was arrested.

Swiss fund

s Holocaust survivors

1/o/ocausr su1·vivors who have never received any
compensation for their suffering. The Swiss banks are
makmg the payments after allegations that Switzerland used
its neutrality to profit from the war. Riva Schefer. a 75-year
old jewish surv1vor of a Nazi labor camp, was the first to
recet ' ' C money, according to CNN reports. Despite the
hlSloric payments, many rectpients complained the sums
were far too small. Hungary has the largest community of
survivors and approximately 20,000 Jewish people are
expected to receive payments.

Wo rid Briefs were compiled by Meaga n Lynch, World News Editor,
with the aid of wire sources.

Other nations have JOined the
United States in an effort to come
to a peaceful resolution with Iraq,
and a ftve-nauon meeting including the U.S., Russia, France, Britain, and Chma may be tn sight
Russ tan Foreig n Minister Yevgeny
Primakov met with Iraqi Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz Tuesday to discuss a plan concerning
the sta ndoff.
After initially shying away
from involvement, Russ1a and
France, who both have strong Iraqi
commerce connections, have recently expressed support for an
end to the stalemate wtth Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein .
"In our efforts to build diplomatic pressure, we look to Russia
and France," said US Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright at a conference in Kuwait, as reported in
th e New York Times, "because of
their unique ability to communicatewithSaddam Hussein,to convince him that theonlywayout is
to change course."
The problems began October
29, when Baghdad announced
plans to ban U.S. weapons inspectors from its mili tary areas. The
inspectors were part of the sanctions placed against Iraq by the
United Nations following the 1991
Gulf War.
Six American inspectors were
kicked out of Iraq last Thursday,
based on the claim that they were
spies. In protest, the U.N. pulled
out its remainin 68 insp:c:tors_
IS m ay ave een counterproductive, though, beca use of the opportunity it afforded Iraqi military leaders to work on its weapons without oversight.
U.N. sanctions against Iraq are
the basis of most of the disagreements. Iraqi leaders have claimed
that economic constraints have
stifled their economy. Saddam
said Sunday that hewantstoavoid
confrontation and reachopendialogue, provided the eventual lifting of international sanctions
would come.
The U.N. responded with even
tighter sanctions on Iraq, including rules banning foreign travel or
Iraqi officials failing to comply

with a U.N disarmament law.
The disagreements are leading
up to a possibly serious end. This
week the U.S. sent a second Carrier Battle Group, a giant aircraft
ship, to join another one in the
Persian Gulf. This will put about
300 fighter ships within almost
instant fighting distance.
Scary Capabilities
Although Iraq's many nuclear
Scud missiles have been taken out
of commission following the Gulf
War, their biological and chemical weapons haveequallydangerous possibilities. The sanctions
put against Iraq included putting
a limit on these weapons, but inspections have been limited by the
noncom liance of Saddam. Also,
some c em1ca s or weapons can
be manufa ctured in an area as
small as a bathtub.
The resistance by Iraq to U.N.
and U.S. inspectorsdoes more than
add to international tensions.
"Saddam's motives are unfathomable, but he certainly wouldn't be
expelling inspectors if he didn't
have something to hide ," said
jonathan Alter in Newsweek.
Some of the most dangerous
materials believed to be at the
hands of the Iraqis:
·Anthrax, which is produced
byfermentingequipment thatdisappeared while UN. surveillance
ca meras were shut down, is a
threat because of the virtual ease

of its production.
· Botulmum toxin, possibly the
world 's deadliest biological
weapon. can be dispersed in the
air. lt leads to blurred vision, paralysis, and death. Forthe sake of
comparison, consider a terrorist
spraying an aerosol can of botuli num toxin on the John Carroll
quad. A strong wind could lead to
the paralysis and death of most of
University Heights within days.
· Binary VX is a mixture of
chemical components that can be
stored for years without a loss of
effectiveness. This may be Iraq's
greatest collection of weaponry
materials.
Based on weapon inspection
re~rts,Ric
d ut head
. weapons momronng team,
toldCNN's "Late Edition" that lraq
could put together a "significant
quantity" of weapons in about a
week. Saddam, however, does seem
to realize the catastrophic effects
of any sort of offensive initiative
on his pan.
Still, many analysts feel he
must be taken seriously because
of the potency of his weapons. "If
anything, the threat posed by
chemical, biological and, to a lesser
extent, nuclear weapons has been
badly underplayed ," said Alter.
"The realists know one his agents
could open a spray canister and
kill thousands today -in New
York, if he wanted."

Cheerleader sues school:
Injuries caused by hefty partners
To nail the MeAT, knowing the sciences Isn't enough.
You've got to know the test M Kaplan we'll teach you both.
Our expert teachers haw helped more students get Into
medical school than all other MCAT prep courses combined.
So, go with the leader. Call today to enroll.
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l·III·IAP·TEST
There is no second opinion.

The stress of the job got to
be too much for poor Douglas
O'Reilly, a forme r male cheerleader for Marquette University.
0 ' Reilly, 23 , sued the
school because of back injuries
he said he suffered due to
cheerleadmg for Marquette.
According to O'Reilly, who
claimed to have fractured his
back while practicing stunts
in April of 1996, lifting heavy
female cheerleaders caused

these injuries. The Chicago Sun
Times reponed last Saturday.
O'Reilly told The Chicago Sun
Times that his two cheerleading
partners were 'not your average,
tiny, petite cheerleaders.'
A request by O'Reilly to the
squad's coach for smaller, lighter
cheerleading partners had been
dented .
O'Reilly was a cheerleader for
Marquette before the back injury
forced him to quit the squad. He
spent the summer of 1996 in

physical therapy.
According to The
Chicago Sun Times, O'Reilly
is approximately six feet
tall and weighs about 200
pounds, but was evident! y
not able to handle the
weight of his partners.
O'Reilly is an ad vocate
of implementing weight
restrictions on cheerleaders
who perform stunts.

-Meagan Lynch
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Islamic militants
attack tourists
Sara E. Buss
sentenced to death for m vol veAssistant World News Editor
ment tn terrorist attacks, and 57
At least 70 people,60 of whom were already executed.
were tourists, were kill ed in Luxor,
In a statement to the med ia,
E~)'pt Monday, as gunm en dis Egyptian Pres.ident Hosni
guised themselves as police and Mubarak denounced the terrorist
~hot randomly inw the crowd.
· group's action as criminal,stating
Reuters and Agence France all faiths. including Islam, Chnsl'resse said pamphlets lef t at the tianity and judaism, condem n
,_;eneof the massacre appeared to murder. He reassured tourists in
ltnk the massacre to an [slamic front of the Hatshepsut Temple of
militant group.
tncreased security measures: "We
Thi s occurrence is th e deadli- will take much rougher measures
est attack by Islamic militants in in the area. We are gomg to close
1heir five-year -old cam paign to
all entra nces to the area except the
ove rthrow th e Egyptian govern- main gate."
ment. Egyptian authori ties told
Egyptian offictals expressed
1he med ia that all six att ackers
concern that their tounst induswere killed by police.
tries would be harmed by the reThe Luxor killings were the cent outbreaks of violence toward
Lucsr in a line of attacks directed tourists.
tuward tourists in Egypt. Two
The World Tourism Organizamonths ago, nine German tour- tion said in a statement to the meIsts and their bus dr iver were dia that it will not discourage
k tiled after the tour bus was people from traveling to Egypt,
ftrebombed in downtown Cairo.
reasoning that terrorism occurs in
The Islamic milit ants' motiva- every country, and the Egyptian
tion for attacking tourists stems government has taken steps to profrom Ihe importance th atthe tour- tect tourists.
bin industry has in Egypt. The
The U.S. Department of State
,macks on tourists are a threat to issued a public announcement
Egypt because of its economic in- Monday recommending that prisec urity; the tourist industry vate citizens of the U.S. not travel
brings in a desperately needed $3 to southern Egypt until further
billion per year.
notice, and all government offil n the past five years, 1,200 cialsare prohibited from traveling
pc0ple have been killed as a result
security situof political upheaval in the area.
Almost 100 militants have been
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Barbie:

A makeover for ''the ideal?"
Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter
Ask any girl what doll she
remembers most from her
childhood and most likely she
will say Barbie, the plastic doll
wirh tons of makeup, large
hair, the trendiest clothes and
enough assets to give Bill Gates
a run for his money

Commentary
However, the Barbte we all
grew up with is definitely the
Barbie of the past. Mattei Inc.,
Barbie's manufacturer, announced on Monday that
Barbie will get a complete head
totoemakeover. Thisincludes
scaling down her bustline,
widening her waist and slim·
mingdown her hips.
Mattelalsoplanson changing Barbie's hair and facial features for the first time in over
20 years. The new and improved Barbie will have a
closed mouth,afinernoseand

softer, straighter hair.
The changes come after heated
debates over Barbie's disproportiOnal bust, hip and chest size and
will appear forrhe flrsr ttme at the
annual toy industry's trade fa1r in
january.
Soexactlywhat size is Barbie?
If Barbie wa scaled to life-size
she would be 5'7' and under
pounds Her bust si::e \VOuld be 40
mches, her waist size would be l8
mches and her hip stze would be
32 inches. Sowh.udoes thisequate
to? Other than alwgether impossible, it means Barbie would wear
a size \4-\6 sh1rt and a stzc 0- l
pants. Talk about top heavy.
What message is this doll sendingtoyounggirls? lsitsayingthar
the ideal girl should have huge
breasts and a small waist?lfBarbie
supposed robe rhe"All·American
Woman" rhen what does that say
about the rest of the female population? I can't say l've ever mer a
woman who wears a large top and
and extra small pants.
I think Matrellnc. has finally
gotten a clue that their doll of the
pasr is a sexual embarrassment to

100

JCU
Blue
Streak
Football!

(jood
Luck

YMor Teen .
\'m not 5aying that Barbie
causes all woman tobedissati fied with their proportions, but
it doesn't help if young girls are
constantly born barded with
large breasted, skinny models
and their toy~ are just as bu~ty
and skinny.
After all, isn't Barbie s.up
~d to be the ~o~.uman whocan
"do anything?• Astronaut
Barbie, doctor Barbie and
teacher Barbie are just a few eK·
amples of what Barbie and
women can do. Barbie should
be representative of younggirls'
dreams, not their ideal body
proportions
lt's about time, Mattei.

Sexualllarawnent on Yale's aunpus:
Policy elimitUltes teacher-student relationships
WOrld News Editor

WM

women. Additionally. today's
gtrlsdonot need an yext ra pres·
sures to have a large chest and a
skinny waist
While Barbie may nor have
been the largest influence on
America's youth in the pa t,
(probably because she is a plasticdoll)she cnamlyparalleled
waif-like models often seen in
magazmes such as Sevcnte,n.

The decision by Yale Univer- all relationships at Yale--isclefined
sity to ban all sexual relationships as 'unwelcomed cxual advance
between teachers and st udents beheved to be offensive by the ha
was announced by administrators rassed parry.'
The Yale policyconti nues,'Violast Friday.
lations
of or failure to correc t vioThe ban comes one year after
of
conflict of 1merest prinlations
Jay Jorgenson , professor of mathematics, was found guilty by the ci pies by the teacher will be
sexual harassment grievance grounds for disciplinary action.'
While there have not been any
board for sexually harassing a fereports of sexual harassment on
male freshman in his class.
Ina statement to the Yale Daily thejohn Carroll University camNews Calhoun College Master pus, jCU's Sexual Harassment
William Sledge said, 'The main Pol icy, adopted in May,l989 states
rule is now crystal clear. Teachers that, 'john Carroll University proand students cannot have sex, pe- hi bits and will not tolerate sexual
harassment of any member of the
riod."

V oluntccrs arc nccdccl

The Univer iry hase-tablishcd
a exual Harassme nt ·ou ncil
composed of fac ult y,staff,adm1n
tstrators and students 1hat are
willing to meet with members of
thejCU community who feel that
they have been sexually harassed.
Opinions of sexual relationships between faculty and studentsremaindivided. While some
think love is a non-consensual
feeling, others think that the feelings for a teacher are dominated
by an age and power difference.
For more information on the
sexual harassment policy,contact
the Dean of Students' office.

friday tt/21 at a p.m.

to sort all tl.c food tl.at

I.a. been collected.

Meet at tl.c aquasl. courts in tl.c Rcc Plcx.

Call Kate Robinson at a97-2665
or Pat SunL.n at a97 -5112
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Nations try to settle standoff
Iraqi weapons potential a serious threat
Mark Boleky
The Carroll News

Air bag shutoff switches to be permitted
The Unaed States Department of Transportation announced new
guide! ines T uesdaythat would allowsomecar owners permission
toinstallair bag shutoff switches in their cars. Only people in high
nsk categories will be able to have the switches installed. A few of
the high risk categories mclude people or children that are toO
small tosita saf edistance from the frant seat and those people that
have a medical problem that could be aggravated by the air bag's
deployment. The Department of Transportation also reported
that many of the deaths hnked tomr bagdeploymemcould have
been a voided if people would wear their seat belts.

Unabom.ber jury selection continues
jury selection continues this week for the trial of Theodore
Kaczynski, 55, a former math professor accused of four bombings
that killed two people and injured rwoothers. Kaczynski's Ia wyers.
facing evidence that points to Kaczynski as the Una bomber, are
prepanng a mental illness defense. The trial date is pending,
although it is set to begin after the jury selection process, which
could take another three weeks.

Kidnapped baby found in Pueno Rico
A tiny birthmark and distinctive smile allowed police to identify
kidnapping victim Crystal Leann Arzaldi, 8, who had been
abducted from her San Diego home in 1990. Arzaldi was found in
Puerto Rtco, after Puerto Rican federal investigators compared a
recent picture of herwithmorethan 500 photos on the Internet site
of the Nattonal Center for Missing and Exploited Children. The
woman that claimed to be her mother was arrested.

Swiss fund

s Holocaust survivors

I lolocaust survJvors who have never reccJved any
compensation for the1r suffering. The Swiss banks are
makmg the payments after allegations that Switzerland used
its neutrality to profit from the war. Riva Schefer,a 75-year
old Jewish survivor of a Nazi labor camp, was the first to
receive money, according to CNN reports. Despite the
hrstorlc payments, many recipients complained the sums
were far too small. Hungary has the largest community of
survivors and approximately 20,000 Jewish people are
expected to receive payments.

World Briefs we recompiled byMeaganLynch, World News Editor,
with the aid of wire sources.

Other nations have joined the
Umted Statesman effort to come
to a peaceful resolution with Iraq,
and a five-nation meeung including the U.S., Russia, France, Britam, and China may be in sight.
Russian Foreign Minister Yevgeny
Primakov met with Iraqi Deputy
Prime Mimster Tariq Aztz Tuesday to discuss a plan concermng
the standoff.
After initially shying away
from involvement, Russia and
France, who both have strong Iraqi
commerce connections, have recent! y expressed support for an
end to the stalemate with Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein.
"ln our efforts to build diplomatic pressure, we look to Russia
and France," said U.S. Sec retary of
State Madeleine Albright at a con- with a U.N disarmament law.
ference in Kuwait, as reported in
The disagreements are leading
the New York Times, "because of up to a possibly serious end. This
their unique ability to communi- week the U.S. sent a second Carcate with Sad dam Hussein,tocon- rier Battle Group, a giant aircraft
vince him that theonlywayout is ship, to join another one in the
to change course."
Persian Gulf. This will put about
The problems began October 300 fighter ships within almost
29, when Baghdad announced instant fighting distance.
plans to ban U.S. weapons inspecScary Capabilities
tors from its military areas. The
Although Iraq's many nuclear
inspectors were part of the sanc- Scud missiles have been taken out
tions placed against Iraq by the of commission following the Gulf
United Nations following the 1991 War, their biological and chemical weapons haveequallydangerGulf War.
Six American inspectors were ous possibilities. The sanctions
kicked out of Iraq last Thursday, put against Iraq included putting
based on the claim that they were a limit on these weapons, but inspies. ln protest, the U.N. pulled spections have been limited by the
out its remainin& 68 ins_pectors.. noncom.r.li~nce of Saddam. Also,
zs may nave een co n erpro- some c em1ca s or weapons ca n
ductive, though, because of the op- be manufactured in an area as
portunity it afforded Iraqi mili- small as a bathtub.
tary leaders to work on its weapThe resistance by Iraq to U.N.
ons without oversight.
and U.S.inspectorsdoes more than
U.N. sanctions against Iraq are add to international tensions.
the basis of most of the disagree- "Saddam's motives are unfathomments. Iraqi leaders have claimed able, but he certainly wouldn't be
that economic constraints have expelling inspectors if he didn't
stifled their economy. Saddam have something to hide," said
saidSundaythat hewantstoavoid Jonathan Alter in Newsweek.
Some of the most dangerous
confronta tion and reach open dialogue, provided the eventual lift- materials believed to be at the
ing of international sanctions hands of the Iraqis:
·Anthrax, which is produced
would come.
The U.N. responded with even byfermentingequipment that distighter sanctions on Iraq, includ- appeared while U.N. surveillance
ing rules banning foreign travel of cameras were shut down, is a
Iraqi officials failing to comply threat because of the virtual ease

To nail the MeAT, knowing the sciences isn't enough.
You've got to know the test At Kaplan we'll teach you both.
Our expert teachers have helped more students get Into
medlcal scllool1tran all other MeAT prep courses combined.
So, go with the leader. Call today to enroll.

c:t;i ij 1;1 ~~
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There is no second opinion.

The stress of the pb got to
be too much for poor Douglas
O'Reilly, a former male cheerleader for Marquene Umverstty.
0' Reilly, 23, sued the
school because of back injuries
he said he suffered due to
cheerleading for Marquette.
According to O'Reilly, who
claimed to have fractured his
back while practicing stunts
in April of l996, lifting heavy
female cheerleaders caused

WORLD NEWS

Islamic militants
attack tourists

5

Sara E. Buss
Assistant World News Editor

of its production.
·Botulinum toxin, possibly the
world's deadliest biological
weapon, can be dispersed in the
air. lt leads to blurred vision, paralysis, and death. Fort he sake of
comparison, consider a terrorist
spraying an aerosol can of botulinum toxin on the John Carroll
quad. A strong wind could lead to
the paralysis and death of most of
University Heights within days.
· Binary VX is a mixture of
chemical components that can be
stored for years without a loss of
effectiveness. This may be Iraq's
greatest collection of weaponry
materials.
Based on weapon inspection
rep!:)rts, ·
ciDut
ea
.N. weapons momtonng team,
told CNN's"Late Edition" that Iraq
could put together a "significant
quantity" of weapons in about a
week. Saddam,however,doesseem
to realize the catastrophic effects
of any son of offensive initiative
on his pan.
Still, many analysts feel he
must be taken seriously because
of the potency of his weapons. "lf
anything, the threat posed by
chemical, biological and, to a lesser
extent, nuclear weapons has been
badly underplayed," said Alter.
"The realists know one his agents
could open a spray canister and
kill thousands today -in New
York. if he wanted."

physical therapy.
According to Tlte
Chicago Sun Times, O'Reilly
is approximately six feet
tall and weighs about 200
pounds, but was evidently
not able to handle the
weight of his pa nners.
O'Reilly is an advocate
of implementing weight
restrictions on cheerleaders
who perform stunts.

-Meagan Lynch

At least 70 people, 60 of whom
\\"ere rounsts, were ki lied in Luxor,
Egypt Monday. as gunmen dis
guzsed themselves as police and
'hot ra ndomly into the crowd.
Reuters and Agence France
Presse said pamphlets left at the
".ene of the massacre appeared to
link the massacre to an Islamic
militant group.
fhis occurrence is the deadhcst attack by Isl am ic militants in
their five-year-old campaign to
ovcrth row the Egyptian government. Egyptian aut horities wld
1he media that all six at tackers
were killed by police.
The Luxor killings were the
l.ucst in a line of attacks directed
t,w, ard tourists in Egypt. Two
months ago, nine German tourists and their bus driver were
killed after the tour bus was
ltrebom bed in downtown Cairo.
The Islamic militants' motivation for attacking tourists stems
rrom the importance that the tourbin industry has in Egypt. The
,, t wcks on tourists are a threat to
Egypt because of its economic insecurity; the tourist industry
brings in a desperately needed $3
bi II ion per year.
In the past five years, I,200
pwple have been killed as a result
ol political upheaval in the area.
Almost 100 militants have been

sentenced to death for mvolvement 10 terrorist attacks, and 57
were already executed.
In a statement to the medta,
Egypuan President Hosni
Mubarak denounced the terrorist
group's action as criminal, stating
all faiths, including Islam , Chnstianity and judaism, condemn
murder. He reassured tourists in
front of the Hatshepsut Tern pie of
increased security measures: "We
will take much wughe r measures
in the area. We are going to close
all entrances to the area except the
main gate."
Egyptian officials expressed
concern that their tourist industries would be harmed by therecenroutbreaksof violence toward
tourists.
The World Tourism Organization said in a statement to the medi a that it will not discourage
people from traveling to Egypt,
reasoning that terrorism occurs in
every cou ntry, and the Egyptian
government hastakenstepstoprotect tourists.
The U.S. Department of State
issued a public announcement
Monday recommending that private citizens of the U.S. not travel
to southern Egypt until further
notice, and all government officialsare prohibued from traveling

:~i~hnei:r;:s~,~~i~the security situ-

A makeover for ''the ideal?"
Staff Reporter

Ask any girl what doll she
remembers most from her
childhood and most likely she
will say Barbie, the plastic doll
with rons of makeup, large
hair, the trendiest clothes and
enough assets to give Bill Gates
a run for his money

Commentary
However, the Barbie we all
grew up with is definitely the
Barbie of the past. Ma ttellnc.,
Barbie's manufacturer, announced on Monday that
Barbie will get a complete head
totoemakeover. Thisincludes
scaling down her bustline,
widening her waist and slimming down her hips.
Mattei also plans on changing Barbie's ha1rand facial features for the first time in over
20 years. The new and improved Barbie will have a
closed mouth, a finer nose and

Blue
Streak
Football!

(jood
Luck

so( ter, straighter hair.
Thechangescome after heated
debates over Barbie's dispropor
tiona) bust, hip and chest size and
will appear for the first time at the
annual coy industry's trade fatrin
january.
Soexactlywhat size ts Barbie?
lf Barbie was scaled t life-size.
she would be 57" and under 100
pounds Her bu tsi;:e would be +0
mches, her waist size would be 18
1nchesand her htpsize would be
32 inches. So what does thisequate
to? Other than altogether imposible, It means Barbie would wear
a size 14-16 shm and a s1ze 0-1
pants. Talk about top heavy.
What message is th1sdoll sending to youngg1rls? Is it saying that
the ideal girl should have huge
breasts and a small waist?I[Barbie
supposed to be the"All-American
Woman" then what does that say
about the rest of the female population? 1 can't say I've ever met a
woman whowearsa large top and
and extra small pants.
I think Mattellnc. has finally
gotten a clue that the1r doll of the
past is a sexual embarrassment 10

women. Additionally, today's
girls do not need any extra pressures to have a large chest and a
skinny waist.
While Barbie may not have
been the largest influence on
America's youth in the past,
(probably because she is a plastic doll) she cenaml y paralleled
wazf -like models of ten seen in
magazines such as Sevwteen,
YM or Teen
rm not ~tying that Barbie
causes3l1 woman to bedtssatisfied with their propornons, but
it doesn't help tf young girls are
constantly bombarded wi th
large breasted, sk1nny models
and their toys are just as. busty
and skinny.
After all, isn't Barbie upposed tobethewoman whocan
"do anything?" Astronaut
Barbie, doctor Barbie and
teacher Barbie are just a few examples of what Barbie and
women can do. Barbie should
be representative of young girls'
dreams, not their ideal body
proportions.
It's about time, Mattei.

Sexualllarawnent on Yale's campus:
Policy eliminates teacher-student relationships
World News Editor

JCU

•

Barbie:

Erin O'Donnell

Cheerleader sues school:
Injuries caused by hefty partners
these injuries. The Chicago Sun
Timesreporred lastSarurday.
O'Reilly told The Chicago Sun
Timesthat his two cheerleading
partners were "not your average,
tiny, petite cheerleaders.'
A request by O'Reilly to the
squad's coach for smaller, lighter
cheerleading partners had been
denied.
O'Rei 11 y was a cheerleader for
Marquette before the back injury
forced him to quit the squad. He
spent the summer of 1996 in
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The decision by Yale University to ban all sexual relationships
between teachers and students
was announced by administrators
last Friday.
The ban comes one year after
Jay Jorgenson, professor of mathematics, was found guilty by the
sexual harassment grievance
board for sexually harassing a female freshman in his class.
In a statement to the Yale Daily
News Calhoun College Master
William Sledge said, 'The main
rule is now crystal clear. Teachers
and students cannot have sex, period.'

nzversny ha~establtshed
all relationships at Yale is defined
as 'unwelcomed sexual advance a Sexual Harassment 'ouncil
believed to be offensive by the ha- composed of laculty,staff,admm
1strators and students 1hat are
rassed party."
The Yale policycontinues,'Vio- willmg to meet with members of
lationsof or failure to correct vio- thejCU community who [eel that
lations of conflict of imerest prin- they have been sexually harassed.
Opinions of sexual relationciples by the teacher will be
ships between faculty and stugrounds for disciplinary action.'
While there have not been any dentsremaindivided. Whilesome
reports of sexual harassment on think love is a non-consensual
the john Carroll University cam- feeling, others thmk that the feelpus, JCU's Sexual Harassment ings (or a teacher are dominated
Policy, adopted in May, I989 states by an age and power difference.
For more information on the
that, john Carroll University prohibits and will not tolerate sexual sexual harassment policy, contact
harassment of any member of the the Dean of Students' office.

Volunteers arc needed
to sort

Fndar tt/2t at a p.m.

.n tbc food tl..t lw been coUcctcd.
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Call Kate RobinJOn at i97-st665
or Pat ScanlAn at J97-5U2
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Are Carroll students too tired for their own good?
Emily Berdell
Staff Reporter

D1d you get enough sleep last
night1 If not, It could be a b1gger
problem than you think.
A good night's sleep is essential
to performing well during the
waking hours of the day. When
you fail tosleeplortheamountof
time your body needs, serious
ram 1ficat1ons may occur Unfortunately, a common complaint
from students on college campuses,mdudmgjohnCarroll University, is that they do not get
enough sleep.
"I never get enough sleep," said
JUnior Amanda Slater. "Between
rehearsa ls, classes, homework and
socJa!Jztng, 1here jus t aren't
enough hours in the day."
Slater ts not the only sleepless
student on cam pus. In the resi dence halls, students can be found
awake until the wee hours of the
morning c ramming for tests or
spcndingnmewith friends. While
these students may feel that they
are accomplishing more by sleepIng less. they are only fooling
themselves. According to the
Slecpwell home page of Stanford
University, s leep deprivation
causes difficulty studymg, a ten dency to make mistakes, irri tabil
imln\ h
·
f 1
work rrodUtllVIIY, ll11s I~ JlOt a
prl'. sure college students need.
"I know l don't get enough
sleep," saidJunror Allyson Hunter
"It, really disruptive during the
day because Icon tamlyfallaslecp
1ndass 1hcnl havcwspendmore
time studying, which auses me
to stay up later. and the whole cycle
starts a gam

just how tired are we?
How can the cycle of sleeplessness be combated? First, Stanford
Un1versny recommends that
people must be aware that each
person has a specific sleep requirement. The average requirement
for college students is eight hours.
When this requirement is not met,
asleepdebt is created which accumulates over time. The only way
to remedy this debt IS to sleep over
the daily requirement.
Even though there is an internal mechamsm that regulates the
daily amount of sleep needed ,
Americans tend w ignore the
body's signa ls. However, there is a
pomt when th e need tosleepoverndes any1 h1 ng else, and this leads
to potentially dangerous snuations. Falling asleep at the wheel
is second only to alcohol as a leading cause of car accidents. Fiftyfive percent of drowsy driving fa talnies occurs under the age of 25.
Sleep deprivation is rampant
among young people, especially
students. At Stanford,srud1es have
been done on undergraduates,
nurses and medical students. The
results Jndicate that 80 percent of
those surveyed were sleep deprived. They report that in other
studies. 34 percent of people w ho
r r h vln n rob\em w'th
da y1ime cJrowsmess were found 10
be dangerously sleepy.
Fighting fatigue
Sleepdisorderspecialistsat the
Sleep Di order Center at St. Luke's
Hospital in KansasCity havecompnsed a list of "don'ts" in order to
achteve a nigh t of healthy sleep.
First, don't drink alcohol before
gomg to hed It becomes a stimu-
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ROCKS MusEUM oF NATURAL HISTORY

I

magine sitting in your living room watch in g televisio n. A ll of t he sudden th e roo m starts
to shake and the power goes out. It's an earthquake! Thi s may not be a co mmo n
experience for northeast Oh ioans , but vis itors to the Cl eveland Museum of Natural

History can experience a simulated earthquake and aftershock every five minutes.
Year~

Tired or bored?: Are c las s es a t John Carroll really tha t boring or a re students missing out on the
proper a mount of s leep? S t udies report that t he second is most li kely.
!ant when the body metabolizes it
and will cause the sleeperto wake
up sooner.
Ingesting caffeine in the
evening also inhibits sleep. The
most common sources of caffeme
are coffee, soda and chocolate.
Nicotine is another drug w hich
also inhibits sleep.
ExerciM before bed can also
lead wd ifftculty 1n fal ling asleep.
When the body isstimulated ,as it
is after exercise, it can be hard to
relax However, exercising three
to six hours prior to bedtime can
raise the body's core tern perature
and help alleviate stress, w hich
will facilitate sleep.
A final tip is to never watch the
clock when trying to fall asleep.

Worrying about the amount of
sleep bei ng lost with the passage
of time g reatly contributes to
stress and insomnia.
Following these suggestions
and establishing a bedtime ro utine can mean the difference between a restf ul night and a night
of tossing and turni ng. Routines
are imponant because they signal
the body and bram that it IS ume
to go to sleep. "I always follow the
same routine when I go to bed,"
said junior julie Randles. "I wash
my face, brush my teeth, drink a
little water, get into bed and I never
have trou ble sleeping. I don't reall y get too tired duri ng the day•
Although Randles feels wellrested during the day, recent re -

search has suggested that napping
may be natural to humans. The
urge to take a short siesta in the
afternoon appears to be universal.
According to the Get a Good
Night's Sleep home page, an afternoon nap can wipe away fatigue,
sharpen memory, enhance decision-making and improve mood.
"I used to take a lot Qf nap&,· j;Qjd
junior Angie Spita lieri. " If I slept
for about 20 or 30 minutes, I felt
much better. I wasn't as ti red and
I got more done."
It is im portant to remem ber
that sleep depri vation is a serious
problem that can be remedied
fai rlyeasily. Nowgoandgetsome
rest-you probably need it
whether you know it or not.

Lisa M Foster

out stuffing. What's behind the
turkey tradition and America's
obsession with the holiday btrd?
According to a web page ntled
Thanksgiving on the Net, the\~ ild
turkey is native to Northern
Mexico and the Eastern United
States, where the Pilgrims settled.
Male turkeys are referred to as
"tom" turkeys and female turkeys
are called "hens."
There is no real evide nce that

turkey was served at the Pilgrim's
first Tha nksgiving in 1621. However, in a book wr itten by Pilgrim
Governor Bradford , he makes
mention of t he wild turkey on
their dinner table.
Legend also reports that the
word "turkey" comes from the Na tive American word for the b1rd,
"firkee." Americans used that word
as the basis for the word we use in
American English.
The turkey may have had a n
even larger im pact on our lives
tha n simply an item on o ur
Thanksgivmg me nu nex t to the
pumpkin pie and sweet potatoes.
If Benjamin Fra nkl in had h is way,
the turkey instead of the bald eagle
would be our national bi rd and
Tom Turkey would be str utti ng his
s tuff on the back of a qua rter.
Frank lin has been quoted many
times as saying, "The turkey is a
much mo re respectable bird and
wit hal a tr ue original native of
North America."
Even though Franklin did n't
get his wish, the turkey is still an
important part of American heritage and history. So enjoy t he
Thanksgiving holiday and bring
back lef rovers.

Staff Reporter

As Thanksgiving Day nears
and we all get ready for a well deserved break with hopes of
home-cooked turkey and cranberry sauce, we may overlook
somedetailsabout the holiday. We
all gorge ourselves with tu rkey on
Thanksgiving, whether we like
dark or white meat, with or with-
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Staff Reporter
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Read the Carroll News .
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Senior
Major: Sooology
Zodiac sign : Aries
Favorite Thanksgiving dinner
dish: Turkey. or course.
What are your plans for
Thanksgiving break?: My family
and I are going to Fredericksburg. Va.
to spend Thanksgivmg With my
brother and h1s new wife.
If you could vo luntee r your
ti m e t o h e lp any organization,
wha t would it b e?: Julie [Thorud]
and Grant [Mast]'s MPower2Piay,
because 1t w1ll benefit many 1nner oty
kids who will greatly appreoate a
place to play.
Favorite popslcle flavor: Grape.
because my brother always ate the
green ones, so I had to pick another
navor s1nce there were never any

measured 7.9 on the
This exper ience is
Ric h ter Scale. Accordmade possible by the new
ing to the Headli ne
$4.5 mill io n, 8,700News website that was
squa re- foot perman ent
posted at the museu m,
exhi bit io n hall ca lled the
there was no damage
Reinberger Hall of Earth
and no casua lt ies were
and Planetary Explorareported f rom the
tion,or Planet- E. Wi th the
quake. The Headline
Planet-E unveiling Nov.
News website also inI , The Cleveland Muse um
formed the on lookers
of Natural History bethat the deadliest earthcame "the first museum
quake ever reported
in North America to intehappened in 1988inArgrate astro nomy and gemenia . killing 25,000
ology," sa id Gail Tackas,
people bur measuring
the commun ica tions asonly 6.9, an enure point
sociate at the museu m.
less than the quake reThe Planet-E exhibiported near Tibet.
tion has a close tie w ith
Not on I y was there a
j o h n Carroll Un ive rsi ty.
To the immediate right Cleveland rocks: A seis mograph o riginally from John Carroll University is
quake m Tibet. but at
of the si mulated earth - now part of the Cleveland Museum of Natural History's Planet-E exhibit.
thaL Lime Lhr c mh ·r
q uake room is a n aut hen- Visi ors can experien
nrii1101Nf1...115itad ......
~~~~ ·-~~·
tic seismograph donated by JCU.
"It can pick up any earthquake in the reported in western Idaho (3.5 on the Richsemester?: Htstology. because rt
ter
Scale),
the
Aleutian
Islands
(registenng
"ln 1964, Fr. Ott from j ohn Carroll Uni- world," said Tom Zak, assistant directOr for
takes a lot to make me s1t there and
versity recorded an earthquake that regis- exhibits and the project manager for a 4.3) and in the Kuril Islands, which are
look through m1croscope at slides
tered on Lhe Seismogra ph at john Carroll Rein berger Hall. "Thesensorsareon-s ight located to the East of the USSR and to the
of tissues, cells, etc. Not exactly fun!
and his data was used to triangulate the in the basement of the museum. We pick North o(japan (52)
Favorite fairy tale: Cinderella.
The Planet-E exhibition is now open
measurements," said Bill MacDermott, the up readings on two axes."
What
girl wouldn't want to be swept
membershipchairperson of the Kinlandia
An earthquake occurs along areas of permanently at the Museum of Natural
away
and
treated like a princess for a
History,
bur
the
project
is
not
yet
complete.
Society of the museum. "There a re three weakness in the earth called faults. Stress
changel
direct ions that an earthquake ca n be mea- b ui lds up in the rock along the fau lt until "We're also building a gem room," Tackas
Where do you do your best
sured in, and his meas ureme nts contrib- the forces of the rock cannot hold it ro- said. "The museum has a world-class coluted greatly. Fr. Ott was dedicated tO t he gether any longer. The result is the move- lection of gems and jewels. That room will
studying!: In my room, because it
study of eart hquakes. He had a dedication ment of opposing blocks of rock past one be open in May of 1998. T he totalcostohhe
is comfortable and everything is right
two exhibition halls is $5 million."
that money can 't buy."
ano ther, therefore ca using an earthquake.
where l need it. Plus, I can always
With the Planet-Eexhibit and the openAccording to the Public Affa irs file on
When an earthquake occurs, it registers
bug my friends when I need a break!
Rev. Will iam Ott, Sj., he was the di rector of on the seismograph at the museum. How- ing of the gem room in May, t he next trip tO
t hej ohn Carroll Seismological Observatory~ ever, the museum needs to wait for informa- the Clevela nd Muse um of Na tural History
HecametoCa rroll inl979andwas a nass is- tio n, us uall y from the Internet, regard ing promises to be an d ifferent experience.
For mo re
tant professor in the physics de partme nt the time, locatio n, depth and val ue on the
infor mat ion,
before rak ing over the Seismological Obser- Ric hter Scale.
th e
vatory. The Observa to ry was originally esThe seismograph was put to use recen tl y. co nt act
tablished by the Re v. Frederick Ode nbac h, Xizang, a c ity near Tibet, experienced the Cleveland MuSj., in 1905 on the campus that was then St. largestearthquakeeverrecorded in that area seum of Na tuIgnatius College on Clevela nd's west side. on Saturday, Nov. 8. The quake, w hich be- ral History at
WhenjohnCarroll was b uil t, theObse rva- gan at 5:03 am . Eastern Standard Time, 231-4600.
rorywas movedonca mpusinthe
30s, a nd eventually found its perma ne nt home in the Bohan non
*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
Scie nce Center when it was built
*COFFEE & ESPRESSO
in 1969.
As a result of Ott's ret ireme nt,
CoLLEGE ID NITE
there was no one to keep up the
DJ S.PINNJNG THE BEST IN SO's IWrRO DAN~
seis mograph as he d id, so it was
MUSIC AND ALL YOUl REQUESTS
donated tot hemuseumabour two
Sil111 and spa
yea rs ago. Mary Fla hi ve, a n
$2 ooom AND $1DRAFl'S
Ame rita curator of ed ucar ion with
BWES BAND: MnEs Bnmm
a backg round in geology, said,
"We're sor ry ro see that john CarJCU lADIES NIGHT-flEE wrm JCU
roll had to give [the seismograph]
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG RJil $2 AND GET Sl REFDJ.S
up, bu t there was no o ne else to
mamtain it like Fr. Ott did. lt was
UNDERGROUND DANCE
like a hobby for him"
GUEST D.J.s
Many are glad, however, t hat
Valid
At
Participating
Salons
NO COVER B-4 llPM
the seismograp h has stayed in
northeast Ohio. MacDermott
with Select Stylists
JIM MnuR AND FIUENDS
pointed oul that Cleveland is an
(JIM Mn.I.ER FROM 0RoBOROS)
ideal place fora seismograph to be
1
REGGAE EVERY SUNDAY
located "In order to get a good
reading, you can't be too close or
I
$22 Reg. $35
RUM DRINI<S $2.00 Au. Nm
too far from the epicenter, which
Corner of Cedar &Green
IL _ __Exp.
_ _12/6/97
_ ___ _
is the origm of the quake,"
MacDermott said.
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pressure college students need.
"I know l don't get enough
sleep,"sardjumor Allyson Hunter.
"It 's really dtsruptive during the
daybcrm lconstanr lyfa ll a Jeep
indus I hen I have to spe nd more
ume ~tudymg, wh ich causes me
to>tayup latcr,and thcwholccyclc
starts agam

just how tired are we?
How can t he cycle of sleeplessness be com bated? F1rst, Stanford
U nrvers11y recommends that
people must be aware that each
person hasaspecificsleep requirement. The average requirement
for college studemstseight hours.
When this reqUJrementisnot met,
a sleep debt is created which accumulates over time. The on ly way
to remedy th1sdebt is to sleep over
the dai ly requirement
Even tho ugh there is an i merna! mechanism that regulates the
daily amount of sleep needed,
Amencans tend to ignore the
body's s rgn a ls. Howeve r, there is a
point when the need rosleep overrides anyt hing else, and this leads
to potentially dangerous situa tions. Falling asleep at the wheel
is second only to alcohol as a leading cause of car accidents. Fiftyfive percent of drowsy driv ing fatalit ies occurs under the age of 25.
Sleep deprivation is rampant
among young people, especially
students. AtStanford,stud ies have
been done on undergraduates ,
nurses and medical students. The
results indicate that80 percent of
those surveyed were sleep deprived. They report that in ot her
studies, 34 percent of peo ple who

I
Tired or bored?: Are c lasses at John Carroll real ly tha t boring or are s t udents missing out on the
proper amount of sleep? Studies report that the second is most likely.
lant when the body metabolizes it
and will cause the sleeperto wake
up sooner.
Ingest i ng ca ffeine in the
evening also in h ibits sleep. The
most common sources of caffeine
are coffee, sod a and c hocola te.
Nicotine is a nothe r d rug which
also inh ibits sleep.

Exerc\sin belore bed can also
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to shake and the power goes out. It's an earthquake! Th is may not be a common
experience for northeast Ohioans, but visitors to the Cleveland Museum of Natural

Meredith Richardson
Y ear. Semor

Worryi ng about t he am ount of
sleep bei ng lost with the passage
of ti me g reatly con tr ibutes to
stress and insom nia.
Following these suggestions
and establishing a bedtime routi ne can mean the difference betwee n a res tful night and a night
of tossi ng and turning. Routines
are important because they signal
the body and brain that it is time
to go to sleep. "I a lways follow the
same routi ne whe n l go to bed,"
sa id junior julie Ra ndles. "l wash
my face, b rush my tee th, d rin k a
I ittle water, get into bed and l never
have tro uble sleeping. I do n't reall y get roo tired during the day."
Although Ra nd les feels wellrested d uring th e day, recent re-

searc h has suggested that napping
may be nat ural to h uma ns. The
urge to take a short siesta in the
afternoon appears to be uni versal.
Accord i ng to th e Get a Good
Night's Sleep home page, an afternoon nap can wipe away fa tig ue,
sharpen memory, e nhance deci sion-ma king a nd improve mood .
"I used lO t.ak& a lot g{ naps." a;aili
junior Angie Spitalien "If I slept
for about 20 or 30 mi nutes, I fel t
much better. 1wasn't as tired and
I got more do ne."
lt is important to remember
th at sleep deprivation is a serious
pro bl em th at ca n be remedied
fairl yeasily. Nowgoandgersome
rest -you p robabl y need it
whet her you know it or nor.

our stuffing. What's behind the
turkey tradition and America's
obsession w ith the holiday bird?
According to a web page ti tl ed
Thanksgiving on the Net, t he v.ild
turkey is native to Northern
Mex1co and the Eastern United
States, where the Pilgrims settled.
Ma le turkeys are referred to as
"to m" tu rkeys and female turkeys
are called "hens."
There is no rea l evide nce t hat

turkey was served at the Pilgrim's
first Thanksgiving in 1621. However, in a book written by Pilgrim
Gove rn o r Bradford , he makes
me n tion of the w ild turkey on
their dinner table.
Legend also reports that the
word "turkey" comes from the ative American word for the bird,
"firkee." Americans used tha r word
as the basis fo r the word we use in
Ame rican English.
The turkey may have had an
even larger im pact o n o ur lives
t ha n s imply an item on o u r
Tha nksgiv ing me nu nex t to th e
pumpki n pie a nd sweet potatoes.
If Be njamin Fran klin had his way,
the rurkeyinstead o f the bald eagle
wo uld be our nationa l bi rd a nd
Tom Turkey would be struu ing his
stuff on t he bac k of a qua rte r.
Franklin has been quoted ma ny
times as saying, "T he turkey is a
m uch more respectable bird a nd
w it hal a tr ue original native of
North America."
Even tho ugh Fra nkli n didn 't
get h is wis h, th e turkey is still an
im porta nt part of Am erican h eritage and h istor y So e njoy the
Th anksgiving holiday and bri ng
back lef tovers.

The Carroll News will keep you awake!
Read the Carroll News.

:

magine sitting in your living room watching television . All of the sudden the room starts

History can experience a simulated earthquake and aftershock every five minutes.

lead 10 d1ffrcu It y 111 fa!Img asleep.
When the body isstimulated,as it
is af ter exerc ise, it can be hard w
relax. However, exercising three
to six hours prior to bed ti me can
raise the body's co re temperatu re
and help allev iate stress, which
w ill fac ili ta te sleep.
A fina l tip is to never watc h the
clock whe n trying to fall asleep.

•••••••••••••••••••••
I
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ROCKS MusEUM oF NATURAL HtSTORY
Staff Reporter

rob\em with

hav\n n

JCU SEISMOGRAPH
By Lisa Foster

day11r11edrowsrness we re found w
be dangerous! y sleepy.
Fighting fatigue
lee p disorder spec1ali stsar th e
Sleep Disorde r Ce nter at St. Lu ke's
Hospi ta l in Kansas City have comprised a list of "don'ts" in order to
ac hieve a nigh t of healthy sleep.
First, don't d rink alcohol before
going to bed It becomes a stimu-

rt
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Are Carroll students too tired for their own good?
Staff Reporter
Drd you get enough sleep last
mghr? If not, a could be a bigger
problem than you think.
A good night's sleeprsessential
to performing well durtng the
waking hours of the day When
you fail to sleep lor the amount of
ume your body needs, serious
ramr ft cations may occur. Unfortunately, a common complaint
from students on co1lege campuses,mcludmgjohnCarroll Umversity, is that they do not get
enough sleep.
"I newr get enough sleep,"sa rd
junror Amanda Sla ter. "Between
rehea rsa Is, classes, homework and
~ocialrzing, 1 here just are n 't
enough hours in the day."
Slater rs not the only sleepless
student on campus. In the rcsidencehalls,studentscan be found
awake until the wee hours of the
mormng crammrng for tests or
spendtngnmewithfriends. While
these students may feel that they
are accomplr sh1ng more by sleepIng less , they are only fooling
themselves A cording to the
Slecpwell home page of Stanford
Unrversny, sleep depri\•ation
cau es d1fficulty studying. a tenden ytomake m rstakes, irnt abil -
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Lisa M. Foster
Staff Re porter

As Thanksgiving Day nears
and we all ge l ready fo r a welldeserved b reak with hopes of
home-cooked turkey a nd cranberry sauce, we may overlook
somedetailsabout t he holida)'· We
all gorge ourselves with turkey on
Thanksgiving, whether we like
dark or white meat, with or with-

Major: Sociology
measu red 7.9 on the
This ex p erie nce is
Zodiac sign: Aries
Richter Scale. Accordmade possible by the new
Favorite Thanksgiving dinner
i ng to t he Hea dli ne
$4 .5 million , 8 ,700 dish:
Turl<ey, of course.
News we bs ite that was
squ a re- foor p er manent
What
are your plans for
posted a t th e museum ,
exh ibitio n hall called the
Thanksgiving
break?: My fam1ly
there
was
no
da
mage
Rei n berger Hall o f Earth
and I are going to Fredencksburg. Va
and no casualties were
a nd Pla netary Ex plora repo rted from t he
to spend Thanksgiving with my
tio n,or Plan er-E. W ith the
quake. The Head li ne
Planet-E u nveiling Nov:
brother and h1s new wife.
News website also in I , The Clevela nd Museum
If you could volunteer your
fo rmed the onlookers
of Na tu ral History betime to help any organization,
tha t thedeadl lestearthcame "the fi rst m use um
what would it be?: Julie [Thorud]
quake ever reported
in North America to in teand Grant [Mast]'s MPow r2Play,
happened in l988 in Argra te astro nom y a nd gebecause 1l w11l benefit many 1nner oty
menia, killing 25,000
ology," sa id Gail Tackas,
kids
who will greatly apprecrate a
people but measuring
the communi cations asplace to play.
only 6.9,anenr ire point
soc iate at the museum.
Favorite popslcle flavor: Grape,
less than the q uake reThe Plan et-E exhi bibecause
my brother always ate the
ported nea r Tibet.
tion has a close tie with
j o hn Ca r roll University.
Jun
No t only was there a
green ones, so I had to pick another
To t he immediate right Cleveland rocks: A seismograph originally from Jo hn Carro ll Unive rsity is
quake in Tibet, but a t
flavor s1 nce there were never any
of rhe simu lated ean h - no w part o f the Cleveland Museum of Natural History's Planet-E exhibit.
that time three other
,., ·n om•, ldl
q uake room is an aut hen- Visi ors can expe i
a · I
nriruwrqu-.~~~~~.,~~-.. . ~-.r _.._~
~ri~'
tic seismograph donated by ]CU.
"It can pick up an y earthquake i n the reported in western Ida ho (3.5 on the Richsemester?: Histology, because it
"In 1964 , Fr. O rr from john Carroll Uni- world ," said Tom Zak, assistant di rector fo r ter Sca le), the Aleutia n Islands (register ing
takes a lot to make me s1t there and
versity recorded an earthquake t hat regis- exhibits and the project m anager for a 4.3) and in the Kurlllslands, which are
look through a microscope at slides
tered on the seismograph at john Carroll Rein be rger Hall. "The sensors are on-sight located to the East of the USSR and to the
of tissues, cells, etc. Not exactly fun!
a nd h is data was used to triangu late the in the basement of th e m useum. We p ick Nort h of Japan (5.2)
Favorite fairy tale: Cinderella.
The Planet-E exhibition is now open
measurements," said Bill MacDe rm ott, t he up readings on two axes."
What
girl wouldn't want to be swept
membe rs hip chairperson of the Ki rtla ndia
An earthquake occ urs along a reas o f permanentl y at t he Museum of Natural
away
and
treated like a princess for a
History,
bur
the
projec
t
is
not
yet
complete.
Societ y of the m useum. "T here a re three wea kness in the ea rt h called faults. Stress
change?
directions t ha t an earthquake can be mea- builds up in the rock along t he fa ult until "We're also b uilding a gem room," Tackas
Where do you do your best
sured in , a nd his meas urements contrib- the fo rces of the rock cannot hold it to- sa id . "The m use um has a world-class colu red greatly. Fr. Ott was dedicated to the get he r any lo nger. The res ult is th e move- lection of gems and jewels. T ha t room w ill
studying?: In my room, because 1t
st ud y of earthquakes. He had a dedicat io n m ent of opposing blocks of rock past one be ope n in May of 1998. T he total cos t of the
is comfo rtable and everything is right
rwo exhibitio n halls is $5 mi llio n."
t hat money ca n't buy."
anothe r, therefore causing an earthquake.
where I need it Plus, I can always
W it h the Planet-Eexhibit and th e opcnW he n an eart hqu ake occurs, it registers
Accordi ng to the Public Affai rs fil e o n
bug my fne nds when I need a break!
Rev. W illiam Ott,Sj., h e was t he d irecto r of on t he seismograph a t t he museum How- ingof t he ge m room in May, th e next trip to
thej ohn Carroll Seismological Obser vator y~ ever, t he muse um needs to w ait forinform a- the Clevela nd Museum of Na tural Histor y
Hecame to Carroll in l 979and was anassis- tion, usually from the Internet, rega rding promises to be a n different experience.
For more
ra nt professor in the physics department the time, location, depth and value on the
information ,
before tak ingover the Seismological Obser- Richter Scale.
The seismograph was put to use rece nt! y. co nta ct th e
vator y. The Obse rvatory was originally esta bli shed by the Rev Fred erick Ode nbach, Xiza ng, a ci ty near Ti bet, ex penenced the Cleveland MuSj., in 190 5 on th e cam pus tha t was then St. largest earthquake ever recorded in that area se um of Na tu Ignati us College on Cleveland's west side. on Sa turday, Nov. 8. T he quake, wh ich be- ra! History at
W he nj oh nCarrollwas built, the Observa- ga n at 5:03a.m. Eastern Sta ndard Time, 231-4600.
torywas moved on campusi nthe
30s, a nd eve ntua lly found irs permanent home in the Boh an non
•sPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
Science Center when it was built
•coFFEE & ESPRESSO
in 1969.
As a result of Ott's retireme nt,
COLLEGE ID NITE
there was no one to keep up th e
DJ S.PINNJNG THE BEST IN SO's amo DAN~
se ismograph as he did , so it w as
MUSIC AND ALL YOUR REQUESTS
dona ted to the museum abo ut two
years ago. Ma r y Fla hi ve , a n
$2
AND lDRAFTS
Ameritac urator of education wi th
BWES BAND: Mus BEYOND
a bac kgro u nd in geology, said ,
"We're sor ry to see t hat j o hn CarJCU LADIES NIGHr-PREE WITH JCU
roll had to give Ithe seismograph]
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG Rm $2 AND G11' $1 REFDlS
up, but there was no o ne else to
matnta in itlike Fr. Ott di d. It was
UNDERGROUND DANCE
li ke a hobby fo r h i m.·
GUESTD.J.s
Many are glad, however, t hat
Valid
At
Participating
Salons
NO COVER B-4 llPM
t he se ismograph has stayed in
no rth east Ohio. MacDermo u
wffh Select Stylists
JIM Mn.w. AND FRIENDS
pointed out that Cleveland 1s an
(JIM Miu.ER FROM OioBOROS)
idea l placefor a seismograph to be
1
located. "In order to get a good
REGGAE EvERY SUNDAY
reading, you can't be too close or
I
$22 Reg. $35
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too fa r fro m the epicenter, whic h
Corner of Cedar Green I
12/6/97
is the origin of the quake,"
MacDermott said
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Annie brings hope for tomorrow
aire named Oliver Warbucks.
Tania Meola
Mr. Warbucks wants to invite
Staff Reporter
Afterthelastfewweek ofwnt- an orphan to spend the Christmas
ing papers and studying for ex- holidays at his home. Annie is the
am , I deCided to take my mmd as chosen orphan who
far away from college as I possibly steals Mr. Warbuck's
could So I went to the Broadway heart and eventually
Musical Productton of "Annie" at gets adopted by him 111
the end.
PlayHouse Square.
The enure producAs a child, I could remember
watchmg the movie "Annie" and tion. was magnificent
pretending to be her I would sn from stan to finish. I
with my dog and sing the songs was enchanted by the
that An me would sing(as I'm sure talented acn ng,singt ng,
many of you did go on admit itO. and dancing in this play
The children were
Just in case you truly are unfamilcertamly impressiVe to
iar with the story, I'll fill you m.
It takes place in New York in watch. They made me
1933during the Great Depression. laugh so hard that my
An 11-year-old girl named Annie cheeks hurt. I wasespehas lived in the Municipal ciall y fond of the young0rphange,Girls' Annex, since she est actress. Kristen
was two months old . Annie des- Anderson, who played
perately wants to find her parents the orphan Molly. She
and get away from her tyrant or- was incrediblyyoungyet hersi ngphanage caretaker Mtss Agatha mgand aeti ng were to be admired.
Britney Kissinger splendid ly
Hanmgan One day, Annie is visited by the secretary of a billion- playedtheroleof Annie. Kissinger

Is eight years old, but has the singing voice of an adult. She was truly
fantastic and her acnng and smging were phenommal I enjoyed
every moment she performed.
Also starring in this
production is
Nell Caner.
One would
probably
know
her
best from her
role in the
long running
series
"Gimme A
Break."
Carter
stars as theorphans' caretaker Miss
I lannigan. I felt that Carter was
perfect for the part. She was hi larious, mean, sweet, and performed superbly.

l was exctted to see her live because she has appeared in so many
of the movies and televiston shows
that I have seen. When Carter
would appear on stage there was
an energy that could be felt by
everyone.
lwassimilarlyimpressed with
Andrew Shuch whom played Mr.
Warbucks. Shuck has a long list of
credits to his name, but I remember him as Hermun Munster on
"The Munsters Today," and also
from "Just You and Me Kid."
Honestly, the entire cast was
outstanding and together they
made the production of· Annie" a
success.
The settings were definately
sights to see. Each scene took place
indifferent locationsand the stage
props were beaut ifully detailed.
With each new scene, I felt as
though I was bemg transported
along with the actors. For instance,
Christmas day at the Warbucks'
mansion was one memorable
scene. There was a gorgeous stair-

case, pillars, and a Christmas tree
larger than life that was stunningly decorated.
Wherever I looked around me,
the old and young a like seemed to
beequall y entertained by the play.
I myself was taken back to my
childhood days of smgingAnnie's
famous melody "Tomorrow."
Even the dog Sandy was extraordinary. The dog that played
Sandy had been a severely abused
dog and was rescued from a pound
in 1991. She had to undergo surgery to remove an embedded collar that had been in her neck Ironically, today Sandy is well provided
for and brings smiles and laughter to all.
"Annie" is a brilliant musical
production. It brought me much
pleasure which I cannmjustly put
into words. I would recommend
treating the child in all of you to
goseethis musical for yourself"Tomorrow.'l

"Annie"is playingat PlayHouse
Square now through November 23.

The Rainmaker washes away corruption
Susan Mallek
Assistant Entertainment Editor

John Grisham, who brought us
such movtes as The Firm, A Time
ro Kill, Pelican Bnef. and The
Chamber ,continues his tradition
of courtroom drama and judicial

thnllers ·

TheRc&inmaker,the

sixth of his best-selling novels to
come to the big screen.
The movie focuses on thecareer of young Rudy Baylor, who
has dreams of becoming a "rainmaker," which is a bright star with
a golden touch in the world of law.
After first wandering into sev-

The Ralrmaker: Rudy (Matt Damon) finds himself involved in the
marital problems of Kelly (Claire Danes) when she comes to him
for help,

eral big law firms hoping to be
handed a job, Baylor realizes that
he must put in some hard work in
order to become a big-time lawyer. He doggedly pursues clients
and legal work wherever he can
find it.
Through t his work, mainly
ea n
11
a
1 az
charac ters like Bruiser Stone
(played by Mickey Rourke), Baylor
learns a great deal about how
things work in the real world. He
discovers that much of what goes
on is corrupt. While he gains this
valuable experience, he snll manages to hang on to the idealism
that attracted him to a career in
law in the first place.
In his 'real world experience,'
Baylor encounters many interesting characters, such as an elderly
woman with am ysterious fortune,
a lawyer with a fish tank full of
sharks, an operator whocan't pas9
the bar but knows the ins and outs
of the legal system and a beauti ful
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A truly MeN ificent
Concert
Cherie Skoczen
Staff Reporter
A marnage proposal, a failed
sound system. torn jeans, and
hours of greatcountry music highlighted the Tim McGraw/Martina
McBride concert at the Cleveland
State Convocation Center on November 13.
The three and one-half hour
concert was a feast of splendid
country music for boot scootm'
fans of all ages.
McBride's set started strongly
with her 1996 hit "Wild Angels"
and another top-10 "My Baby
Loves Me."
However, technical difficulties
got the best of the cowgirl and her
crew when the sound system
failed during "Phones are Ri nging."
McBride, although appearing
sltghtl y embarrassed, began again
as if noth ing happened.
Halfway th rough the set,
McBride called to a fan she spoke
with earlier in the day. "He has a
question to ask someone," McBride
satd. Soon a spotlight was shining
on a man named Kevin. He stood
up, took a microphone from an
usher, and amongst cheers from
the audience asked his girlfriend
to marry him. While the couple
hugged in the spotlight, McBride
appropriately began her romantic ballad "Valentine.'
The climax of McBride's show
was her latest release "Broken
Wings," followed by the very powerfu l "Independence Day.· Wi th

red, white and blue lightsshming
behind her,theexpecting mother's
vmce was strong and powerful
A "l ittle" lady who has proven
to be "loud" (she recorded "I'm
Little, But I'm Loud" at age seven),
McBride held a note during "Independence Day" for what seemed
hke forever.
In her encore,McBride told fans
she decided to break tradition and
sing a Christmas song earlier in
the year than usual. Perhaps
McBride knew snow was starting
to fall on Cleveland so she performed the a cappella version of
"Oh Holy Night."
The seco nd half of the Concert
wasassplendidasthefirst. Thirtyyear-old McGraw opened with "Indian Outlaw" from a thirty-foot
platform that !if ted him above the
audience in the middle of the concert hal l. The plat form moved
McGraw, outfitted in painted-on
jeans, a black sleeveless tee, and
boots and hat to match, to the main
stage where he continued with
"Alii Want is a Life."
His 20-song-plus set included
a great mix of old and new favorites.
The title-track off his latest release Everywhere sounded wonderfu l live, as did "Where the
Green Grass Grows" and the
happy, roe-tapping tune "just to
See to You Smile."
McGraw dedicated "She Never
Lets it go to her Heart" to his "girls
at hom e," referri ng to his wife Faith

Puttin' On the Hitz
A review of the music that means the most to you

and the always catchy line "We
don't want no niceguy"intosome
tncredtble jammtng courtesy of
Trey on guitar, Mike Gordon on
Hill and their daughter, Gra te
bass, Jon Fishman on drums, and
Kathenne,who was born last May.
Page McConnell on ptano From
Tothedisappotntmentof many
the end of "Mike's Song" until the
fans, Hill did not appear with
end of this show, the band's influMcGraw for their beautiful ballad
ences continue to surface. Par"It 's Your Love." A!though McGraw
ncularly,influen esofThe Doors'
performed the song powerful! y, it
"The Fnd"whereon numerousoclacked Faith and the emotion of
caston the line "He walked on
its debu t at the Country MusiC
down rhe hall" is bounced around
Awards last Spring.
1111
,
, - - mspunsof lyrtcaltmprov In fact,
_
Other highlights of McGraw's
01
' •n "'"'"'"~"' Trey even recite a Mor nson poem
set in luded a moving "Don't Take
before the conclu 10n of the 14
the Girl," and "Hard on the Ticker,"
Ph ish
mmure "Mtke's Song."
during which the singer and his
Sit p S(l tc h a11<l Pa.l5
A lounge like feel is given to
band were elevated above the stage
"Lawn Boy" Agatn, rhis seems to
on three red platforms.
0000
happen because Phish ts playing
Run nmg from one end of the
So you like thejamsdoya? Well, to a very inttmate group. On this
stage to the other, McGraw's energy was halted briefly when he Vermont's Phinc t have d ne it version.I havconly one com plaint,
realized his painted-on jeans had again. A new live album tsnow in Mike Gordon's bass >olo. Simply
torn . Deciding against a cover-up the stores, Slip Stitcl1 and Pa s, re- stated, tt could have been played
shirt offered to him by a fan, corded live at the Markthalle in much berter. All considered,
McGraw didn't let a lmle tear Hamburg. Germany. 1 h1s venue, though. an awesome tune.
with capacity of about l,lOO, alThe final track on Slip Stitch
bring him down.
Surprisingly, the Lou isiana na- lowed the band 10 play a much and Pa sIS "Ta te: a tune recently
tive, who has dozens of his own more intimate show, without sa - released on Billy Breathrs Tight
songs, used John Mellancam p's"lt's rificing the incredibly intense im- vocals, gut tar, drumming and pia Lonely Ole Night" at the start of provisation for whtch the band is ano make thi a song that you fmd
known.
yourself regularly going back to.
his encore.
David Byrne's "Cities" is an ap- Some of the sweetest jammmg
The country showdown ended
with "I Like it, I Love it," leaving propriate opener, considering this happens about 6 minutes into this
country music fans wanting more was recorded on Ph ish's first com- tune. Incredible.
plete European tour this past
I can't say the performance is
of it.
Opening for McGraw and spring. Lead vocalist and guitanst flawless, but Iwould strongly sug
McBride was Sons of the Desert, a Trey Anastasio does a great job or get this D to anyone who loves
band hailing from Waco, Texas. both staying with the tune and yet band who know how to play live
on almost an instinccual level.
Their 30-minute performance in- adding a touch of guitar magic.
The second ha lf or this new There arc very few bands whocan
cluded their debut single "Whatever Comes First." Their set also Ph ish release is by far the tightest. or have boasted this ability
- /ohe Clrmrn1
includedMellancamp'stune"Pink A soaring "Mike' Song" is truly
memorable .from thcopcn1n • nH"
::,t<.l Re >UIL<t
!-l ouses"
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The Rairmaker: Jon Voight stars as attorney Lee F_ Drummond,
Rudy's powerful legal adversary,
girl who is in an abusive situation. plays Deck Shifflet, the para lawyer
In the midst of this, Baylor gets who takes Baylor under his wing
his hands on his first big case, and helps him deal with some of
which happens to be a very con- the corruption in the legal world.
Jon Voight (Mission: 1mpostroversial one that causes a huge
stir in the system. The case si ble) portrays the mighty Leo F
invlovesa multimillion-dollar in- Drummond,againstwhom Baylor
surance scam. In taking the case, launches his legal war.
The Rain maker is directed by
he also takes on a powerful and
corrupt company that has been Francis Ford Coppola and opens
making a fortune off of the mis- tomorrow.
Check local listings for thefortune of poor and working-class
aters and times.
people.
The scam involves
a young man who is
losing a tragic battle
against leukemia,
which could have been
cured by the insurance
company. but wasn't.
The Rainmaker
features Matt Damon
as Rudy Baylor in his
first starnng role .
Damon has also appearedin smaller roles
in films such as Cou rage Under Fire and
School Ties.
The film also stars
Clatre Danes (My SoCalledLife and Romeo
+juliet )as Kelly Riker,
a young woman who
ts being abused by her
husband ("Melrose
Place 's" Andrew Shue).
Danny
Devito
The Rairmaker: Deck (Danny DeVito)
(Thro14 Mama From
and Rudy discuss the controversial
the Trmrt ,The War of
insurance fraud case that Rudy is
the Roses and Or1e Flew
involved_i_n·------------------~
Ova the Cuchov'sNest)
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Tania Meola

a1re named Oltver Warbucks
Mr. Warbucks wants to mvtte
Afterthe last few weeks of wm- an orphan tospend the Christmas
mg papers and studymg for ex
hollda)'Sathtshome. Anmeisthe
am:,, I dec1ded to take my mtnd as chosen orphan who
far away from college as l poss1 bl y steals Mr. Warbuck 's
could So I went to the Broadway heart and eventually
MusiCal Producuon of "Annie" at gets adopted by him in
PlayHouse Square
the end.
As a child, I could remember
The enure producwatching the mov1e "Annie" and uon. was magmficent
pretending lO be her l would stt from start to finish. l
wnh my dog and smg the songs was enchanted by the
that Annie would sing(as I'm sure talented acti ng,singi ng,
many of you did-go on admit it!l. and dancing 1n this play.
justin case you truly are unfamil The children were
Iar wtth the story, I'll fill you m.
certainly impress1ve to
lt takes place tn New York m watch They made me
1933dunng the Great Depression. laugh so hard that my
An !!· year-old gtrl named Annie cheeks hurt. I was espehas lived in the Municipal Cially fond of the young0rphange. Girls' Annex, since she est actress, Kristen
was two months old. An me des- Anderson, who played
perately wants to find her parents th e orphan Molly. She
and get away from her tyrant or- wasincrediblyyoungyethersingphanage ca retaker M1ss Agatha ' nga nd acting were w beadm ired.
Bntney Kissinger splendidly
Hann1gan One day, An me ts vJsued by the secretary of a billion- playedtheroleof Annie. Kissinger

tseight years old, but has thesingingvoiceof an adult Shewasuuly
fantasttc and her acung and singtng were phenommal I enpyed
every moment she performed
Also starrtng in this
production is
Nell Caner.
One would
probably
know
her
best from her
role in the
long running
series
"Gimme A
Break."
Carter
starsas theorphans' caretaker Miss
Hannigan. I felt that Carter was
perfect for the part. She was hilarious, mean, sweet, and performed superbly.

l was excited to see her 1i ve because she has appeared msomany
of the movies and televtston shows
that l have seen When Carter
would appear on stage there was
an energy that could be felt by
everyone.
I was similarly impressed with
Andrew Shuch whom played Mr.
Warbucks. Shuck has a long list of
credits w his name, but I remember him as Hermun Munster on
"The Munsters Today," and also
from "just You and Me Kid ."
Honest! y, the entire cast was
outstanding and together they
made the production of "Annie" a
success.
The senings were definately
sights to see. Each scene took place
indifferent locations and the stage
props were beautifully detailed.
With each new scene, l felt as
though I was being transported
along with the actors. For instance,
Christmas day at the Warbucks'
manswn was one memorable
sce ne. There was a gorgeous stair-

case pillars, and a Christmas tree
larger than hfe that was stun
ningly decorated.
Wherever I looked around me,
the old and youngahke seemed to
beequallyentertained by the play.
I myself was taken back to my
childhooddaysof singing Annie's
famous melody "Tomorrow."
Even the dog Sandy was extraordinary. The dog that played
Sandy had been a severe! y abused
dog and was rescued from a pound
in 1991 She had w undergo surgery to remove an embedded collarthathad been in her neck.lronica ll y, today Sandy is well provided
for and brings smiles and laughter to all.
"Annie" is a brilliant musical
production. It brought me much
pleasure which Icannot JUst! y pu t
into words. l would recommend
treating the child in all of you to
go see this musical for yourself "Tomorrow."
•Annie'1s playi ngat PlayHouse
Square now through November 23.

The Rainmaker washes away corruption
Susan Mallek
Ass istant Entertainment Editor

john Grisham, who brought us
such movies as The Firm, A Time
lo Kil l, Pelican Brief. and The
Chamber ,co nunues his tradition
of courtroom drama and judicial
thn\lers
ThcR4inrnalur, the

sixth of his best-selling novels to
come to the big screen.
The movi e focuses on thecareer of young Rudy Baylor, who
has dreams of becoming a "rainmaker," which is a bright starwi th
a golden touch in the world of law.
A[ ter first wandering into sev-

The Ralrmaker. Rudy (Matt Damon) finds himself involved in the
marital problems of Kelly (Claire Danes) when she comes to him
for help.

eral big law firms hoping to be
handed a job, Baylor realizes that
he must put in some hard work in
order to become a big-time lawyer. He doggedly pursues clients
and legal work whereve r he can
find it
Through this work, mainly
a
characters like Bruiser Stone
(played by Mickey Rourke), Baylor
learns a great deal about how
things work in the real world. He
discovers that much of what goes
on is corrupt. While he gains this
valuable experience, he still manages to hang on to th e idealism
that attracted him to a career in
law in the first place.
ln his 'real world experience,'
Baylor encounters many interesting characters, such as an elderly
woman with am ysterious fortune,
a lawyer with a fish tank full of
sharks, an operator whocan't pass
the bar but knows the ins and outs
of the legal system and a beautiful
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Annie brings hope for tomorrow
Staff Reporter
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A truly MeN ificent
Concert
Cherie Skoczen
red, white and blue lighrsshining
Staff Reporter
behmd her,theexpecting mot her's
A marriage proposal, a failed voice was strong and powerful
sound system, torn jeans, and
A "little" lady who has proven
hours of great country music high- w be "loud" (she recorded "I'm
lighted the Tim McGraw/Martina Little, But I'm Loud" at age seven),
McBride concert at the Cleveland McBnde held a note dunng "IndeState Convocation Center on No- pendence Day" for what seemed
vember 13.
like forever.
The three and one-half hour
In her encore, McBride told fans
concert was a feast of splendid she decided to break nadit ion and
country music for boot scootin' sing a Christmas song earlier in
fans of all ages.
the year than usual. Perhaps
McBride's set started strongly McBride knew snow was starting
with her 1996 hit "Wild Angels" to fall on Cleveland so she perand ano th er top-lO "My Baby formed the a cappell a version of
Loves Me."
"Oh Holy Night."
However, rechmcal difficulties
The second half of the Concert
got th e best of the cowgirl and her wasassplendidasthefirst. Thirtycrew when the sound system year-old McGraw opened with "Infailed during "Phones are Ringing " dian Outlaw" fro m a thirty-foot
McBride, although appearing platform that lilted him above the
slight lyem barrassed. began again audience in the middle of the conas if nothing happened
cert halL The platform moved
Halfway through the set, McGraw, outfitted in painted-on
McBride called to a fan she spoke jeans, a black sleeveless tee, and
with earlier in the day. "He has a boots and hat tomatch,tothe main
quest ion to ask someone," McBride stage where he con tinued with
sa id. Soo n a spotlig ht was shining "Alll Want is a Life."
on a man named Kevin. He stood
His 20-song-plus set included
up, took a microphone from an a great mix of old and new favorushe r, and amongst cheers from ites.
the aud ience asked his girlfriend
The title-track off his latest rew ma rry him . While the couple lease Everywhere sounded wonhugged m th e spotlight, McBride derful live, as did "Where the
appropriately began her roman- Green Grass Grows" and the
tic ballad "Valentine."
happy, toe-tapping tu ne "just to
The climax of McBride's show See to You Smile."
was her latest release "Broken
McGraw dedicated "She Never
Wings," followed by the very pow- Lets it go to her Heart" ta his "girls
erful "Independence Day." With at home," referringto his wlfe Fanh

Hill and thetr daughter, Gracie
Katherme,whowa born last May
Tothedlsappointmentof many
fans, Hill did not appear with
McGraw for their beautiful ballad
"It's Your love." Although McGraw
performed the song powerfully, it
lacked Faith and the emotion of
its debut at the Country Mu tc
Awards last Spring.
Other highlights of McGraw's
set included a movmg"Don't Take
theGirl,"and "Hard on the Ticker,"
during whi h the singer and his
band were elevated above the stage
on three red platforms.
Runmng from one end of the
stage to the other, McGraw's energy was halted briefly when he
realized his painted-on jeans had
torn. Deciding aga inst a cover-up
shirt offered to him by a fan,
McGraw didn 't let a lmle tear
bring him down.
Surprisingly, the Louisiana native, who has dozens of his own
songs, used john Mellancam p's"lt's
a Lonely Ole Night" at the start of
his encore.
The count ry showdown ended
with "I Like it, I Love it," leaving
country music fans wanting more
of it.
Opening for McG raw and
McBride was So ns of the Desert, a
band hailing from Waco, Texas.
Their30-minute performance included their debut single "Whatever Comes First." Their set also
includedMellancamp'stune"Pink
Houses"

Puttin' On the Hitz

A review of the music that means the most to you
and the always catchy line ·we
don't want noniceguy"intosome
mcred1ble jammmg courtesy of
Trey on gunar. Mike Gordon on
bass, jon Fishman on drums, and
Page McConnell on piano. From
the end of "Mtke's Song· until rhe
end of th1sshow, the band's mfluence!> conunue to surface. Particular! y, mfluence ofThe Doors
"The Fnd"whcreon numerousoccastons the lme "He walked on
down 1he hall" IS bounced around
'" 11
, - 111 m puns of lyncal improv.lnfact, _
'•n """'""""'Trey even recites a Mornson poem
before the conclusiOn of the 14
Ph ish
minute "Mike's Song.'
Slil' wcl1 and Pass
A lounge-like feel IS given to
"Lawn Boy" Agam, rh1s seems ro
0000
happen be ause Ph1sh IS playmg
Soyoulikethejamsdoya? Well, to a very inumate group. On this
Vermont's Phine t have done it vers1on,l haveonlyonecomplamt,
agai n. A new live album t now in Mike Gordon's bass ;olo. Simply
the stores, Slrp StJtcli and Pass, re- stated, n could have been played
corded live at the Mark thalle in much better. All con idered ,
Hamburg. Germany. This venue, though, an awesome tune
with capacity of about 1,100, al The final track on Slip Stitch
lowed the band to play a much and Pa s 1s "Taste," a tune recently
more intimate show, without sac- released on B11/y Breathes. Tight
rificing the incredibly intense im - vocals, guitar, drumming and piprovisation for whi h the band is ano make this a song that you fmd
known.
yourself regularly going back to
David Byrne's "Ciue " is an ap- S me of the weerest jammtng
propriate opener,constdenng this happens about 6 minutes mto this
was recorded on Ph ish's first com- lUne. lncred1ble.
plete European tour this past
I can't say the performance IS
spring. Lead vocalist and gui tarist flawless, but I would strongly sugTrey Anastasio does a great job of gest this D to anyone who loves
both staying with the tune and yet bands who know how 10play live
addmg a touch of guttar magic.
on almost an tnsunctual level
The second half of thi new There arc very few bands whocan
Ph ish release is by far the tightest or have boasted thl abilny
A soaring "M1ke's Song" 1s truly
jalu Cfcmcm
m em o rabl e fr o m1h rope n1n gn lf -.
Stu R,· "' llr t
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The Rairmaker: Jon Voight stars as attorney Lee F. Drummond,
Rudy's powerful legal adversary.
girl who is in an abusive situation. plays Deck Shifflet, the paralawyer
In the mtdst of this, Baylor gets who takes Baylor under his wing
his hands on his first big case, and helps him deal with some of
which happens to be a very con- the cor ruption in the legal world.
jon Voight (Missio n. Impos troversial one that causes a huge
stir in the system. Tke case sible) portrays the mighty Leo F.
invlovesa multimillion-dollar in- Drummond,against whom Baylor
surance scam. In taking the case, launches his legal war.
The Rainmaker is directed by
he also takes on a power fu l and
corrupt company that has been Francis Ford Coppola and opens
making a fortune off of the mis- tomorrow.
Check loca I listings for thefortune of poor and working-class
aters and times.
people.
The scam involves
a young man who is
losing a tragic battle
against leu kem1a,
which could have been
cured by the insura nce
company, but wasn't.
Th e Rainmaker
features Matt Damon
as Rudy Baylor in h1s
first starring role.
Damon has also appeared in smaller roles
in films such as Courage Under Fire and
School Ties.
The fi1 m also stars
Clatre Danes (My SoCalledLLjt and Romeo
+Jultet )as Kelly Riker,
a young woman who
ts being abused by her
husband ('Melrose
Place's' AndrewShue).
Danny
Devtto
The Rairmaker. Deck (Danny DeVit o)
(Throw Mama From
and Rudy discuss the controversial
the Tra1n,The War of
insurance fraud case that Rudy is
the Rostsand One Flev.
involved in.
OverthrCuchoo's est) L
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Football is playoff bound
sa1d head coach Tony DeCarlo. "It
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor
a! least gives you an option about
The job of the placekicker IS what you can do."
only a good one to have when he
The overtime rule is a new one
in college football, and is unlike
makes H .
David Vita toe had a very good the NFL. Each team starts at the
job Saturday, as the sophomore opponen1's 25-yard line with
k1cker booted the john Carroll squads getting an equal number
Universny football team into the of possessions. This was the first
playoffs with a 27-yard f1eld goal time either team had ever played
m overti metogi ve the Blue Streaks
in the extra session, andJCU cona 20-17 victory over Baldwm- trolled the action early.
WallaceSaturdayat Wasmer Field
The JCU defense held the Yelin the ninth Cuyahoga Gold Bowl.. low Jackets to negative yards on
The win guaranteed jCU (9-1. four plays in overtime. The key
8-1) its first playoff berth since play was a third-down pass that
1989 ThesquadwillvisitHanover was pushed back for a five-yard
College(lnd.hhis aturdayforthe loss to the 29-yard line by junior
first round of the NCAA playoffs. cornerback Daryl Cleveland and
Carroll is currently No. 3 in the sophomore linebacker Brian
NCAA North Region Coaches poll, Zielaskiewicz.
and IS ranked seventh in the na"The defense came up big all
game," said junior quarterback
!ion by Football Gazelle.
When Sa!Urday's regulation Nick Caserio. "In overtime they
ended with a tie score, the Carroll stopped them on four downs and
cap1ains won the coin toss to de- gave us the opportunity to win."
The Streaks gor their shot at
cide the first possession in overtime. TheStreakselectedthemore the ball and insta ntly made the
comfortable p•ck, to goon defense most of it. Four runs brought up a
first. "That's the only SLTategy you third -and -sever~ at the 10-yard
can go with in an overtime game," line. The j CU coac he s had

)f:nStroty

Junior Mike Ten Brink (6) tries to break away from a BaldwinWallace tackler Saturday. Ten Brink ran for 80 yards on the day
and scored a touchdown.

jcnSerey

JCU captains (left to right) London Fletcher, Jack Marinelli, Mark DiDonato, and Nick Caserio walk
toward midfield for the coin flip prior to overtime. The Streaks won the toss and the game, 20-17.
watched enough and wanted to
put the game into the foot of
Vitatoe. "I wanted to kick. 1
wanted to be out there," said
Vi tatoe "[Before the kick), I was
just trying to keep my mind clear."
Kicking from the left hash
mark, Vita toe put the ball through
the uprights and the Streaks into
the playoffs.
Ironically, field goal kicking
for the Streaks has been a virtually nonexistant area this year,
which is a testament to their high
scoring offense. Going into the
BW game, Vita toe had only made
thr £ie~1s ·n hve c_Mnces.
He almos t equalle that pr uction Saturday, with a 37 -yarder in
the fourth quarter in add it ion to
his game-winner.
"It's seemed like every time I
get ready [this season), the offense
gets a first down or scores a touchdown," said Vita toe. "I was glad 1
could come through today."
What offense the Streaks put
up against BW was quickly
equalled by th e jackets. On its
first two possessions of the second
quanerJCU put togethertwosolid
drives tO go ahead, 14-0, on short
scori ng runs by junior tailback
Mike Ten Brink and Case rio.
BW immediatly responded
with a touchdown drive and

picked up a second one in the third said DeCarlo. "Across the board,!
quarter to tie the score at 14-14. can't say enough about what
Both teams kicked field goals in they've done offensively, defenthe fourth quarter to create the tie. sively, and on spec ial teams.
'But, now it's time to roll up our
Despite temperatures below
freezing and a constant snowfall , sleeves and go to work again.'
That work in particular has
neitherteamseemed to be affected
significantly by the unfavorable been to studygame films of a team
conditions. Both squads had good JCU has never seen. The only co nbalance running and passing the nect ion between Carroll and
ball,and there was only one turn- Hanover is one common opponent
this year. Hanover opened the seaovercommitted on the day.
Caserio com pleted 15-of-24 son by edging Otterbein in overpasses for 134 yards, with lO of his time, 35-28. The Streaks beat
completions going to sophomore Otterbein, 50-8, in week four.
Most of JCU's preparation will
Tom Koltz. The tight end had 81
yards receiving, including a 27- concern defendi!J& Hanover's br ilyar catch that was ey in t e lian t passing a[[ac , rar1ked near
the top in the nation, led by PanStreaks' first scoring drive.
Leadingthewayondefensewas ther quarterback Chris Stormer.
the regular phenomenal play of On the other side of th e ball, linesenior linebacker London backer Kevin Odonohue was seFletcher. Hisl8tackles(eightsolo) lected as the Division Ill defensive
gives him I79on the season, which player of the year by The Sporting
set a newJCU single-season record. News.
"They're a pretty explosive ofHe also had five stops behind the
line of scrimmage, including a fense, with a quarterback th at's
first -down solo tackle for a two- about 6-foot-5," sa id Caserio. 'They
win with offense, and now they
yard loss in overtime.
'I'm just so proud of our kids," have to prepare for our defense.'

David Vitatoe
Freshman, Football
Kicked the game-winning 27-yard field goal
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in overtime to give JCU
a 20-17 victory over
Baldwin-Wallace. Also
booted a 37-yard field
goal and made two
extra points.

Tom Koltz
Sophomore, Football
Caught a career-high
10 passes for 81 yards
Saturday. His 10 catches were the most by a
Streak in a game since
Chad Rankin caught 10
last year against Mount
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Women third
among tough
competition
Kristen Stlh
Sports Reporter
Although thejohnCarroll University women's swimming team
fi n1shed third out of four teams at
the Allegheny Invitational, head
coach Matt Lenart was not disappointed with his squad's performanceagainstsomestrongteams.
"J was very impressed at how
well we swam," said Lenhart.
"Wooster and Allegheny are
ranked in the top 15 in the nation,
and our top five or six swimmers
uc just as strong as thei rs. They
JUSt have more of them."
JCU freshman Carrie Scherger,
who provided a strong showing,
had the highest individual fini9fl
by any BlueStreakduringthe twoday event last weekend. She placed
second in the 100 Free with a 55.54
rime, and third in the 500 Free at
5:27.45. She also finished 7th in
th e 200 Back with a 2:24.30 time.
Scherger also reamed up with
>ophomoreShannon Murph yand
freshmen Anne Learned and
<;rephanie Rosplock w take third
place in the 800 Free Relay. The
quartet was timed at 8:26.04.
" We were right there until the
encl." said Lenhart. "Wooster had
one person better than us,and beat

Men's
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us by only two and a half seconds,
and tt's over an eight minute race.
Meanwhile, Allegheny just barely
beat us."
Last year, Al leg heny's 800 Free
Relay team placed 14th at Nationals, and have the same returning
team as last year, including three
seniors
Other top-etght individuals for
the women's team included
Rosplock, whowasfifth in the200
Fly with a time of 2:24.33, and
freshman K.C Rambasek, who
was f1fth in the 200 Breast at
2.41.73, and seventh in the 100
Breast at 1:1307
In diving ac ti on, freshman
Maren Aiky placed first off the
three-meter and second in theonemeter. "Maren is diving very well,
and she has a strong shot at the
Nationals," sa id Lenhart.
The Streaks are off until December 5th, when they will be
competing at the DePauw Invitational. Thediverswillbecompeting at the same time, but at the
Wabash Jn vitational.
"The two week break will allow rheswimmersa period of rest,
and will enable them to fi nish
stronger in the upcoming weeks,"
said Lenhart.
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Sprint events hurt squad
wha t events he is capable of perRona Proudfoot
forming in.
Sports Reporter
Junior Jeff Beacham placed sevDespite a number of impres·
t\·e 111dividual performances, the enth in the 100 breaststroke and
l•d''' Car roll me n's sw1mm ing third in the 200 breastroke.
Sophomore Peter Wais added
team was unable to improve upon
l.tst sea on's last place finish at the finishes of sixth in the 100
\ llq;hcny Invitational.
freestyle and. seventh in the 100
ThejCU men's swimmers fin- backstroke.
Lenhart attributed some of
Is hed fou rth of four teams this
weekend at the Allegheny 1nvita- JCU's struggles during the past
llnnalm Meadville, Pennsylvania. weekend's competit ion to the
llc,•d coach Matt Lenhart did structure of the Allegheny meet.
nnr con~ider the team's placement The two-day co mpetition con.1letdown, nora surprise, however. sisted of sprint events on Friday
.. , pretty much knew where we night with the distance competi,loo.J g01ng in," said Lenhart.
tions held on Saturday.
"We typically swim better on
"lhe teams we competed
·' •.• itbl at Allegher~y were very, Saturday than on Friday at this
'' ry competitive,' said freshman meet," said Lenhart. "Our philosophy in the early part of the season
J I' krchant "They are part of a
,·ny dominant conference in Di- is to stress distance swimming
over sprints inordertoform a betvision Ill men's swimming."
"Soml.' of the teams we com- ter base."
Anticipation for the second
pcLcd against this weekend had a
h11 more depth," Lenhart said. part of the seaso n is a common
II ~1111 our top kids are capable of theme among the team Lenhart
expects improvement as a whole
"''llllming with their top kids."
Though the Carroll team has as the season progresses, particu'Ia ned to develop its own depth, larly come second semester
"We have not been able to comac(ordi ng to Lenhart, the Streaks'
str<·ngth at Allcgh eny lay in indi- pete at full strength because so
,.ldual performances.
mar~y athletes have outside comMerchant once again show- mitments," said Lenhart.
' .1<cd his talent s. His times of
"If we pur together ou r full
'l()<) I) 111 th e preliminaries and
lineup, and everybody's doing
>II 12 in the final round, though a well, we'll be out there swimming
(Om bined 13 seconds off his time competitively," sa id Merchant. "It
.\I last week's meet against Washis very hard for eigh t or nine guys
Ington and Jefferson , were good tocornpetewitha team that has a
cm,ugh for fourth place honors. lineup of eighteen, nineteen, or
1\krchant also finished fourth in twenty guys to choose from.'
1hr lo'lO freestyle event.
The men wi II look to get better
I dtdn' t swim as well as I numbers and performances in the
'-' .•!Heel." said Merchant, who felt
DePauw Invitational coming up
thai l1c was able to get a feel [or in the first weekend in December.
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LASHES

FLETCHER BREAKS RECORD - Senior linebacker London Fletcher, with his team-lead ing
18 racklesduringSat urday's victor>•over BaldwinWallace, broke Dave Rastoka's record for tack les
in a single season (167 in 1989). Fletcher now has
179 through 10 games.... Fletcher had eight solo
tackles and five tackles behmd the line of scrimmagefor lo e totallingl6yard during aturday's
game.
VITATOE HONORED - Freshman kicker
David Vita toe was named Cleveland Touchdown
Club Local College Player of the Week for his
performance against BW. He became the fifth
Blue Streak to receive the award 1his season
NICE GRAB - Sophomoretightend Tom Koltz
caught a career-h•gh lO passes for 81 )'ards Saturday.... Filling in for injured sophomore Danny
Merrell.junior Daryl Cleveland had stx tackles
.. junior runnmg backs Victor Engoglia and Mike
Ten Brink combined to rush for 138 yard on 32
carries aturd ay.
SNAPPED -junior john Pries tap's tring of 18
straight games with a reception came to an end
against BW.
A BIT OF HISTORY - In J U's only previous
CAA playoff appearance, the BlueStreaksfell to
the eventual nationa l champions. the University
of Dayton, 35-LO. in the first round of 1he 1989
Div ision Ill Championship... In Hanover's only
previous playoff appearance. the Panthers fe ll to
Mount Union ,52-18, in the first round of the 1995
Div ision Ill Championship.
NEVER BEFORE · A vtctory over Hanover
would give john Carroll its first ever tO-v ictory
<iCil.liQPoo •

R T
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from the Hanover athletic department for
Saturday's game. Ti kets can be purchased in
person a1 theJCU ticket office through tomorrow
bel ween the hours of 12 and 4 p.m. Contact john
DiCillo at (216) 397-4493 for more mformauon.
WOMEN'S SCX:CER PLAYERS HONORED Sent or Shannon Sullivan and freshman julie
Scaffidi were both named to the 1997 All·Oh•o
Athlcu Conference women's soccer team
head ling ali t f four Blue treaks on thts year's
squad Al -o named to the 1997 All-OAC team as
honorable men uons were semor Elizabeth Chambers and fre hman Ana Garabis, both of whom
were defender~
ullivan, also a second team selecuon m 1996,
had 18 poiTlts 1h1s season on s1x goals and ~ix
assists, allowing her to f1nish her career a· the
lead r in career pom ts.
affld• scored 10 goals thts season, the most
ever by a freshman in the program's htsrory Her
23 points also ned a freshman mark set by Molly
Burke m 1992
WRESTLERSFACETWOCITYR!VALS - l he

J Uwresthngteamhattled aseWesternReserve
University last night at CWRU. The Blue trcaks
will travel to Woodling ym Tuesday for a 7·30
p.m. matrh. These mce1s are the ftrst comperiuon
for wh1ch wrestle off were used to dcterrnme a
starting lineup. Last season J U defeated both
CWRU and CSU.
FINALLY - ThcJ U women's basketball team
was dealt two unexpected los:;cs when sen1or
Maggie OGara and sophomore Vlkki Willson
decided not ro return to the team forthe 1997 98
seasoTl OGara averaged 4 po1nts last sea ·on and
made 16 t hrec pomtcrs Wtl\~on W<IS <,crond nn

•

visit Mount Union or host Allegheny neKt Saturday.

rebounds.
BRIAN MURPHY

TICKETS - joh n Carroll recewed 500 tickets

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE Of YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freslunen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
helpo build ~nfiden<e, ohM- ~ on a whole new oouue.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIIlTEST COUEGE COUISE YOU W TillE

For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Football is playoff bound
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Ed1tor
The JOb of the placekicker is
only a good one to have when he
makes ll
David Vita toe had a very good
pb Saturday, as the sophomore
k1cker booted the John Carroll
Unive rsity football team into the
playoffs with a 27-yard f1eld goal
m overtime to give the Blue Streaks
a 20-17 victory over BaldwinWallaceSaturdayat WasmerF1eld
m the ninth Cuyahoga Gold Bowl..
The win guaranteed JCU (9-1,
8-1) its first playoff berth smce
1989. The squad will v1s1t Hanover
College(lnd.)thisSaturdayfor the
first round of the NCAA playoffs.
Carroll is currently No. 3 in the
NCAA orthRegionCoachespoll,
and is ranked seventh in the nation by Football Gazette.
When Saturday's regulation
ended with a tie score, the Carroll
captains won the coin toss to decide the first possession in overtime. The Streaks elected the more
comfortable pick, to goon defense
first "That's the only strategy you
can go with in an overtime game,"

said head coach Tony DeCarlo. "It
at least gives you an option about
what you can do."
The overtime rule is a new one
in college football, and is unlike
the NFL Each team starts at the
opponent's 25-yard line with
squads gening an equal number
of possessions This was the first
time e1t her team had ever played
in the extra session, andJCU controlled the action early.
The JCU defense held the Yellow Jackets to negative yards on
four plays in overtime. The key
play was a third-down pass that
was pushed back for a five-yard
loss to the 29-yard line by junior
cornerback Daryl Cleveland and
sophomore linebacker Brian
Zielaskiewicz.
"The defense came up big all
game," said junior quarterback
Nick Caserio. "In overtime they
stopped them on four downs and
gave us the opportunity to win."
The Streaks got their shot at
the ball and instantly made the
most of it Four runs brought up a
third-a nd-seven at the 10-yard
line. The JCU coaches had

Jr:n S.::rry

Junior Mike Ten Brink (6) tries to break away from a BaldwinWallace tackler Saturday. Ten Brink ran for 80 yards on the day
and scored a touchdown.
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JCU captains (left to right) London Fletcher, Jack Marinelli, Mark DiDonato, and Nick Caserio walk
toward midfield for the coin flip prior to overtime. The Streaks won the toss and the game, 20-17.
watched enough and wanted to
put the game into the foot of
Vitatoe. "I wanted to kick I
wantrd to be out there," said
Vitatoe. "!Before the kick!, l was
just trying to keep my mind clear."
Kicking from the left hash
mark, Vitatoe put the ball through
the uprights and the Streaks into
the playoH s.
Ironically, field goal kicking
for the Streaks has been a virtually nonexistant area this year,
which is a testament to their high
scoring offense. Going into the
BW game, Vita toe had only made
thr [l~\d..&Qal:; in five c
ces.
He almosr equ alle that pr uction Saturday, with a 37-yarder in
the fourth quarter in addition to
his game-winner.
"It's seemed like every time I
get ready [this season), the offense
gets a firstdownorscoresa touchdown," said Vita toe. "I was glad I
could come through today."
What offense the Streaks put
up against BW was quickly
equalled by the Jackets_ On its
first two possessions oft he second
quanerJCU put together two solid
drives to go ahead,l4-0, on short
scoring runs by junior tailback
Mike Ten Brink and Caserio.
BW immediatly responded
with a touchdown drive and

picked upasecondonein the third said DeCarlo. ·Across the board, I
quarter to tie the score at 14-14. can't say enough about what
Both teams kicked field goals in they've done offensively, defenthe fourth quarteno create the tie. sively, and on special teams
'But, now it's time to roll up our
Despite temperatures below
freezing and a constant snowfall, sleeves and go to work again.'
That work in particular has
ne itherteam seemed to be affected
significantly by the unfavorable been tostudygamefilmsof a team
conditions. Both squads had good JCU has never seen. The on! y conbalance running and passing the nection between Carroll and
ball, and there was only one turn- Hanoverisonecommonopponent
this year. Hanover opened the seaover committed on the day.
Caserio completed 15-of-24 son by edging Otterbein in overpasses for 134 yards, with lOof his time, 35-28. The Streaks beat
completions going to sophomore Otterbein, 50-8, in week four.
Most of JCU's preparation will
Tom Koltz. The tight end had 81
yards receiving, including a 27- concerndefendig,g Hanover's brilyar catch r at was ey in t e li ant passmg attack, ranked near
the top in the nation, led by PanStreaks' first scoring drive.
Leadingthewayondefensewas ther quarterback Chris Stormer.
the regular phenomenal play of On the other side of the ball,linesenior linebacker London backer Kevin Odonohue was seFletcher. His 18 tack les(eigh t solo) lected as the Division Ill defensive
gives him 179on theseason,which player of the year by The Sporting
set a newJCU single-season record. News.
'They're a pretty explosive ofHe also had five stops behind the
line of scrimmage, including a fense , with a quarterback that's
first -down solo tackle for a two- about 6-foot-5,'sa id Caserio. 'They
win with offe nse, and now they
yard loss in overtime.
'I'm just so proud of our kids,' have to prepare for our defense."

Freshman, Football
Kicked the game-winning 27-yard field goal
in overtime to give JCU
a 20-17 victory over
Baldwin-Wallace. Also
booted a 37-yard field
goal and made two
extra points.

Tom Koltz
Sophomore, Football
Caught a career-high
10 passes for 81 yards
Saturday. His 10 catches were the most by a

20680 North Park Blvd
University Hts.
(216)321-n72
Directly acrossfrom.JCU Campusl

Streak in a game since
Chad Rankin caught 10
last year against Mount
Union.
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Women third
among tough
competition
Kristen Stlh
Sports Reporter
ALthough thejohnCarroll University women's sw1mming team
fi mshed th ird out of four teams at
the Allegheny Invitational, head
coach Matt Lenart was not disappointed with his squad's performance against some strong teams.
"I was very impressed at how
wel l we swam," sa id Lenhart.
"Woos ter and Allegheny are
ranked m the top 15 in the nation ,
and our top five or six swimmers
are just as st rong as theirs. They
JUSt have more of them."
JCU freshman Carrie Scherger.
who provided a strong showing,
had the h1ghest individual fim91rl
by any BlueStreakduringthe twoday event last weekend. She placed
second in the I00 Free with a 55.54
time , and third in the 500 Free at
5:27.45. She also fini shed 7th in
th e 200 Back w 1th a 2:24.30 time.
Sc herger also teamed up with
sophomore Shannon Murphy and
freshmen Anne Learned and
Stepha nie Rosplock to take third
pla ce in the 800 Free Relay. The
qu~rte t was timed at 8:26.04.
"We were right there until the
end." said Lenhart. "Wooster had
one person better than us,and beat

Men's
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us by only two and a half seconds,
and it's over an eight minute race.
Meanwhile,Alleghenyjust barely
beat us."
Last year, Allegheny's800 Free
Relay team placed 14th at Nationals, and have the same returning
team as last year, including three
seniors.
Other wp-e1ght mdiVId uals for
the women's team included
Rosplock, whowasflfth m the 200
Fly with a time of 2·24.33, and
freshman K.C. Rambasek, who
was fifth in the 200 Breast at
2:41.73, and seventh in the 100
Breast at !:13.07.
In diving action, freshman
Maren Aiky placed first off the
three-meter and second in the onemeter. "Maren is diving very well ,
and she has a strong shot at the
Nationals." said Lenhart.
The Streaks are off until December 5th, when they will be
competing at the DePauw Invitational. Thediverswill becompeting at the same time. but at the
Wabash Invitational.
"The two week break will allow theswimmersa period of rest,
and will enable them to finish
stronger in the upcoming weeks,"
said Len hart.

•
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Sprint events hurt squad
Rona Proudfoot
Spon s Reporter
Despite a number of impres.i ,·e 111dividua l performances. the
l"hii Carroll men 's swimming
team was unable to improve upon
!.1 t season's last placefinish at the
\ llep,hcny Invitational.
The JCU men's swimmers finIshed fo urth of four teams this
weekend at the Allegheny Invi tational In Meadville, Pennsylvania.
I lead coach Matt Lenhart did
nm con,ide r the ream's placement
.1 letd0wn, nora surprise, however.
·1 pretty much knew where we
qoou !-(Oing in," said Len han.
"1 he teams we competed
·' •. .in~t at Allegheny were very,
,, 1 )'competiti ve,' said freshman
J I'. ~lcrchant. "T hey are part of a
w1 y dominant conference in Di vision Ill men's swimming."
··some of the teams we com[1<.:Lcd agamst this weekend had a
hu 111urc depth," Lenhart said.
ll>llll our top ktds are capable of
''~'llll ming with their top k1ds."
Though the Carroll team has
'tartcJ to develop its own depth ,
ac..:ording to Lenhart, the Streaks'
smnr.rh at Allegheny lay in indi' 1dual performances.
Merchant once again show' J<;<.:d his talents. His times of
., ti<ll') 111 the preliminanes and
ill l2inthefinalround,thougha
..:ombined l3secondsoff his time
.ll last week's meet against Wash' ngton and jefferson, were good
enough for fourth place honors.
~krchant also finished fourth in
I hr lb50 freestyJe event.
I d1dn't swim as well as I
'.l.tll tc,1·· said Merchant, who felt
that ltc was able to get a feel for

11

what eve nts he is capable of performing in.
Junior Jeff Beacham placed seventh in the I00 breaststroke and
third 111 the 200 breasuoke.
Sophomore Peter Wais added
finishes of sixth in the 100
freestyle and seventh in the 100
backstroke.
Lenhart attributed some of
JCU's st ruggles during the past
weekend's com petition to the
structure of the Allegheny meet.
The two-day competition consisted of sprint events on Friday
night with the distance competitions held on Saturday
"We typically swim better on
Sat urday than on Friday at this
meet," sa id Lenhart. "Our philosophy m the early part of the season
is to stress distance swimming
over sprints inorderto form a better base."
Anticipation for the second
part of the season is a common
theme among the team Lenhart
expects improvement as a whole
as the season progresses, particularly come second semester
"We have not been able to compete at full strength because so
many athletes have outside commitments: said Lenhart.
"If we put together our full
lineup, and everybody's doing
well, we'll be out there swimming
competitively," said Merchant. "It
is very hard for eight or nine guys
tocompetewith a team that has a
lineup of eighteen, nineteen, or
twenty guys 10 choose from.'
The men wi lllook to get better
numbers and performances in the
DePauw Invitational coming up
in the first weekend m December.
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FLETCHER BREAKS RECORD - Senior linebacker London Fletcher, with his team-leading
18 tacklesd uring Saturday's victory over BaldwinWallace, broke Dave Rastoka's record for tackles
in a single season 067 in 1989). Fletcher now has
179 through 10 games.... Fletcher had eight solo
tackles and five tackles behind the line of scnmmage for losses totalling 16 yardsduringSaturday's
game.

from the Hanover athletic department for
aturday's game. Tickets can be purchased in
person at theJCU ticket office through tomorrow
between the hours of 12 and 4 p.m. Contact john
DiCillo at (216) 397-4493 for more information.

WOMEN'S SOCCER PLAYERS HONORED enior Shannon Sullivan and freshman julie
Scaffidi were both named to the 1997 All -Ohio
Athleuc Conference women's soccer team.
VITATOE HONORED - Freshman kicker head ling a list of four Blue treaks on this year's
David Vita toe wa named Cleveland Touchdown squad. Also named to the 19Q7 Ali-OA team as
Club Local College Player of the Week ror h1s honorable mcnt1ons wcrcsc mor Elizabeth Champerformance against BW. He be arne the f1fth bers and freshman Ana Garabis. both of whom
were defenders
Blue Sueak to receive the award th1s season.
Sullivan, al ·o a second team >electiOn m 199o,
NICE GRAB -Sophomore tight end Tom Koltz had 18 pointS this season on SIX go.1ls and s1x
caugh t a career-high l0passesfor8l yardsSatur - assists, allowmg her t fJm h her career a· the
day. .. . Filling in [or injured sophomore Danny leader in career pomts
Scarfidl scored 10 goals rh1s ~cason. the most
Merrell,junior Daryl Cleveland had six tackles.
.. Junior running backs Victor Engoglia and Mike ever by a freshman in the program' h1story Her
Ten Brink combined to rush for 138 yards on 32 23 points also ned a freshman mark set b)' Molly
Burke in 1992
carries Saturday:

SNAPPED- Junior John Priestap's tring of 18
straight games with a reception came to an end
against BW
A BIT OF HISTORY - In J U's only previous
NCAA playoff appearance, the Bl ue Streaks fell to
the eventual national champions, the Univer ity
. of Dayton, 35-JO, in the first round of the 1989
Division Ill Championship . .. In Hanover's only
previous playoff appearance, the Panthers fell to
Mount Union, 52-18, in the first round of the 1995
Division Ill Championship.
NEVER BEFORE - A victory over Hanover
would g1vejohn Carroll tts f1rst e er lO-victor

WRESTLERSFACETWOCITYRIVALS -The

J Uwrc tlingteam ba ttlcd Ca~e Wcsrern Reserve
Umversity last mght at CWRU. The Blue Streaks
will travel to Woodling Gym Tuesday for a 730
pm match ., hesemcctsaretheflrstcompeuuon
for wh1ch wrestle-off were used to determine a
taning lineup. Last season JCU defeated both
CWRU and CSU.
FINALLY TheJCU women' basket balltc:~m
was dealt two unexpected losses when semor
Maggie O'Gara and sophomore Vikki Willson
decided not to return 10 the team for the 1997-98
season O'Gara averaged 41101nts last season and
made 16 three poi nter>; Wtl\ son was '-'Cccmd o n

visit Mount Union or host Allegheny next Saturday.

BRIAN MURPHl'

TICKETS - John Carroll received 500 uckets

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE 01' YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. EI1I011 in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
helps build ~nfidence, clw- ~ on a whole new ooum.

ARMYRO'It
TBE SMlllTEST C:OLLEGE C:OUISE !00 CAl TAlE

For details, visit 2nd Boor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Cross country
muds way
through final
J. Bri an Donnelly
Sports Reporter

The John Carroll University
cross country teams, running in
adverse weather condaions at the
1997 DivisiOn Ill Great Lakes Regional meet hosted by RoseHulman lnstltUJe of Technology
Satu rday. both finished m 22nd
place 1n their respective races.
The course, recently built spectflcally for cross country, turned
into a complete mess because of
the wind, snow, ra in and t he fact
that the grass sod had not full y
grow n Into the soil.
"It was ve ry muddy and cold,
about 35 degrees,"saJd me n'scoac h
Don StU pica. "The moisture was a
defim te problem "
"The times were rid1 culously
slow beca use of the mud ," sa id
women's coac h Ka th y Lanese "lt
wasn't one of our most eloquen t
performa nces.
"Wr had a grea t season, if you
take 1he last two mee ts astde," she
added "Our one tofi vespli ttimes
are a m1 nute and a h alf a head of
last year."
In the first meet at Case Western Reserve University the tea m's
number five runner, senior Penny
Roxas. finished 2 minutes, 46seconds behindJCU's leading runner,
sophomore Debbie Pagano That
time dropped to under 1:40 as the
season progressed.
"lt 1s a wonderful precursor for
next year," Lanese said. "We a re
very confident."
Pagano c rossed the finish line

The Carroll News, November 20, 1997

Brian Murphy
Comme ntary
For the past four years, the
Oh1o Athletic Conference football schedu le has been based
on the idea of having rivalry
games as the final games of the
season That arrangement officiall y came to an end WJth
the completion of the regular
season Saturday
The new four-year schedule
isbasedon abli nddraw.lnthat
blind draw, john Car roll got
Bald wm-Wall ace to fmtsh th e
season o nl y once. Wh at a
shame.
Th e rival r y sys tem was
based on the idea of mi nimi zing t ravel because of bad
weat her In November and giving teams havi ng poor seasons
somethi ng to shom for. lronica ll y, weat her is one of the reasons the system was c ha nged,
sa id j CU he ad coac h Tony
DeCarlo.
Bad wea t her affects the
first for the Blue Streaks Saturday,
her 16th straight first place finis h
for jCU da ting back to last season.
Sophomore Molly Mayer ran second for jCU, followed by Roxas.
"l am very proud of how Penny
ran . She always gave llO percen t,"
Lanese sa id.
"I have to feel pleased with how

c rowd IS the arg umen t. Bu t
people are coming to the n val r y
game. It's footba ll. Some game is
going to be played in bad weather.
Should it be some game wtthout
meamng or the rivalry game?
The crowd will be at the rivalry
game regardless, but that other
game will look empty.
Moreover, It'sJUSt fun. BW had
nothing to gam Saturday except
the satisfaction of ruiningjCU's
season BW almost dtd. What
reason did BW have to be there?
Playing Manetta would have met
nothi ng to BW. ButjCU met the
world.
DeCarlo sa td he wouldn't be
sur prised to see the rivalry game
schedulecome back. Here's hoping it does.
• It's tim e fo r the NCAA to
review the g uidelines of its playoff selectio n process, specifically
theo neaboutla te season performance. Currentl y, a team is rewarded for fin ishing the season
strong and a team w hich loses
late in the season is penalized.
So basically it comes down to
losing early in th e season and
then getting hot to fini sh with a
bang. But t hat prevents a team
wh tch loses, for instance, its
nimh game of the season, from
mounting a comeback, muc h

li keJoh n Ca rroll did this season
after losing Its fi fth game of the
seaosn to Mount Un1on. Wi th
the new scheduling method in
theOAC, there is thecha nee that
the Blue Streaks might play the
Purple Raiders in the nimh
game of the season. If both
teams are undefeated and
ranked tn the top four of the
region, the loser will dropout if
past precedent holds tr ue. ObVIously, a week IS not enough
time to move back u p witho ut
helpfrom othen eams. The rules
need to be rewntten to take into
consideratiOn a tea m's e nti re
season rath er th an making the
e nd worth mo re than the begtnning
• The 12th man contest is a
great idea in theory, but a rather
sad commen tar y on the state of
j ohn Carroll Universi ty. In a
co ntes t whi c h ba sica lly
amo unt ed to buying fan su pport,Bl ueStreak foot ba ll alumn i
offered cash pri zes to t he stude nt w ho showed the mos t
school spirit a t thefoot ba II ga me
Sa turday and the group or organi zatio n which generated the
most school spirit during th e
week leading up to the game.
But what happened to stude nts supporting the ir own

we ran throughout the regular sea"Van Dress, Eiser and Sellers
son ," she added .
had very good per for mances,"
junior j ames Van Dress ran his Stupica said. "We were in a posiseven th consecu ti ve su b-30 · tion to finish two or three places
minute race. finishing fi rst for JCU higher if [sophomo re Mike]
with a time of 29:28. Freshman Johnswn did not get injured."
Adam Eise r ran second for the
joh nston, a top-five runner all
Streaks, followed by sophomore year for the Streaks, had to pull
Nick Sellers.
out of the race with an injury.

school wi thout the benefi t of
cash prizes? Why does H take
the pro mise of money to bring
out certain students? Not w
accuse the students who were
at the game of being there for
the sole reason that someone
promised money. I'm sure the
vast majority were there because they genuinely wanted
to be t here to support the Blue
Streaks in their quest for a playoff berth. But to those of you
who were there because some one s howed yo u th e money,stay
home nex t time
• A!tho ugh this may seem a
tad pe tt y, it nevertheless 1rks me.
Last Tuesday, I hea rd a fe w
people aro und th e j oh n Carroll
cam pus say ing they were "going to the Bulls game." But the
Bulls were playing th e Cavs at
Gund Arena. Tha t would make
it a Cavs game. j ust want w
cla rify that for future reference.
• Onl y the Ravens could find
a way to ti e a game. Sund ay
they tied theEagles, I0-10 Why
even bother to play?
• Finally, here's a pred iction:
Michigan23,0hioState l O. The
Wolverine defense is too much
for the Buckeye offe nse.
Sophomores John Morabito and
Brian English rounded out the top
five for JCU.
"It was a good season," Stu pica
said. "This was a hard-worki ng
group, ve ry enthusiastic. Individually, we did better tha n we
ant icipated. We want to keep the
good work into next year"
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1997-98 Blue Streak basketball previews

Men have eyes set on OAC title
Matt Ray!
Most teams which lose four semors from a class that won 70
games in the ir four seasons usually find the msel ves in a rebui lding process. Tha t, however, is not
the case forth is year's john Carroll
University men's basketball team .
Beca use of a large number of
re turn ing upperclassmen and the
res pect that comes with success,
the Blue Streaks are picked th ird
in the Ohio At hletic Conference
presea son polls.
"It feels good to have s till bee n
picked high, even though a large
se ni or class graduated," JCU head
coach Mike Moran said . "It shows
tha t our program has gained a fa ir
amount of respec t the last few
yea rs."
Coming off its second straight
appearan ce in the NCAA Division
Ill Tournament ,Carroll is looking
to recapt ure the win ni ng formu la
that brought home the conference
championship in 1996. But it won't
be easy. The Streaks will have to
knock off the de fend i ng OAC
cha mpio ns Mo unt Union, who
was ta bbed to win the confere nce
by both the medi a and coaches.
"Mou nt is the definite favo rite
based on the ir strong fi nish last
year," Moran sa id. "But every one
of the team s 1n our confere nce
worries me ."
Gone from lastyear's squad that
finished second in the confere nce

and junior Mark Heidorf will take
over as team captains. Eac h has
logged significant minmcs duri ng
their careers a t Ca rroll. Heidorf
a nd Taylor were both named Honorable Me ntion All-Confe rence
last season.
"Each of these players shows
great leaders)li p," Moran said . "I'm
happy to have experienced play-

arc j oe

ers to lead t his team "

Big le r, David Pfu nds te in,

JJ Ric hard son and John Samol.
Several of the unsung mem bers of
those teams now step to the forefront in leadership roles.
The t riu mvira te of se nio rs
Art ie Taylor and Ryan Eskrid ge

122Z-28 Men's S~hedule

199Z-98 ICU Men's Roster

Sports Reporter

No. Name
lO Michael Pap

ll

12
14
15
20
21
23
32
33
34
44
45
50

Pos.
G

J oe Burdon
Dan Coxon

G
G

Aaron Miller

G

Ryan Esk r idge G
Luke Dautovic G
Chris Thomas

G

Ian Daum
Scott Bera n

G

Mark Heidorf

F

F

Greg Balster
G e off Byrne

C/ F
F

Artie Taylo r

C /F
F

Rico Pierro

Ht

Wt

Yr.

6-0
5-10
6-2
5-9
6-2
5-9
6-3
6-3
6-4
6-3
6-7
6-6
6-6
6-7

165
185
175
150
185
165
185
190
195
220
200
220
220
225

Sr.
So.
J r.
J r.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.

Jr.
Sr.

So.

H ead coach : Mi k e M o ran
A ssi s tant coac h es Bo b Stra ub,j o hn Stead ma n , Bo b
Zem a n

Heidor andTaylorwillanc or
th e frontcourr and give the Streaks
a more in sid e-orie nted offensive
sc he me tha n in recent years.
"Last year, we had a co uple of
great shooters in JJ. a nd Bigler,"

Mora n said. "I think that our in side ga me w ill be able to open up
t he o utside. I've always preferred
the old-fashi oned three-pointer
anyway-a basket and a foulshot."
Several re turn ing Streaks will
look to also help ease the loss of
last year's seniors. Seniors Jan
Daum and Greg Balster and juniors Dan Coxon, Aaron Miller and
hrisThomasall will )rovide the
Strea s t a deep bench.
Six-foot-six juniorGeoffByrne,
a transfer from both Kent State
and SantaC lara,is expec ted to step
into thestarting lineup. He played
at Kent St., but was un able todoso

Date
Nov 21
Nov. 22
Nov. 29
Nov30
Dcc.3
Dec. 6
Dec. IO
Dec. l3
Dec. 31
Jan4
Jan. 7
Jan 10
j an. 14
j a n. 17
j a n. 21
Jan. 24
Jan. 28
Jan. 31
Fe b.4
Feb. 7
Feb. ll
Feb. 14
Feb. 18
Feb. 21

Opponent
Manchester Tournament
Manchester Tourna ment
Maryville Tourna ment
Maryville Tourname nt
at Hiram
Otterbe in
at Mar 1etta
at Mount Un ion
at Ch ristian Heritage (Ca l.)
at UCSD(CaL)
Heidelberg
at Muski ngum
Capital
at Ohio Northern
Baldwin-Walla e
Mu kingum
at Capital
Ohio Northe rn
at Baldwin-Wa llace
a1 Otte rbem
Hiram
Mount Union
at Heidelbe rg
Marietta

at Santa Clara because of a what
he described as a "fairly bad bac k"
which made h tm unable to play
an entire season.
"To tell the tr uth , l'm just hoping for the best," Byrne sa id abo ut
his back. "So far it's responded
well.."
Th e chief question mark IS the
point guard position With the
1osso( P( undstein, Moran w11l look
to sophomore Luke Diiurovlc to
become the floor leader.
"They're just a great group of
guys,"Moran sa td this year's squad.
"I think we'll be an exciting team
to watch."

Time
8p.m.
l or 3 p.m.
6:00p.m.
100 p. m
730 p.m.
7-JOp.m
7J0 p.m.
7"30 p m
500 p. m
6:30p. m.
7'30 p.m.
JOOpm
7:30pm.
100pm
7:30p.m.
3:00 p.m
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7'30pm .
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m
7.30pm.
3:00p.m.

-~

OAC Men's Med ia Poll
l Mou nt Unio''
2. Ohto Non btrn
) j ohn Cm oll

4 Omrbtln
5 Ca pll •l

255(17)
2~ 8~Q)

202{1l
162 (I

IH

~- ~~t~~~W.uacc }~

B I kldellxrg

Q !~hri eiU

lO. Il in.m

128
100
59

Women look to "shoot" way past foes
Brian Murphy

WHAT:
WHEN :

WHERE:
WHY:

All Students returning for the 1998-99 Academic Year
1998-99 Financial Aid Renewal Application(REAPP) information
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

December 3
December 4
December 5

9am-7pm
9am-7pm
9am-4pm

D.J. Lombard9 Student Center ATRIUM
o
o

o
o

Pick up required 1998-99 Form JC
Obtain the new 1998-99 processing requirements which include:
*electronic processing of 1998-99 renewal applications (REAPP)
*Submission of tax documents and verification of all applicants
Enhance your financial aid experience with an automated award,
timely loan certification, and accurate crediting of aid to your account
Learn about the new Federal Tax Law
·
Provisions to benefit Students and Families

q pponents of this yea r's john
Car roll University wom en's basketball tea m had bette r be ready
for a long-dista nce assault.
The squ ad re turn s five players,
w he co mbined ro make 82 of last
yea r's sc hool record 103 threepoint field goals on a team which
fi nished tied fo r seventh in the
OACat 6- 12and was l2-l 4 overall .
Senior Christine Marr apese ,
w ho had 34 three-poi nters, return s at the point gua rd position .
She averaged 8.5 points and 2.8
assists, and shot 4 3.6 perce nt from
beyond the arc , tops in the OAC ,
last season. She is also a solid defender, fi ni shing third in the OAC
last season with 2.8 steals.
So phomore jackie Tad yc h (5.9
ppg) hit 12 three-pointers last season Jimison con nected on 29
t hrees and shot 42 percent from
th ree -point land , wh ich ranked
t lmd in the OAC. Sopho more
A II ison Likar will also be pan of a
three-g uard lineup.
Freshmen ji ll DiPi ero, Ana
Ga rabis and Jam ie Rochon w ill
provide depth from the perimeter.
"We have some real fire power
from the perimeter," Dugan said.
Semor Molly Bren loveand junior Erin B1ehle will key the Blue
Streaks' inside game. Brenlove,
who mi ssed six games last year
because of sore shms a nd an injury to her hand. whtch required
surgery, averaged 5.5 points and
4.2 rebounds.

122Z-98 WQmen's Schedule

122Z-28 JCU Women's RQster

Sport s Editor

WHO:

No. Name
Pos.
12 Christine Marrapese G
l4

15
20
22
24
30
32
33
34
40
44

so

52
54

Jill DiPiero
Allison Likar
Erin Jimison
Jamie Rochon
Katie C e r venik
A nn Dolgan
Mo lly Bre nlove
Ma u reen Lille r
J ackie Tad ych
Ka te S ulliva n
A n aGa rabis
Anjie C h e t
E rin Bie hle
Megh an n H ubac h
Alison Brow n

G
G
G
G/ F
G
F
F
G

G
F
G/F
C/F
F

c

G

Ht

Yr.

5-4
5-6
5-6
5-5

Sr.

S-9
S-6

6-0
5-10
5-8
5-7
6-0
5-8
6-0
5-ll
6-2
5-4

Fr.

So.
So.
F r.
F r.
So .
Sr.
F r.

So.
J r.

Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
F r.

Fr.

H e ad c o ach: Carol D u gan
A ssi s ta n t coac h es: Su e Zid a nic, Ta m m ie Spu rgin,
Tony Re d d i n g, Ron Pe trecca

Biehle averaged 8.5 points and
rebounds last season while
shooting 56 percent from the field.
An honorable mention to last
year's Academic All-OAC team ,
Biehle holds two of the top fou r
field-goa I percentage seasons in
school history, including a 556
percent mark last season.
"She's just so sk illed on the
block ," Dugan said. "S he might
not be as btg or as quick as others,
~.5

but fundamenta ll y she can go
with the best of them ."
j uniors Anjie Chet and Kate
Sullivan, and sophomore Ann
Dolgan wi ll provide depth on t he
inside. Meghann Hubach,a6-foot2 freshman, should see time.
The Streaks open the 1997-98
campaign Sat urday and Sunday
at the Catholic Un iversity Tourname nt in Washington, D.C
'The schools are good ones,'

Date
Nov 22
Nov. 23
Nov29
Dec. 2
Dec.5
Dec. 6
Dec.9
Dec. 13
Dec. 31
jan. 2
jan. 7
jan. lO
j an. l3
Jan. 17
Ja n. 20
jan. 24
Ja n. 27
Jan. 31
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
Fe b. lO
Fe b.l4
Feb.l7
Feb. 21

OAC Womcg's Coacby Poll

OAC Women 's Wcd !a Poll

I Capital
253(13)
2 Saldw,n· W•IIu e 234 (Q)

3 Moun< Umon
1 Musldngum

5 Oh1 o North ~rn
6. Oucrbtm

7 fohn Ca rrol l
8 l klddlxrg
9 Mant ua
10 H•r•rn

Time
2:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
6:00p.m.
I or Jp.m.
730 p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00pm.
7:30p.m.
3:00p m
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m .
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m

Opponent
Catholic Univ. Tournament
Catholic Univ. Tournament
at Otterbein
Hiram
Bethany Tournament
Beth any Tourna ment
Ma rietta
Mou nt Union
at Chris tian Heritage (Cal.)
at UCSD(Cal.)
at Heidelberg
Muskingum
at Capital
Ohio Northern
at Ba ldwin-Wa llace
at Muskingum
Capita l
at Ohio Nort hern
Baldwin-Wallace
Otterbem
at Hiram
at Mou nt Umon
Heidelberg
at Marietta

213 (5)
103
14 7
Jl9
11 2
Hl6
50
48

Dugan satd. ' It will prepare us for
teams like we'll be playing in the
OAC. TheOACistoughasever. So

l. Capn>l

2 llaldwm -\\\Jll•ce
J Muslongurn
't Mount Omon
5 Oh1o Northern
6 Ou erhtm
7. John Ca rroll
8 1ic>dellxrg
9 Manetta
10

H~r>m

76 [61

72())
I)) (I)

62

52
37
34
27
H
13

there's no easy mgh tout. We need
to be mentally and physically
ready every night."

-
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Cross country
muds way
through final
J. Brian Donnell
Sports Reporter

The John Carroll Umversity
cross country teams, runmng in
adverse weather conditions at the
1997 DIVISIOn Ill Great Lakes Regwnal meet hosted by Rose Hulman lnslltUie of Technology
Saturday. both fin 1shed m 22nd
place 1n their respective races.
The course, recently built specifically for cross coumry, turned
mto a complete mess because of
the wind, snow, ram and the fact
that the grass sod had not fu ll y
grown into the soil.
"It was very muddy and cold,
about 35degrees,"sald men's coach
Don Swp1ca. "The moisture was a
definite problem."
"The umes were ridi culously
slow because of the mud," said
women's coach Kathy Lanese "It
wasn 't one of our most eloquent
performances.
"We had a great season, if you
take the last two meets as1de," she
added "Our one to five split times
are a minute and a half ahead of
last year."
In the first meet at Case Western Reserve University the team 's
number five runner,senior Penny
Roxas, finished 2 minutes. 46seconds behindJCU's leading runner,
sophomore Debb1e Pagano. That
time dropped to under 1:40 as the
season progressed.
"It IS a wonderful precursorfor
next year," Lanese said. "We are
very confident."
Pagano crossed the finish line

The Carroll News, November 20, 1997

Brian Murphy
Commentary
For the past four years, the
Oh1oA thletic Conference football schedule has been based
on the 1dea of havmg nvalry
games as the final games of the
season That arrangement offic1ally came to an end with
the completion of the regular
season Saturday.
The new four-year schedule
isbasedonablinddraw.ln that
blind draw, john Car roll got
BaldwJn-Wallace to fimsh the
season on ly once. What a
shame.
The rivalry system was
based on the idea of minimizing travel because of bad
weather m November and g1ving teams havmg poor seasons
something to shoot for. Ironically, weather 1soneof the reasons the system was changed ,
sa id jCU he ad coach Tony
DeCarlo.
Bad weather affects the
first for the Blue Streaks Saturday,
her 16th straight first place finish
for JCU da ting back to last season.
Sophomore Molly Mayer ran second for JCU, followed by Roxas.
"I am very proud of how Penny
ran. She always gave 110 percent,"
Lanese said.
"I have to feel pleased with how

crowd is the argument. But
people are coming to the rivalry
game. It's football. Some game IS
going to be played m bad weather.
Should it be some game without
meanmg or the rivalry gamd
The crowd will be at the rivalry
game regardless, but that other
game will look empty.
Moreover,Jt'sjustfun. BWhad
nothl ng to gain Saturday except
the satisfaction of ruiningJCU's
season BW almost did. What
reason did BW have to be there?
Playing Manetta would have met
nothmg to BW ButJCU met the
world.
DeCarlo said he wouldn't be
surprised to see the rivalry game
schedulecomeback. Here'shoping it does.

likeJohn Carroll did this season
af terlosing itS flf th game of the
seaosn to Mount Union. With
the new scheduling method in
theOAC. there is thechance that
the Blue Streaks m1ght play the
Purple Raiders in the ninth
game of the season. If both
teams are undefeated and
ranked m the top four of the
region, the loser will dropout if
past precedent holds true. ObVIOusly, a week IS not enough
time to move back up without
helpfromotherteams. Therules
need to be rewmten to take into
consideration a team's entire
season rather than making the
end worth more than the begmning.

• It's time for the NCAA to
review the guidelines of its playoff selection process,specifically
theo neaboutlate season performance. Current! y, a tea m is rewarded for finishing the season
strong and a team which loses
late in the season is penalized.
So basically it comes down to
losing early in the season and
then getting hot to finish with a
bang. But that prevents a tea m
wh ic h loses, for instance, its
ninth game of the season, from
mounting a comeback, much

• The 12th man contest is a
great idea m th eory, but a rather
sad commentary on the state of
John Carroll Universi ty. In a
contest which bas ically
amounted to buying fan support, Blue Streak foot ball alumni
offered cash prizes to the student who showed the most
school spirit at the football game
Sat urd ay and the group or organization which generated the
most school spirit during the
week leading up to the game.
But what happened to students supporting their own

we ran throughout the regular season," she added.
Junior James Van Dress ran his
seventh consecutive sub-30 ·
minute race, fin ishing first forJCU
with a time of 29:28. Freshman
Adam Eiser ran second for the
Streaks, followed by sophomore
Nick Sellers.

"Van Dress, Eiser and Sellers
had very good performances,"
Stupica said. "We were in a position to finish two or three places
higher if [sophomore Mikel
Johnston did not get injured."
johnston , a top-five runner all
year for the Streaks, had to pull
out of the race with an injury.

school wnhout the benefit of
cash prizes? Why does it take
the promise of money to bring
out certain students? Not to
accuse the studems who were
at the game of being there for
the sole reason that someone
promised money. I'm sure the
vast majority were there because they genuinely wanted
to be there to support the Blue
Streaks in their quest for a playoff bert h. But to those of you
who were there because someone showed you the money, stay
home next time.
• Although this may seem a
tad petty, it nevertheless irks me.
Last Tuesday, I heard a few
people around thejohn Carroll
campus saying they were "going to the Bulls game." But the
Bulls were playing the Cavs at
GundArena. Thatwouldmake
it a Cavs game. Just want to
d ar if y that for future reference.
eOn]y the Ravens could find
a way to tie a game. Sunday
they tied the Eagles,I0-1 0. Why
even bother to play7
• Fi nail y, here's a prediction:
Michigan 23,0h ioStatelO. The
Wolverine defense is too much
for the Buckeye offense.
Sophomores John Morabito and
Brian English rounded out the top
five for JCU.
"It was a good season." Stu pica
said. "This was a hard -working
group, very enthusiastic. Individually, we did better than we
anticipated. We want to keep the
good work into next year."
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Men have eyes set on OAC title
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter
Mostteamswhich losefour seniors from a class th at won 70
games m their fo ur seasons usually find themse lves in a rebwldlng process. That, however. is not
the case forth is year's john Carroll
University men 's basketball team.
Because of a large number of
returning upperclassmen and the
respect th at comes with success,
the Blue Streaks are picked third
in the Ohio Athletic Conference
preseason polls.
"It feels good ro have still been
picked high , even tho ugh a large
senior class gradua ted," JCU head
coach Mike Moran said. "It shows
th at our program has gained a fair
amoum of respect the last few
years."
Coming off its second straight
appeara nce in the NCAA Division
Ill Tournament, Carroll is looking
to recapture the winning formu la
that broughthometheconference
championship in 1996. Butitwon't
be easy. The Streaks will have to
knock off the defending OAC
champions Mount Union, who
was tabbed to win the conference
by both the media and coaches.
"Mount is the definite favorite
based on their strong finish last
year," Moran said . "But every one
of the teams in our conference
worr ies me."
Gone from last year's squad that
fini shed second in the conference
arc Joe Bigler, 03vid Pfundstetn ,
j.J. Ricnardson ana john Samol.

Several oft he unsung members of
those teams now step to the forefront in leadership roles.
The triumvirate of seniors
Artie Taylor and Ryan Eskridge

122Z-98 TCU Men's Roster

122Z -98 Men's Schedule

~

Pos.
No. Name
G
lO Michael Pap
G
ll Joe Burdon
G
12 Dan Coxon
l4 Aaron Miller G
15 Ryan Eskridge G
20 Luke Dautovic G
21 Chri.s Thomas G
G
23 Ian Daum
F
32 Scott Beran
Mark
Heidorf
F
33
34 Greg Balster C/F
F
44 Geoff Byrne
45 Artie Taylor C/F
F
50 Rico Pietro

Ht.

Wt

6-0
5-10
6-2
5-9
6-2
5-9
6-3
6-3
6-4
6-3
6-7
6-6
6-6
6-7

165
185
175
150
185
165
185
190
195
220
200
220
220
225

Yr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.

Head coach: Mike Moran
Assistant coaches: Bob Straub,John Steadman, Bob
Zeman
and junior Mark Heidorf will take
over as team captains. Each has
logged significant minutesduring
their careers at Ca rrolL Heidorf
and Taylor were both named Honorable Mention All-Conference
last season.
"Each of these players shows
great leaders]lip," Moran said. "I'm
happy to have experienced players to lead th is team •

Heidor andTaylorwillanc or
the f ronrcourr and give the Streaks
a more inside-oriented offensive
scheme than in recent years.
"Last year, we had a couple of
great shooters in JJ. and Bigler,"

Moran said. "I think that our inside game will be able to open up
the outside. I've always preferred
the old-fashioned three-pointer
anyway -a basket and a foul shot."
Several returning Streaks will
look to also help ease the loss of
last year's seniors. Seniors !an
Daum and Greg Balster and jun iors Dan Coxon, Aaron Miller and
Chris Thomas all will rovidc the
Strea
t a deep bench.
Six-foot-six juniorGeoff Byrne,
a transfer from both Kent State
and Santa Clara, is expected to step
intothestartinglineup. He played
at Kent St., but was unable todoso

Date

Opponent
Manchester Tournament
Manchester Tournament
Maryville Tournament
Maryville Tournament
at Hiram
Otterbein
at Manetta
at Mount Union
at Chnstian He mage (Cal.)
at UCSD(Cal)
Heidelberg
at Muskmgum
Capnal
at Ohio Northern
Baldwin-Wallace
Muskingum
at Capital
Ohio Northern
at Baldwin-Wallace
at Otterbem
Hiram
Mount Union
at Heidelberg
Marietta

Nov.21
Nov. 22
Nov. 29
Nov 30
Dec. 3
Dcc.6
Dec.lO
Dec. 13
Dcc.31
Jan 4
Jan 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 14
jan.l7
Jan. 21
Jan. 24
Jan. 28
Jan. 3l
Feb.4
Feb. 7
Feb. Il
Feb. l4
Feb. IS
Feb. 21

at Santa Clara because of a what
he described a a "fairly bad back"
which made him unable to play
an entire season.
"To tell the truth, I'm just hoping for the best," Byrne said about
his back. "So far it's responded
well.."
The chief question mark i the
pomt guard position. With the
\o~sof Pf undstein ,Moran w1lllook
ro sophomore luke Diiurovlc to
become the floor leader:
"They're just a great group of
guys,"Moran said thisyear'ssquad.
"I think we'll be an exciting team
tO watch."

Time
8p.m.
I or 3pm
6:00p.m
3:00pm.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30 prn
7:30p.m.
500p.m
6:30p.m
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m
7:30p.m.
3·00pm
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m
7:30p. m
3:00p.m.

OAC Men's Ncdta

l
l.
3
1
')

~- ~~~~::~~~all~

8 H<tdclh<rg
9 M:ll'lctla
10 Hlrarn

Poll

255 (17)

Mounl Umon
Ohoo Norrh<Jn
john Carroll
Ott<rh<ln
Cap1tal

2>13\9)
202 (I)
162 O)
1_,7
t

: 1~
1 2~

100
50

a,..
55

6
7
8
9.

J>du;kongum
tl<ld<lb<rg
Hiram

>10
31
23
llJidwtn -Walla« 22
10. Marl!!na
lJ

Women look to "shoot" way past foes
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor

WHO:

All Students returning for the 1998-99 Academic Year

WHAT:

1998-99 Financial Aid Renewal Application(REAPP) information

WHEN:

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

WHERE:
WHY:

December 3
December 4
December 5

9am-7pm
9am-7pm
9am-4pm

O_J. Lombard9 Student Center ATRIUM
o
o

o
o

Pick up required 1998-99 Form JC
Obtain the new 1998-99 processing requirements which include:
*electronic processing of 1998-99 renewal applications (REAPP)
*Submission of tax documents and verification of all applicants
Enhance your financial aid experience with an automated award,
timely loan certification, and accurate crediting of aid to your account
Learn about the new Federal Tax Law
Provisions to benefit Students and Families

Qpponems of this year's john
Carroll University women's basketball team had better be ready
for a long-distance assault.
The squad returns five players,
who combined tO make 82 of last
year's school record 103 threepoint field goals on a team whtch
finished tied for seventh in the
OACat 6-12 and was 12- 14 overalL
Senior Christine Marrapese,
who had 34 three-pointers, re turns at 1he point guard position.
She averaged 8.5 points and 2.8
assists,andshot4 3.6 percent from
beyond the arc, tops in the OAC,
last season. She is also a solid defender, finishing third in the OAC
last season with 2.8 steals.
Sophomore Jackie Tadych (5.9
ppg) hitl2 three-pointers last season j1mison connected on 29
threes and shot 42 percent from
three-point land, which ranked
rh~rd m the OAC. Sophomore
Allison Likar will also be pan of a
three-guard lin eup.
Freshmen Jill DiPiero, Ana
Garabis and Jamie Rochon will
provide depth from the perimeter.
"We have some rea l fire power
from the perimeter," Dugan said.
Senior Molly Brenloveand junIOr Erm Biehle will key the Blue
Streaks' inside game. Brenlove,
who missed six games last year
because of sore shins and an injury to her hand, which required
surgery, averaged 5.5 points and
4.2 rebounds.

199Z-28 WQmen's Schedule

122Z -98 JCU W Qmen's RQstcr
No. Name
12 Christine Marrapese
14 Jill DiPiero
15 Allison Likar
20 Erin Jimison
22 Jamie Rochon
24 Katie Cervenik
30 Ann Dolgan
32 Molly Brenlove
33 Maureen Liller
34 Jackie Tadych
40 Kate Sullivan
44 Ana Garabis
50 Anjie Chet
52 Erin Biehle
54 Meghann Hubach
Alison Brown

Pos.
G
G
G
G
G/F
G

Ht

c

5-4
5-6
5-6
5-5
5-9
5-6
6-0
5-10
5-8
5-7
6-0
5-8
6-0
5-ll
6-2

G

5-4

F
F

G
G
F

G/F
C/F
F

Yr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.

So.
Sr.
Fr.

So.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

Head coach: Carol Dugan
Assistant coaches: Sue Zidanic, Tammie Spurgin,
Tony Redding, Ron Petrecca
Biehle averaged 8.5 points and
4.5 rebounds last season while
shooting 56 percent from the field.
An honorable mention to last
year's Academic Ali-OAC team.
Biehle holds two of the top four
Held-goal percentage seasons in
school history, including a 55.6
percent mark last season.
"She's just so skilled on the
block," Dugan said. "She might
not be as b1g or as qwck as others,

but fundamentally she can go
with the best o[ them."
Juniors Anjic Chet and Kate
Sullivan, and sophomore Ann
Dolgan will provide depth on the
inside. Meghann Hubach,a 6-[oot2 freshman, should see lime.
The Streaks open the 1997-98
campaign Saturday and Sunday
at the Catholic University Tournament in Washington, D.C.
·The schools are good ones:

Date
Nov. 22
Nov. 23
Nov. 29
Dec.2
Dec. 5
Dec.6
Dec.9
Dec. l3
Dec. 31
Jan. 2
Jan.?
jan.lO
Jan.l3
Jan. 17
jan. 20
Jan. 24
jan. 27
Jan. 31
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
Feb.lO
Feb.l4
Feb. I?
Feb. 21

OAC Women'i Coachq Poll

OAC Wrupcn'5 Media Poll

1 Capll•l
2 Baldwtn·Wallact
) J>doum Unton
+ Mu;kmgum
5 Ohto Nonhrrn
6 Onerbcm
7 John Carroll

8 1-letdclberg
9 Mantua

10 Htram

Time
2:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
300p.m.
7:30p.m.
6:00p.m.
I or 3 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:30p.m
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00pm.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.

Opponent
Catholic Univ. Tournament
Catholic Univ. Tournament
at Otterbein
Hiram
Bethany Tournament
Bethany Tournament
Marietta
Mount Union
at Christian Heritage (Cal.)
at UCSD(Cal.)
at Heidelberg
Muskingum
at Capital
Ohio Northern
at Baldwin-Wallace
at Muskingum
Capital
at Ohio Northern
Baldwin-Wallace
Otterbem
at Hiram
at Mount Un1on
Heidelberg
at Marietta

l5J(I3)
23~ (9)
113(5)

203
147
119
lt2
1()()
50

48

Dugan said. 'It will prepare us for
teams like we11 be playing in the
OAC. TheOAC is tough as ever. So

1 C.poul
76 (6)
2 S.ldwon·Wallace 72 (J)

3 Musktngum

~ Mount Onion
5 Ohto Norchern
0. Onerhtm
7 John C. n oll
8 )~<tdelh<rg

Manetta
10. H11-.m

Q

6J{l)
62
52
37
J4

27
14
l3

there's no easy night out. We need
to be mentally and phys1cally
ready every night.•
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Anempting tO smuggle a guest in overnight. Trying to make
it out of a friend 'sdorm after hours unscathed by a roaming R.A
1\eeptng votces to a hushed whisper when studymg past mid·
mght on weekdays. These are the constant obstacles that every
on-campus student faces regardtng the visitation policy arJohn
CarrolL In light of the recent suggestions by the Student Union
ro the John Carroll admmisrration concerning a revised visita·
non policy, students can only hope that such obstacles will no
longer exist.
The visitation policy as it stands now prohibits visitors of the
orposite sex to be in any residence hall, other than the1r own,
after visitation hours This hinders any late night studying on
weekdays which can present a problem. The average college
student stays up well past midnight to complete their work and
having to hide a study partner because it is past hours seems
almost ludicrous. How educationally beneficial isCarroll'svisi·
ration policy when students are forced ro play hide-and-seek
instead of studying?
And the administration's notion in the past that "the univer·
Stty does not serve its students well in encouraging the practice
of stayingupall night" made by the late Rev:Michaelj. Lavelle,SJ
in 1994,comes to the students as a joke. o student still keeps
that 12 o'clock bedtime due to the necessity of meeting strenuous
school deadlines. (If the untversity is sincerely concerned with
st udents staying up all night, wouldn't they just decrease the
work load?) While eight hours of sleep each night would be nice,
the present visitation policy does not make this a reality.
If the administration thinks that students will not engage in
ot her"activities"if a visuation policy exists, this is an unrealistic
vtswn. o mauer if it is before hoursoraf ter hours,s!Udenrswill
make dectsions and perform actions according to their own
beliefs. It becomessomewhatof a pain forstudentstoplaygames
and fear fines because of the restrictive visitation policy. Students are adu1ts and visitation has not and will not promote or
d1

r

1

actionswhi

h.student•"h~.,.,

·• .u..

In choosing whether to live on or off campus, policies such as
vtsllanon come into playas key factors in this decision. Chances
are, many more students would opt to live on campus if their
personal life was not so regulated by administrative policies. It is
one rhmg to provide a safe and controlled atmosphere, but stu·
dents must also be granted the power over their own responsihdtues as adults.

"Make love
not war"
In life, there is always more than one way to deal with situa·
lions. Oftentimes it is human nature to choose what appears to
b~ t h~ easy way out With the mcreasing tensions between the
Unued tates and Iraq, war lingers as the inevitable answer. It is
understandable that war would become a main option considermg the military dominance that the United States holds, but
America should not think of warastheonlysolution. While war
presents itself as an immediate solution, one must think of the
greater consequences that will arise.
Amcncans are harboring tremendous hostility due to past
relations wtth Iraq. Many have taken on the belief that "enough
is enough" and going to war would eliminate any confrontations
m the future. Being viewed as the world's "police; the United
States of ten feels it is their duty to settleconflicts in other nations.
Even though the U.S. has an obligation to get involved in foreign
affairs, our military power should not be abused.
fhere is an obvious need for U.S. influence in the situation in
lmq When considering the devastating situation that arose with
Huler and the Holocaust, it is qune realistic for one leader to
Jest roy an ennre nation. With this in mind, the U.S. not only has
a rightlo intervene, but a responsibility to exercise some control
m the situation. But control does not have to come through war.
The notionof"dountoothersas you would have them do unto
you· needs to be a reminder in the light of finding a solution to
fore1gn problems. lf war becomes a reality, there are definite
comequen es to be patd Yet, thecitizensof the United States will
not pay the same price as those of the opposition. Unfortunately,
the people who the United States wages war against will have to
deal with the after eHects. Innocent peoples' hves will be dest royed because of one man's msane tyranny. Is this really necessa ry? The answer should be no.
Being a world power. the Unired States surely has a better
means of dealing with foreign problems w tthout using war as the
fu~t opuon Whtle there may be no easy solution to the situation
m Iraq, negoriauons should continue. Avoiding war at all costs
must be the United States' main priority, but unfortunately, it
somenmes becomes inevitable.

or
Students in disguise attempting to better fit in with the
Dolan HaU residents, so
that an R.A. won 't boot them
out after visitation hours.
Photo by jt:n Scrt y

HITS &

HIT: A 27 -yard field goal by David Vitatoe which put Carroll into
the Division Ill playoffs. miss: The sidewalks covered with ice,
scraping snow off your windshield and driving two miles an hour
trying to get to school. Don't you just love winter? HIT: Six days
until Thanksgiving Break. miss: Homework before, during and
after Thanksgiving Break. HIT: People galavanting in the first
snow last weekend.

Staff Commentary

A t ime t o give
thanks

.CARROLL NEWS
Thomas S. O'Konowitz

Ed ito r-i n-Ch ief
Cherie Skoczen

Business Manager

H
Chcistma,sW::tap~~~+--""" _ _ _ _ _....,....::-__---.::;;;:=:t=:;:;;::::~~C"
Year' Am I forgetting someth ing'
Robert T. Noll
Actual! y, yes l am. It is ironic that our country
Adviser
seems
to have
forgotten
Thanksgiving, its very own national holiday. Stores go straight
from carrying Halloween costumes toSantaC iaussuits without
News Denise Glaros
a passing thought to Tom the TurClare Taft
key. Even the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade itself announces the
World News Meagan Lynch
arrival of St. Nick to New York City.
Sara Buss
I guess it's not surprising that
Maria Trlvisonno
Thanksgiving is overshadowed by
Features Maria Tnvrsonno
FEATURES EDITOR
the rest of the holiday season. EvStacyMiros
eryone gets to eat candy on Halloween. And let's face
Entertainment Colleen Leslie
it, who doesn't enjoy opening presents on Christmas
Susan Malick
morning?
Thanksgiving is just harder to celebrate. We don't
Sports Brian Murphy
give or receive anything tangible. lt's simpl y a time to
Mark Boleky
reflect on the past year and give thanks for all of our
blessings- which is what makes Tha nksgiving so
Editorial Jessica Grassman
difficult.
Julie Thorud
In the hectic world in w hich we live, giving thanks
can be a trying task. lt's hard to sit down and eat a
Forum Resa Whipkey
relaxing turkey meal with your family if you have a
huge projectduewhen you go back to school on MonClassifieds Nicole Sloboda
day (yea h, thanks a lot ).
Or if you absolutely hate turkey and footbalL Or if
Production Joe Whalley
you're worr ying about the upcoming Christmas list
you have no money for. Or if there has been a dea th,
Copy Liz Whiteman
divorce or sickness in the family. If you reall y think
Photography Jen Serey
about it, most of us have not had an easy time in the
past year. Why in t he world should we give thanks?
Photo Adviser Alan Stephenson, Ph.D.
The above description of Thanksgiving misses the
point completely. The pi lgrims didn't have a whole
lot to celebrate either. Many members of their famiThe Carroll News is published weekly by the stu·
lies had perished in the tough conditions and they
dem s o£ john Carroll University. The opimons ex·
pressed tn editorials and cartoons are those of the
didn't have a nice heated dining room in which to eat
Carroll Newseditor ~a! staff, and nol nee<ssaril y those
their Thanksgiving meal.
o£ JCU's admtnisrrauon, faculty or studems. Signed
Let's face it-few families spend a lot of time tomatena land com tcsare solely the view oft he author.
gether anymore. 1 know that when l was little, the
The Carroll :--lews is pnnted on 70% recycled paper.
whole family would sit around the table together to
One copy of the Carroll News is available 10 each
eat dinner. ow we're lucky if two people can sit and
member o£ the JCU communuy at no cost AddtJi onal coptes are valued at 25 cems each.
eat dinner at the same time, and that's when I'm actually home from school.
Thanksgiving break gives us the chance togo home
How to reach us:
and spend some quality time with our loved ones.
(216)397-4479 (Editorial)
Even if l do have to suffer through football and a
(216)397·4398 (Business)
week's worth of turkey leftovers.
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxaJcu.edu
...na~KW
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A) The winners of last weekend's
lip sync contest.

l:l)

FORUM

The Carroll News, November 20, 1997

Thl

WHO ARE.
THESE
TWOJCU
GUYS?

Editorial opinion

Time to nix
visitation policy

The Carroll News, November 20, 1997

c£aura d}rusceila

$}Jon 9Yunbar, @5.@).

Eight hours after I was
born, a new kid arri ed in
the hospital nur ery. My
newborn mind could not
have known rhataftera nineteen year separation, the
liule girl across the nursery
would be a significant parr
of my lifeatJohnCarrolL Not
onlyisshean important part
of my life, she is also of importance to the lives of all she has encountered.
My roommate is astonishing. Shecanalways make people, even when
they are in the blackest of dispositions, smile. She's a pleasure to be
around. She motivates people, panicularly when they see her eKening
herself so unceasingly and industriously on what she considers to be
imponam She also helps keep one's perspective on what is really important. Because she is so darn adorable, she can get away with absolutely
anything. She brightens the day of everyone she meets. No matter what
the expectations of others may be, she has the courage to do what is right
for her. ller attitude towards life, to live each and every day to the fullest,
is an example to alL
My roommate deserves thanks, although she has not done any one
thing that is extraordinary. Her everyday conduct, however, is incredible.
-Kate Meacham
Laura, thank you!

A wonderful aspect of John Carroll is the prevalent spimualltfc on
campus. DonDunbar, Ji oftcnthecoordinatorofmuchofth!Sspmt
Dunbar orgamzcs most of the retreats provided by campus mmistry. If
you have ever had a wonderful spiritual expenence due to being on a
retreat, Don is the one to thank.
uch an expenence happened to me last spring. Many of my friends
wld me about the Antioch retreat and how awesome tt is. I considered
gomg on n, but I procrastinated long enough to mtss the regtstrauon
deadline. When I realized that the retreat was full. I wa~ very disap
p01nted I was encouraged though when Don told me that I would be the
first one he would call tf there was a cancellauon. Sure enough, I
received a call from him, so I was able to make the retreat. I am extremely grateful for that The Anuoch
retreat experience greatly mfluenced me. It wa a time I will never forget and I owe it all to Don
Dunbar.
Don always makes himself available 10 the student . He once told me that helpmg them name
where God is in their 1ives is a wonderful aspect of his job. His office door is always open for students
to stop by and talk. The residents of Campion, of which Don 1s the chaplam , appreciate hi pre nee.
Dunbar vistts the students in Campion on a weekly basis. He stops bytosee what evcryone1s up to and
how they are all doing. ln the mid t of hi many resJXlnsibilites for campus mimstry, he makes a
constant effort to let folks know tharsomebodycaresa nd that there is alway someoneavatlabletoralk
to. Don's three years of residency at John Carroll are over at the end of thts year. He wdl goon to study
theology, before becoming ordained as a pnesr. Don will surely be missed
Dunbar wants to do all that he can to help influence others. Dunbar's faith guided him to John
CarrolL When he leavesjohn Carrollnewchallenges will arise, but hisJesuit tdeals will show him the
way,justastheyhaveatJohnCarroll. Thanks, Don!
Robb Giambrone

Letters to the --·Editor
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Football players
offer words of
thanks

Extend volunteerlsm
beyond the holiday
season

There was one thing that stayed
constant throughout the cold and
snowy weather at Wasmer field
th is past Saturday afternoon It

This time of the year brings
much awareness of the poor and
home less. And much of the media
is filled with stories of giving and

Wi\S D' t the Blu e St re

e.L...u:;.~:..,;_:Ji.i:,JJ.~Wl,l;}g,~~-SU!I>'S<

Shabazz Wilson
John Carroll Alumnus

Pro-lifers beware:

iv

ing and Christmas are over, we
rarely hear of any more soup kitchens, food and clothes donations,
etc. The needy just seem to be
pushed away intooursubconscious.
We who call ourselves Christians are usually at the forefront of
such awareness and activities. And
many of us at Carroll come from
private and religious schools.
lam rea II y saddened when I see
a homeless person, regardless of
thetr circumstances, out on the
streets beging. I am even more sad
when "Christians" just go through
the motions during the holidays,
and forget about the needy otherwise.
I hope that we can remember
the less fortunate and be thankful
for what we have- sincerely There
have been so many times when I
have taken my "fort unes" for
gra nred But l always try to remember what St. Ignatius has shown:
being a [person! for or hers.
Ido not apologize for what Imay
have and others do not. Nor do I
frown upon others who may have
more than L
But if we are to truly call ourselves Christians, then our giving
should go beyond justa complimen·
tary check and the publicized accolades that can come with it. Nor
should we expect anyone to kiss up
to us for doing a good deed .
To expect such is to be a hypocrite. It is overstated, but the gtf tis
really in the giving and the good
feeling that might follow f rom helping a human being, not an ego, nor
a btg tax deduction.
1do not give to every beggar that
I see, but I try to do what l can m
prayer and volunteerism.
l hope that in calling ou rselves
Christians. and even tf some of us
are not, that we remember the less
fortunate beyond the holidays
Members of the '97 Blue Streak
1 am very glad to see that prof'not ba II Team
grams such as FOCUS and Meals

we had our ups and downs. It
wasn't the offense, for we failed to
capitalize on a few Baldwin
Wallace mistakes. Instead, it was
you, the student body of John
Carroll University. Through the
cold weather you stayed with us,
gtving us encouragement. On behalf of the rest of the football team,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who supported us during the game. The
spirit and enthusiasm you showed
was unlike anything I have seen
in lo ur years of schooL When we
returned to the field after halftime and saw that no one had left
to find the warmth and comfort of
their house or dorm room, it was
th e best feeling in the world Even
1\ hen it looked as if things weren't
going ro go our way, your support
neve1 died. When the game went
intoovenimeand westeppedomo
the Iield, it truly felt as if we were
rlaymg with a twelfth man. You
di played unbelievablespirit.,and
showed what it is like to rally
around friends , to support and
encourage them. For this, we sincerely thank you.
The team would also like to
than k the cheerleaders. They have
stood in every type of weather
imaginable this year and many
times go unappreciated. We do
appreciate you, though we so met 1mcs forger all the long hours you
put into supporting us. For all of
your hard work we thank you.
Finally, we would like to thank
ltmm y To mba and the rest of the
ICU grounds crew. You were out
on that fteld long before we were,
shoveling off the snow so that we
could play in decent conditions.
The long hours you put 111 every
d.1yare much apprectated, and do
nor go unnoticed. Thanks guys.

on Wheels still exist on campus.
I hope that these programs continue to grow and that people's
hearts grow with them. We all
have something to contribute at
one time or another.

With the Holiday Season com·
ingnearertous, Idosupposethat
many of us will beginourChrist·
mas shopping within the next few
weeks.
Further more, I high lysuspect
that many of these gifts which
we buy will be music related.
However, for all of us who call
ourselves pro-] ife, we have ad uty
to make sure that what we buy
forpresentsdoes not directly contradict our belief that the lives of
unborn children need to be protected .
The reason I bring this up and
the reason I directly devore my
attention to the music industry is
due to the existence of an organization within the rock and roll
community known as "Rock For
Choice."
Now, for those of you who do
not know, "RockforChoice" is an
organization of many bands. including many very popular

bands, that have made a very blunt
andopencommitmenttothe up
port of abortion rights, whether it
be through monetary contributions or public su pJXlrt of abortion right .
Let memakeadtsllnctton here:
I'm not talking about musicians
or bands who, in their own per·
sonal beliefs, think abortion to be
okay, but who do not publicly pro
mote it.
After all. v ryonc h as a right
to rhe r ~n hels.
rIa
talking abour is musicians and
bands who, after choosing to believe that abortion is okay, have
also promised to use some of your
money to help supJXlrt abortion
rights - these are the musicians
who make up "Rock For Choice."
I would implore every pro-lifer
to abstain from purchasing any·
thing from the following bands:
L7, Pearl jam, Nirvana, Hole, Soul
Asylum, Sound Garden, Fugazi,
Bikini Kill, Salt·n-Pepa, Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Joan Jett, David
Byrne,lggy Pop, Laurie Anderson.
Cyndi Lauper, Juliana Hatfield,
Four Non Blondes, Living Colour,
Stone Temple Pilots, Luscious
jackson, Veruca Salt, Primus,
Fish bone, X, Liz Phair, Rage
Against the Machine, Screaming
Trees, Seven Year Bitch, Mary's
Danish, Mudhoney, Lunachicks,
Yo· Yo,Geraldine Fibbers, Babes in
Toyland, Indigo Girls. and REM .
These bands are just some of
the bands who have done benefits

for 'Rock For Ch01ce."
Now, I kn w rhis wtll be a sac·
rifice for many pro·ltfers, but let
me just gtve you an analogy that
an esteemed reacher at my htgh
school gav to our class.
The teacher asked a student. "If
you were in a burning bUilding,
and you could save one of the following· a million dollar pam ling
by Ptcasso, or a tiny baby, whtch
would you savc1"
The -.1udc m replied , "\ wou\ Ll

ing about ltr
All of theotherstudems agreed
they would do the same.
The teacher then asked, "Then
why are some of you sti 11 buying
Pearl jam CDs?"
·
I beg of you all, think about
your prioritiesbefore you go buy
anything from a band that has
jOined "Rock For Choice"
We pro-lifers mustjoi n together
and takeadefinitivesrance against
these bands -donor bcsoignorant
and foolish as to gt ve your money
away to the opposition, especially
on an issue this important!
I dare say, if every pro-lifer
stopped giving his or her money
away to "Rock For Choice," it
would bequttea heavy blow rot he
group
Wearetalkingabourmusic versus lives of babies! What do you
think IS more important?
Vince Benander
Class of 1999

Put
\ ou
DoY
hing it in
5()l11cl
to saY·
writing!
(
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Send letters to the editor and guest commentaries to The Carroll News at
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
Letters should not exceed 250 words, auu ...., , , ,......... es 500 words. Both
MUST be accompanied by name and phone number for verification. The
Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters/commentaries for length and
content. Deadline for entry Is noon each Monday.
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Keeping vOices to a hushed whisper when studying past midmght on weekdays. These are the constant obstacles that every
on-campus student faces regardtng the visitation policy at John
CarrolL In light of the recent suggestions by the Stud em Union
to the John Carroll administration concerning a revised visitauon policy, students can only hope that such obstacles will no
longer exist.
The visitation policy as it stands now prohibits visitors of the
opposite sex to be in any residence hall, other than their own,
after visitation hours Thts hinders any late night studying on
weekdays which can present a problem. The average college
student stays up well past midnight to complete their work and
having to hide a study partner because it is past hours seems
almost ludicrous. How educationally beneficial is Carroll's visitation policy when students are forced to play hide-and-seek
instead of studying?
And the administration's notion in the past that 'the univerSity does nor serve its students well in encouraging the practice
of staying up all night" made by the late Rev. Michael]. Lavelle,Sj.
in 1994, comes to the students as a joke. No student stil l keeps
that l2o'clock bednmedue ro the necessity of meetmgstrenuous
sc hool deadlines. (If the universi ty ts sincerely concerned with
students staying up all night, wouldn't they just decrease the
work load?) While eight hours of sleep each night would be nice,
the present visitation po!tcy does not make this a reality.
ff the administration thmks that students will not engage in
ot her "activities" if a visitation policy exists, this is an unrealistic
viston. No matter if it is before hoursoraf rer hours, students will
make dectsions and perfo1 m actions according to their own
beliefs. It becomessomewhatof a pain forstudentstoplaygames
and fear ftnes because of the restrictive visitation policy. Students are adults and visllation has not and will not promote or
d 1scoura e t
ions whl h. t
nt ch
~ ' • ;""
In choosing whether to live on or off campus, poi{cies such as
vtslla tion come mto play as key factors in this deciston. Chances
are, many more students would opt to live on campus if their
personal life was not so regulated by administrative policies. lt is
one thmg to provide a safe and controlled atmosphere, but students must also be granted the power over their own responsibtliues as adults.

"Make love
not war"

1

I
i

l1 1life, there is always more than one way to deal with situattons. Oftentimes it is human nature to choose what appears to
bet hr easy way out. With the increasing tensions between the
lJ ntted States and Iraq, war lingers as the. inevitable answer. It is
understandable that war would become a main option considertng the milaary dominance that the United States holds, but
Ame rica should notthinkof warastheonlysolution. While war
presents itself as an 1m mediate solution, one must think of the
grea ter consequences that will arise.
Amcncans are harboring tremendous hostility due to past
relations with Iraq. Many have taken on the belief that "enough
tsenough" and going to war would eliminate any con£ rontations
m the fur ure. Being viewed as the worlds "police," the United
States often feels it is theirduty toseu leeonflicts in other nations.
Even though the U.S. has an obligation to get involved in foreign
aIfairs, our military power should not be abused.
I here is an obvious need for US. influence In the situation in
Iraq. When considering the devastating situation that arose with
H1tler and the Holocaust , it is quite realistic for one leader to
destroy an entire nation. With this in mind, the U.S. not only has
a right to intervene, but a responsibility to exercise some control
in the siruation. But control does not have to come through war.
The notion of"do untoothersas you would have them do unto
you" needs to be a reminder in the hght of finding a solution to
foreign problems. If war becomes a reality, there are dehnite
consequences to be paid. Yet, thecitize nsof the Uni ted States will
not pay the same price as those of the opposition Unfortunately.
the people who the United States wages war against will have to
deal wnh the after effects. Innocent peoples' lives will be destroyed because of one man's msane tyranny Is this really neces<;ary~ The answer should be no.
Betng a '"'orld power, the Unired States surely has a better
means of dealing with foreign problems without using war as the
ftr~t opnon. While there may be no easy solution to the situation
in Iraq, negotiations should cominue. Avoiding war at all costs
mu>t be the Untted States' ma111 prionty. but unfortunately, it
sometimes becomes inevitable.

or
B)

Studems in disguise attempting to better fit in with the
Dolan Hall residents, so
that an R.A . won't boot them
out after visitation hours.

HITS&

HIT: A 27-yard field goal by David Vitatoe which put Carroll into
the Division Ill playoffs. miss: The sidewalks covered with ice,
scraping snow off your windshield and driving two miles an hour
trying to get to schooL Don't you just love winter? HIT: Six days
unti I Thanksgiving Break. miss: Homework before, during and
after Thanksgiving Break. HIT: People galavanting in the first
snow last weekend.

Staff Commentary
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A time to give
thanks
~HI>.IM'.u];lalklw
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A) The winners of last weekend's
lip sync contest.

Attempting to smuggle a guest in overnight. Trying to make
it out of a fnend'sdorm after hours unscathed by a roamingR.A

FORUM
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WHO ARE
THESE
TWOJCU
GUYS?

Editorial Opinion

Time to nix
visitation policy
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Year! Am I forgetting something7
Actually, yes l am. It is ironic that our country
seems
to have
forgotten
Thanksgiving, its very own national holiday. Stores go straight
from carrying Hallowee n costumes to Santa Claus suits with ou t
a passing thought to Tom the Turkey. Even the Macy's ThanksgivingDay Parade itself announces the
arrival of St. Nick to New York City.
1 guess it's not surprising that
Maria Trivisonno
Thanksgiving
is overshadowed by
FEATLRE EDITOR
the rest of the holiday season. Everyone gets to eat candy on Halloween. And let 's face
it, who doesn't enjoy opening presents on Christmas
morning?
Than ksgivin g is just harder to celebrate. We don 't
giveorreceiveanything tangible. lt's simply a time to
reflect on the past year and give thanks for all of our
blessings - which is what makes Thanksgiving so
difficult.
ln the hectic world in which we live, giving thanks
can be a trying task. lt's hard to sit down and eat a
relaxing turkey meal with your fa mily if you have a
huge project due when you go back to school on Monday (yeah, thanks a lot)
Or if you absolutely hate turkey and football. Or if
you're worrying about the upcoming Christmas list
you have no money for. Or if there has been a death,
divorce or sickness in the fam ily. lf you really think
about it , most of us have not had an easy time in the
past year. Why in the world should we give thanks?
The above description of Thanksgiving misses the
point completel y. The pi lgrims didn't have a whole
lot to celebrate ei the r. Many members of their families had perished in the tough condition s and th ey
didn 't have a nice heated dining room in which to eat
their Thanksgiving meal.
Let's face it-few families spend a lm of time together anymore. I know that when l was little, the
whole family would si t around the table together to
cat dinner. Now we're lucky if two people can sit a nd
eat dinner at the same time, and that's when I'm actually home from school.
Thanksgiving break gives usthechance togo home
and spend some quality time with our loved ones.
Even if I do have to suffer through football and a
week's worth of turkey leftovers.
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Eight hours after 1 was
born, a new kid arrived in
the hospital nursery. My
newborn mind could not
have known tharaftera nineteen year separation, the
lmle girl across the nursery
would be a sigmficant part
of my lifeatJohnCarroll Not
onlyissheanimportant part
of my life, she is also of importance to the lives of all she has encountered.
My roommate rs astonishing. She can always make people, even when
they arc in the blackest of dispositions, smtle. She's a pleasure to be
around. She motivates people. particularly when they see her exerting
herself so unceasingly and industriously on what she considers to be
important. She also helps keep one's perspective on what is really importan t. Because she is so darn adorable, she can get away with absolutely
anything. She brightens the day of everyone she meets. No matter what
theexpectations of others may be, she has the courage to do what is nght
for her. Her attitude towards li fe, to live each and every day to the fullest,
is an example to all.
My roommate deserves thanks, although she has not done any one
thing that is extraordinary. Her everyday conduct, however, is incredible.
Laura. thank you'
-Kate Meacham

A wonderful aspect of John Carroll is the prevalent spiritual hfc on
am pus. Don Dunbar,SJ is of ten the coordinator of much of thts spmt.
Dunbar orgamzes most of the retreats provtded by campus mtnLStry. If
you have ever had a wonderful sptritual expenence due to being on a
retreat, Don is the one to thank
uch an experience happened to me last spring Many of my friends
told me about the Antioch retreat and how awesome tt is. I considered
going on n, but 1 procrastinated long enough to mtss the regtstrauon
deadline. When I realized that the retreat was full, I was very disap
pointed l was encouraged though when Don told me that Iv:ould be the
first one he would call tf there was a cancellation Sure enough, I
received a call from him, sol was able to make the retreat. Iam extremelygrateful fort hat The Anuoch
retreat experience greaLly mfluenced me. It was a ume 1will never forget and lowe it all to Don
Dunbar.
Don always makes himself available to the students. He once told me that helpmg them name
where God is in their lives is a wonderful aspect of his job. t-Its office door IS always open for students
to stop by and talk. The res1dentsof Campton, of which Don is the chaplam, appreciate his presence.
Dunbar visits the students in Campion on a weekly basis. He SlOp!> by to see what everyone 1s up to and
how they are all doing. In the mid t of his many responsibilitcs for campus mmistry, he makes a
constant effort to let folks know tharsomebodycaresand that there is always someone vat !able to talk
to. Don's three years of restdency atjoh n Carroll are over at the end of this year. He will goon to study
theology, before becoming ordained as a priest. Don will surely be missed .
Dunbar wants to do all tha t he can to help influence others. Dunbar's faith gu•dcd htm to John
Carroll. When he leaves john Carroll new challenges wtll arise, but hisjesuittdeals will show him the
way, just as they have at john Carroll. Thanks, Don!
Robb Giambrone
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Football players
offer words of
thanks
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Extend volunteerlsm
beyond the holiday
season

Therewasonethingthatstayed
This time of the year brings
constant throughout the cold and much awa reness of the poor and
snowy weather at Wasmer field home less. And much of the media
this past Saturday afternoon. It is filled with stories of givmg and
wasrr't the Blue Streall.....!i~ - ....J~J.lO.lilW-S-MSLij~ . -..........-.oiv
we had our ups and downs. It ing and Christmas are over, we
wasn't the offense, for wefailed to rarely hear of any more soup kitch capitalize on a fe w Baldwin ens, food and clothes donations,
Wallace mistakes. Instead, it was etc. The needy just seem to be
you, th e student body of j ohn pushedawayimooursubconscious.
Carroll University. Through the
We who call ourselves Chriscold weather you stayed with us, tiansare usually at theforefrontof
giving us encouragement. On be- suchawarenessand activities. And
hal foftherestofthefootballteam, many of us at Ca rroll come from
I would like to take this opponu- private and religious schools.
nity to thank all of you who suplam really saddened when 1see
ported us during the game. The a homeless person, regardless of
spirit and enthusias m you showed their circumstances, out on the
was unlike anything [ have see n st reets begin g. lam even more sad
in lour years of school. When we when "Christians" just go through
returned to the field after half- the motions during the holidays,
ti me and saw tha t no one had left and forget about the needy othertofindthewarm thand comfonof wise.
their house or dorm room, lt was
I hope that we can remember
the best feeling in the world. Even the less fort unate and be thankful
"'hen it looked as if things weren't for what we have- sincerely. There
goingtogoourway, yoursupport have been so many times when I
neve1died. When the game went have taken my "fortunes" for
intoovertimeand westeppedonto granted. But Jalwaystrytorememthe Iield, it tru ly felt as if we were ber what St. Ignatius has shown:
playing with a twelfth man . You being a !person! for others.
I do not apologize for what I may
displayed un believablespirit. ,and
showed what it is like to rally have and others do not. Nor dol
around friends, LO support and frown upon others who may have
encourage them. For this, we sin- more than I.
cerely thank you.
But if we are to truly call ourThe team would also like to selves Christians, then our giving
thank the cheerleaders. They have shou ld go beyond justacomplimenstood in every type of weather tary check and the publicized acimaginable this year and many colades that can come with it. Nor
times go unappreciated. We do should we expect anyone to kiss up
appreciate you, though we some- to us for doing a good deed.
tunes forget all the long hours you
To expect such is to be a hypoput intosupportingus. For all of crite. ftisoverstated, butthegiftis
your hard work we thank you.
really in the giving and the good
Finally, we would like to thank feeling that might followf rom helpTim my Tomba and the rest of the inga human being, notanego, nor
)CU grounds cre\V. You were out a big tax deduction.
on th at fie ld long before we were,
1do not give to every beggar that
shovel ing off the snow so that we I see, but I try to do what l can in
could play in decent conditions. prayer and volunteerism
The long hours you put 111 every
1 hope that in calling ou rselves
dJr are mu h apprectated. and do Christians, and even tf some of us
no1 go unnoticed. Thanks guys.
are not, that we remember the less
fortunate beyond the holidays.
Members of the '97 Blue Streak
I am very glad to see that proFootball Team
grams such as F.O.C.U.S. and Meals

on Wheels still exist on campus.
I hope that these programs conti nue to grow and that people's
hearts grow with them. We all
have something to contribute at
one time or another.
Shabazz Wilson
john Carroll Alumnus

Pro-lifers beware:
With the Holiday Season comingnearerrous, ldosupposetha t
man y of us will beginourChristmasshopping within the next few
weeks.
Furthermore, I highly suspect
that many of these gifts which
we buy will be music related.
However, forallofuswhocall
ourselves pro-life, we have a duty
to make sure that what we buy
for presents does not directly contradict our belief that the lives of
unborn children need to be proleered
The reason I bring this up and
the reason I directly devote my
attention to the music industry is
due to the existence of an organization wi thin the rock and roll
community known as "Rock For
Choice."
Now, for those of you who do
not know, "Rock for Choice" is an
organizat ion of many bands, including many very popular

bands,thathave made a very blum
and open commi tment to the up
port of abortion right , whether it
be through monetary contributions or public support of abortion right .
Let memakeadisnnctionhcre:
I'm not talking about musictans
or bands who, in their own personal beliefs, think abortion to be
okay, but who do not publicly pro
mote it.
After all. everyone has a r i ~hl
to rh r iWn be te .
a I
talking about is musicians and
bands who, afte r choosmg to be·
lieve that abortion is okay, have
also promised to use some of your
money to help support abortion
rights - these are the musicians
who make up "Rock For Choice."
I would implore every pro-lifer
to abstain from purchasing anything from the following bands:
L7, Pearl jam, Nirvana, Hole, Soul
Asylum, Sound Garden, Fugazi,
Bikini Kill, Salr-n-Pe[Ya, Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Joan Jett, David
Byrne, Iggy Pop, Laurie Anderson,
Cyndi Lauper, Julian a Hatfield,
Four Non Blondes, Living Colour,
Stone Temple Pilots, Luscious
Jackson, Veruca Salt, Primus,
Fishbone, X, Liz Phair, Rage
Against the Machine, Screaming
Trees, Seven Year Bitch, Mary's
Danish, Mudhoney, Lunachicks,
Yo-Yo, Geraldine Ftbbers, Babes in
Toyland, Indigo Girls, and REM .
These bands are just some of
the bands who have done benefits

for "Rock For Choice."
Now, I know thts will be a sacnfice for many pro-hfers, but let
me just give you an analogy that
an esteemed teacher at my htgh
school g, ve to our class
The teacher asked a student, "If
you wer in a burning building,
and you could save one of the followmg: a million dollar patncmg
by Picasso, or a tiny baby~ wh1ch
would you save~"
lhc

~1udent

replied , "I woulJ

ing about lei"
All of the otherstudentsagreed
they would dot he same.
The teacher then asked, "Then
why are some of you still buying
Pearl Jam CDs~"
l beg of you all, think about
your prioritiesbefore you go buy
anything from a band that has
joined "Rock For Choice."
We pro-lifers mustjoi n together
and takeadefinitivestanceagainst
these bands-donor besoignorant
and foolish as to give your money
away to the opposition, especially
on an issue this important!
I dare say, if every pro-lifer
stopped giving hts or her money
away to "Rock For Choice," it
would bequitcaheavyblowtothe
group.
Wearetalkingaboutmusic versus lives of babies! What do you
think is more important?

-

Vince Benander
Class of 1999

Put
\ au
DoY
hirtS it in
}tavesomel
to saY·
writing!
(
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Send letters to the editor and guest conunentaries to The Carroll News at
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
Letters should not ex"eeu """'v ... v......, and commentaries 500 words. Both
MUST be accompanied by name and phone number for verification. The
Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters/commentaries for length and
content. Deadline for entry Is noon each Monday.
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HELP WANTED

800-531-1631. Recorded
Msg. Dept. JC817.

l:.arn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute best Metropolitan Pools is looking
Spring Break packages for part time and full time
a\ ailable!
Individuals, lifeguards for immediate
~tudent organizations, or
employment.
Flexible
small groups wanted!! Call schedules, excellent pay,
Jnt~:r-Campus Programs at 1bonuses. Not certified? We
tW0-327-6013 or http:// can train you for FREE!
www.1cpt.com.
(Certain restrictions apply).
Call today to work tomorrow!
Excellent extra income now! 741-9451.
Envelope stuffing - $600 $800 C\ cry week. Free
Details:
SASE
to SIT IERS NEEDED
International Inc., 1375 Child-care provider needed,
Coney Island Avenue, starting in January. 3-yearl3rooklyn, New York 11230. old and 1-year-old girls.
lh'>taurant Staff Needed.
Upscale restaurant in Solon
i~ looking for reliable staff
for PTt f-T hours as servers,
husser<.,
hosts,
and
bartcmh.: rs. Personality more
1111pmtant than experience.
Call 542-1000.
I ull-timc residual income
lhithout missing class by
giving away free $10 phone
cardc;. Calll-888-333-TEL3.
r l<..c -.ponsorcodeFY70 1762.

organization
I
man<~g.:ment? We need light
clean in!! /laundry help in our
CkveL.. nJ !Its. home. One
hour uaily or several times
per \\l'LJ... Che, but need
~ .1r. $K I hour. Call 932Clnod

Shaker Heights.
Own
transportation needed. Call
283-0103.
In-home child care needed
for 1-year-old girl in our
Lyndhurst home weekdays.
Flexible scheduling, good
pay, and great working
conditions. Call Mary at2912095.
Part-time help needed
infants 1 or 2-6 PM.
care on Belvoir
Bluestone. Please
Audree at 382-1802.

with
Day
and
call

Indoor garage, laundry room,
newly decorated. Call 216464-3300.
Shaker Heights- VanAken:
Charming 2 bedroom
apartment, newly decorated,
carpeting, ceiling fans, mini
blinds, appliances, indoor
garage included. From
$565.00. Call216-752-9921.
Cedar-Miramar: 1 &2bdrrn.
suites. Ceiling fans, mini
blinds, a/c, heat, fully
carpeted, laundry facilities,
garage available. Call 216464-3300.

mockery
47Memberof

and
Kadola
5 Energy

America's
largest
union
49 Greenpeace's

8 Flavor
enhancer

12 Wild a
blue pencil
13 "-been

concern:
abbr.

' had!"

50 Sea eagle

14Lab

51 ClUIDlly

assistant?
15 Partner
in crime
16 "Strange
Victory"

craft
52 Infamous

lyrist
53 Bary array
54 Encore
55 Catch

poet
18 Antiriot
chemical
20Extra
21 TmMan's

DOWN
1 Noteworthy act
2 Eric

or

Python"

22Tramcar
conte:Dts

23 Tried to

make a bit
26 New Jersey city
30''Alley-"
31 Average
32 Wish
otherwise
33 Mr. Chips,
e.g.
36 D.C. mayor
38 Attila was

one

MISCELLANEOUS

J6Across

19 Jazz engagemenl
22 "-tbe
fields ... "
23 Toper
24 Reason to
cry .,.Alas!"
2S "-Lazy
River"
26 Pitch
27 Foul up
28 Mongrel
29 Indispensable
31 Enclosure
34 Sounds
the house,

"Monty

need

Cleveland Heights - CedarTaylor: Newly remodeled
studio and 1 bedroom.
Carpeting, ceiling fan, mini
blinds, appliances, & parking.
From $365. Call 216-9327816.

name of

43 Playful

ACROSS
1 Calimyrna

3Arizona
river
4 "Sophie's
Cboicen
8llthor
S Essential
6 Currier's
partner
7"Givebreak!.,
&Camou-

flaged
9 "Zounds!"
lOAudilion
goal
II RaUed
17 First

39 Task
40 Kegler's

Getting married? 24 karat I
1/4 marquise wedding set.
Almost new. $2100, best
offer. Call Tish at 6 5-0738.

Occasional babysitting early
weeknight or weekend
evenings. Two gorgeous
children! Call 932-2372.

~.172 .

FOR RENT
RPS is currently hiring
p.1dagc handlers. Loading/
unloading packages in our
IInu~e on Wilson Mills
R.o,td . Pusitions are part-time
Monday through Friday, 2025 hour<. per week. Starting
\~age at $7.50 I hour. $8.50
,d'tcr JO days. Please call
21 h-6..f(l- l "i56 to set up an
IIlli: f\ u: \\ .

".ar . .

..

Tutor 5-year-old boy, parttime in home. Training
pn>vidt d for discrete trials
and hehavior modification.
~7 i hour. Call Lori at 349-114X.

1aJ..t: Money with Your PC!
I .arn ca<.h weekly from home
"1th your PC and a phone.
Call ft>i lree info 24hrs. 1-

For rent: one-halflarge brick
duplex (upstairs). Two
bedrooms plus den. One
large full bath. Living room,
dining room, kitchen with tile
counters, appliances, one half
garage. Hardwood floors.
Walk to John Carroll. Nice
apartment.
Available
immediately. $750 plus
deposit. Call Kevan, 3973300.

"This for the women who
claim they don't have a
thing to wear."

Shaker Heights-Warrensville
Center Road: Spacious 1 and
2 bdrm. Ceiling fans, miniblinds, heat, appl ian'ces,
carpet/wood floors, indoor
garage. Call 216-752-5361.
Shaker
Heights
Warrensville Center Road:
Luxury 1 & 2 bedroom suites.
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by Mike Marland

"You kiss the babies, you
want... and I'll kiss the
babies 1 want.•

ina way
35 Island
abodes

36 Cmts&:rictor
37 Somewhere else

39 Quick tugs
40 Goblet part
41lndiana
- city
42 Fritz of
filmdom
43 Acttess
Garr
44Bakcry
employee
45 Mrs. Nick
Charles
46 Gelalinous
substance

48 Bill

